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ABSTRACT 

The ESP for General Practitioners course was carried out at the Departmental 

Medical College of La Paz for six months. The purpose is to teach Basic English as a 

Foreign Language to doctors in general medical consultation contexts. This project point 

to select, adapt and create materials for teaching the English language and in this way to 

help practitioners become better and updated professionals. 

In this teaching process Communicative Approach, Grammar Translation Method 

and its different techniques such as role plays, interviews, grammatical analysis and more 

were applied in daily basis. Those methods and techniques worked very well to answers 

the doctors’ needs. The syllabus and teaching medical resources were elaborated in order 

to support the four language skills: Speaking, Listening, Writing and Reading.   

The final report was divided into five chapters: The first chapter introduces the 

description of institutional and medical requirements; the second one shows the proposal 

of the ESP course; the third covers the project development and evaluation; the fourth 

chapter explains the final results and experiences. Finally, the fifth segment introduces 

conclusions and recommendations as well as the final products of this Guided Work. 

  

Keywords: English for Specific Purposes (ESP), English for Medical Purposes 

(EMP), English as a Second Language (ESL). 
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RESUMEN  

El curso de inglés para propósitos específicos dirigido a médicos generales se llevó 

a cabo en el Colegio Médico Departamental de La Paz durante seis meses, el propósito es 

enseñar inglés básico como lengua extranjera a médicos en los contextos de consultas 

médicas generales, este proyecto tiene como objetivos seleccionar, adaptar y crear 

materiales para la enseñanza del idioma inglés y de esta manera ayudar a los médicos a 

ser mejores profesionales y constantemente actualizados. 

En el proceso de enseñanza el enfoque comunicativo, el método de traducción 

gramatical y sus diferentes técnicas como ser el juego de roles, entrevistas, análisis 

gramatical y otras técnicas se aplicaron diariamente en las clases, estos métodos y técnicas 

trabajaron perfectamente para responder a las necesidades de los médicos. El plan de 

estudios y los recursos médicos didácticos se elaboraron con el fin de apoyar las cuatro 

habilidades lingüísticas: hablar, escuchar, escribir y leer. 

El informe final se dividió en cinco capítulos: el primer capítulo presenta la 

descripción de los requisitos institucionales y médicos; el segundo muestra la propuesta 

del curso ESP; el tercero cubre el desarrollo y evaluación del proyecto; el cuarto capítulo 

explica los resultados y experiencias finales. Finalmente, el quinto segmento presenta 

conclusiones y recomendaciones, así como los productos finales de este Trabajo Dirigido. 

Palabras clave: inglés para fines específicos (ESP), inglés para fines médicos (EMP), 

inglés como segundo idioma (ESL) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the English language is an important tool in a globalized world for 

communication or research in many subjects. In the medicine area, it is essential because 

a lot of the medical and scientific literature is written in English. In addition, this language 

is common for international meetings and conferences. For those reasons teaching in 

specific areas is fundamental.  

 

One of the renowned institutions that teach English as a foreign language in 

different areas is Universidad Mayor de San Andres (UMSA) at the Linguistic and 

Languages Department through a Guided Work program, which gives the opportunity to 

public institutions or other departments of this university to learn English as a foreign 

language. At the same time, this program helps undergraduate students to practice their 

knowledge and to get a degree. The Guided work was one way to provide a solution and 

a reply to doctors’ specific communications needs through the agreement between the 

Departmental Medical College of La Paz and the Linguistics and Language Department. 

 

 After analysis of needs in the medical college the “ESP for General Practitioners” 

project was presented and then developed in the Guided work modality. This Project 

started by identifying the doctors’ English learning needs through interviews and a 

situation analysis diagnostic test. Afterward, it started to answer the needs and 

requirements. The course of English for Specific Propose (ESP) was carried out because 

this kind of course is appropriate for professionals who want to use the language either 

throughout their future studies or throughout the prospective professions.  

 

This ESP course developed Communicative Approach and Grammar Translation 

Method in the teaching process because both helped to answer the needs of the institution 

and encouraged the use of the language in the classroom with different activities, for 

example. The Communicative Teaching Method aims to achieve communication 

competence, and that is the major goal of language teaching.   
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In order to develop it in a better way, the project “A Work Plan” was elaborated. 

This plan helped us to draft an ESP syllabus according to the needs of the doctors to 

improve their English level. Later, classes were carried out throughout six months. Finally, 

on this teaching period a suitable material was designed, selected and adapt to support the 

syllabus. All these tools supported the participants to achieve a Basic English level in their 

environment when using medical vocabulary. The results of this process was an ESP 

syllabus, a Medical Basic English Book and its Workbook.  

 

This report shows how the learning and teaching process was performed, step by 

step; it also introduces the final evaluation results and the teacher’ suggestions coming 

from their experience. 
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CHAPTER I 

CONTEXT DESCRIPTION 

 Departmental Medical College of La Paz 

 

1.1. General description 

The Departmental Medical College of La Paz has been running for many years so 

far. “It was established in La Paz city regulated through Supreme Decree No 9944 of 

October 1st, 1971. The Medical College was born based on “La Confederación Medica 

Sindical de Trabajadores de Bolivia” (COMSIB). The medical confederation was 

composed of three main departments: The Academic Department, the Ethics Department 

and the Guild Department”. (Medical bulletin N°52, 1967) 

 

The current Medical College was created under those main departments, meeting 

their targets and with their affiliated physicians’ support. Nowadays, the Departmental 

Medical College of La Paz is divided into seven sections, in order to help and support all 

physicians from any specialty, medicine students and people in general. It is divided into: 

Library, Systems office, Communication office, Administration office, Science 

Committee office, Accounting office, Ethics Court office and Legal Adviser office. All 

attention schedules are on web page www.colmedlapaz.org. This institution works in their 

own facilities, every day from Monday to Friday in order to meet all doctors’ 

requirements, protests and complaints.  

 

This institution also bears the responsibility for offering its affiliated physicians 

ongoing training with innovative workshops and symposiums, well as publishing their 

academic articles and research. In order to satisfy these needs and support their training, 

the Medical College prints their own magazine “Revista Médica”, publishes and releases 

it for free. In this magazine, the physicians can publish their relevant medical experiences 

and research: All doctors and medicine students can read this information because its 

http://www.colmedlapaz.org/
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distribution is free of charge. This institution organizes different training events in order 

to support them, well as a reference library, a newspaper section, medicine magazines, 

free wi-fi internet room, class-rooms, meeting halls, auditoriums and new technological 

equipment. In addition, it has national and international relations with other institutions, 

colleges and universities. 

 

This institution is composed by retired physicians, medicine students and 

practitioner from the entire department of La Paz. The new doctors can join at any time 

no matter whether they are still studying or have studied at a private university or public 

university. Thus the number of members increases every year, the new medical university 

graduates want to join the Medical College for the advantages that it offers. You can find 

updated information about the membership requirements, work schedules, academic 

information, vaccine campaigns and general medical information in its web page 

 

Their mission and vision are as follows: 

Mission 

“Velar por el cumplimiento de los Estatutos y Reglamentos del Colegio Médico de Bolivia 

entre sus colegiados, con la finalidad de promover la excelencia en el ejercicio médico, 

promoviendo especialmente su desarrollo profesional, laboral, familiar, ético y social”. 

Vision 

“Ser considerada como una entidad o institución académica, científica y gremial, con 

reconocimiento nacional e internacional, por su liderazgo y promover la excelencia en el 

ejercicio de la atención médica en un entorno adecuado de trabajo, basado en valores de 

justicia equidad e igualdad.” 

 

 According to the mission and vision of the Departmental Medical College of La 

Paz, this institution has the responsibility and commitment to protect the medical society, 

their families and general community. For those reasons, the College provides continuous 

professional training, family gatherings, and free medical consultation for the population 
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in general. In this way, they take good care of the patient without any sort of distinction 

or discrimination.   

 

 The Departmental Medical College of La Paz is near Murillo Square, at 1266 

Ballivian between Bolivar and Colon streets, La Paz City. There you can find all the 

information about this institution, its services and medical campaigns. Moreover, it has 

two other buildings to hold meetings, conventions, social events and leisure reunions in 

Calacoto and Mallasa.  

 

1. 2.  Medical Requirements 

To identify the needs of the doctors on the foreign language (EFL), two research 

techniques were carried out: the direct interview and a situation analysis test. The 

interviews were applied together with the College president, the languages course 

coordinator and the Asociación de Médicos de Atención Primaria en Salud (AMAPS) 

delegate and the situation analysis written test was performed with the participants in the 

classroom. The interviews were carried out several times with Mrs. Magali Ervas language 

courses coordinator, then with Dr. Luis Orlando Larrea (Director of the College), and 

finally with Dr. Noemi Vaca (delegate the Rural Doctors Association (AMAPS). 

 

In an interview about the course Mrs. Ervas said “The affiliated doctors of the 

Medical College work in different regions of La Paz department and one of the main needs 

related to the linguistics and languages area is to train their members in languages: one 

native language in order to communicate with the native speakers of the rural areas (places 

they work in) and one foreign language for attending international workshops in the city”. 

(Language courses coordinator, May 22nd) 

 

Furthermore, Dr. Luis Orlando Larrea García expressed that “after several 

interviews with his colleagues about foreign languages issues, they decided to learn 

English as a foreign language because it is a Universal Language and observed that all 
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new medical research is written in English”. (President of the Departmental College of La 

Paz, June 8th) 

 

Finally, Dr. Noemi Vaca stated “some of us, who work in the touristic areas for 

example around Titicaca Lake, need to communicate in English with our patients in 

General Medical Consultation. We want to talk about their general symptoms, injuries, 

cuts, twists and common illnesses.” (AMAPAS member and delegate, June 22nd) 

 

In these interviews with the main representatives of the Departmental Medical 

College of La Paz, they mentioned that learning English, as a second language, is really 

important to participate in medical conferences, workshops and interviews, also to read 

medical articles about diseases and health and finally to communicate in daily General 

Medical Consultations using basic medical vocabulary. 

 

Then, the first day of classes, we provided a situational analysis test to the 

participants of the course in order to identify their most relevant needs and wants regarding 

the English language. This test was adapted from Hutchinson T. & Water's situation 

analysis test proposed in their book English for Specific Purposes because this book it 

became a basis for new researches in the ESP area. The test reflects the why, how and 

where they will use the new language. In order to explain this, it has four sections divided 

into three subtopics (See Appendix 1) 

 

After the tests were reviewed and analyzed, the following final results were 

obtained. A hundred percent of the participants wanted to learn the four language skills in 

an academic context to study and work. The language would be used in the country face 

to face with the native speakers. They also wanted to learn English to understand written 

texts. Regarding prior knowledge of the English language, 60% of participants had learned 

ESL in language schools many years ago and 40% only in school. This last group admitted 

that their English language level was low. (See Appendix 2) 
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The results of the interviews and questionnaires encouraged and afforded the main 

guidelines to elaborate this English language curse based on the medical environment, in 

order to meet their needs, wants and overcome their lacks. This ESP basic course offered 

them the opportunity to acquire a second language knowledge at a basic level in a medical 

context. 
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CHAPTER II 

PROPOSAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1.   Proposal 

After the interviews with the institution representatives and the diagnostic time 

with the participants, an English course program was made for doctors belonging to the 

Departmental Medical College of La Paz. This proposal was focused to meet the doctors’ 

needs and wants, considering their English language level, their work schedule and the 

time of the course.  

 

Based on the analysis of the results two main needs were identified: the need to 

communicate in English during their medical general consultations and the need to 

understand the written articles in English. In order to meet these needs the project 

proposed; an English for Specific Purposes (ESP) basic course, an ESP syllabus for six 

months, a new teaching technique in the classes, self-made teaching resources and adapted 

teaching medical material.  

 

This course worked with a combination of the Communicative Approach and 

Grammar Translation Methods in the class, in the development of the syllabus and in the 

material to be used. One hand the Communicative Approach gave the techniques to work 

in a social context, taking into account experiences portrayed in the real world; on the 

other, Grammar Translation Method helped to translate written medical articles. Both 

methods enabled doctors to develop their language knowledge and put it into practice. 

 

2.2. Justification 

In the medicine area the medical researches, medical articles and new medical 

books are written in English. Foreign doctors share their new research on different subjects 

and their own clinical experiences in that language, too. Nevertheless, doctors in La Paz 

city are not prepared in using English as a foreign language; they do not learn English or 
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any other language at the university throughout their career. The Medical Departments do 

not count on the English language as an official subject in their curricula. 

 

Some doctors or medicine students learn general English by themselves with the 

help of translators or at private language, schools; hence their language command is 

General English and though does not meet their work needs on medicine area. For these 

reasons, this Supervised Work in second language teaching has been considered an 

important contribution in the medical field in La Paz city. We stepped forward to an 

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) Basic Course for doctors and medicine students that 

provided them with the opportunity to learn English in their working context and in this 

way achieve a better service for all society.  

 

In addition, this project applied a combination of teaching techniques throughout 

the English course and proposed new teaching material that would be useful for future 

ESP teachers or just for reading English for Specific Purpose references. Thus it 

contributes to the field of applied linguistics which is one of the main branches at the 

Linguistic department.  

 

Lastly, this kind of Supervised Works encourages and supports the Linguistics and 

Languages Department undergraduate students to perform ESP courses in the medical 

area or in any area that they would want to apply for a degree. In this way, this Supervised 

Work in teaching a foreign language was justified and considered an important 

contribution to our society, to the Medical field and the Linguistic area. 

 

2.3.Objective 

2.3.1. General objective 

- To provide doctors of the Departmental Medical College of La Paz with an ESP basic 

course based on the Communicative Approach and Grammar Translation Method. 
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2.3.2. Specific Objective 

- To identify the doctors’ needs and wants through interviews and situation analysis 

questionnaire. 

 

- To design an ESP course and appropriate syllabus according to the doctors’ needs 

for General Medicine Consultations. 

 

- To develop the course using the Communicative Approach and Grammar Translation 

Method. 

 

- To elaborate, select and adapt medical materials that could be used throughout the 

course. 

 

2.4.Scope 

The present Foreign Language Teaching Project involves building and developing an 

ESP basic course for General Practitioners and, with suitable materials and resources for 

the above-mentioned doctors at the Departmental Medical College of La Paz. This in order 

to help them achieve a basic level of English within medical contexts through the four 

linguistic skills in different daily conversations, and by understanding short written texts.  

 

2.5.Achievement Indicators 

To identify the indicators of the ESP course helped to plan the activities in order 

to achieve the Supervised Work objectives. The indicators are the observable aspects of a 

result that verifies whether the objectives have been reached (Tintaya, 2008). The list of 

indicators based on the specific objectives and tasks to achieve are presented in the 

following chart: 
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CHART 1 

Objetives Indicators Means of verification 

To identify the Doctors’ 

needs and wants through 

interviews and situation 

analysis questionnaire. 

 

The physician’ needs and 

wants were identified working 

with interviews and situational 

analysis questionnaires. The 

relevant questions were about 

learners, English level, 

motivation and interests. 

The interviews were fulfilled 

together with the Director and 

the organizers before starting 

the course. 

The situation analysis written 

questionnaire was applied on 

the participants during the first 

day of classes. 

To design an ESP course 

and appropriate syllabus 

according to the doctors’ 

needs for General 

Medicine Consultations.  

 

Syllabus design and contents of 

the course were designed 

sequentially and logically, and 

organized for a basic level in 

the medical context. 

Structure of syllabus and 

contents using the four skills. 

 

Writing, reading, listening and 

speaking skills were practiced 

through exercises, short 

conversation and games. 

To develop the course 

using the Communicative 

Approach and Grammar 

Translation Method.   

 

Communicative approach was 

applied to daily conversations 

about General Consultations at 

work. 

 

The participant practiced 

conversations in the real 

medicine context by acquiring 

new medical useful phrases 

and vocabulary. 

Translation method was 

applied to teach English, and 

translate medical articles. 

Teaching English sentences, 

paragraphs and articles were 

translated by the participants of 

the course. 

To elaborate, select and 

adapt medical materials to 

be used throughout the 

course. 

Selection of authentic and 

adapted materials related to 

course objectives within 

pedagogical context.  

 

Course book and Work book  
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 Development of materials 

based on General Medical 

Consultation situations and 

tasks concerned for their 

translation. 

Description of units, subjects, 

tasks and activities of the 

course book, emphasizing 

medical situations.  

Source: Own  

 

2.6.Work Plan 

The Working Plan is an important tool in the process of Guided Work and its division 

depend on the kind of project. In this case, it was divided into six: 

1. The specifics objective. Intended for each step of the work. 

2. Activities. Specifies the activities and stages that were developed. 

3. Methodology. Describes the methods and techniques applied to achieve the 

objectives.  

4. Time. Indicates chronologically the moments in which the activity had been 

carried out. 

5. Resources. Shows the resources and materials used for the development of each 

activity. 

6. Participants. Mentions the participant or participants that were involved in the 

activities of the project. 

The working plan is a guide of sequence of activities that developed during the supervised 

work (Tintaya, 2008). The next plan was divided in two stages for better development. 

The first stage was the design of the project and the second is centered on the teaching of 

ESP course. (See CHART 2 and 3) 
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FIRST STAGECHART 2 

DESIGN OF THE PROJECT. 

 

Objetives 

 

Activities 

 

Methodology 

and Techniques 

 

Time 

 

Resources 

 

Participants 

 

- To identify the 
main needs and 

wants of the 

doctors through 

interviews and 

situational 

analysis tests. 

 

- Coordinate several meetings with the 
representatives of the Departmental 

Medical College of La Paz. 

 

- Collaborative 
meeting. 

 

 

May 

2012 

 

 

 

- Notebook. 

- Pens. 

 

- The Dean of the Medical 
College. 

- Language Coordinator. 
AMAPS doctor 

representative.  

- Undergraduate student. 

 

- Discuss with the languages 
coordinator about the necessities of 

the course. 

 

- Direct 
interviews. 

 

May 

2012 

- Notebook. 

- Pens. 

- Radio. 

 

- Language Colleges 
Coordinator. 

- Undergraduate student.  

 

- Perform a test with participants of the  
course. 

- Administer a 
test. 

 

June  

2012 

- Photocopies 

- Notebook. 

- Doctor participants of the 
ESP course. 

- Undergraduate student. 

 

- Recognize, identify and classify the 
principal needs of the medics.  

- Compilation 
and analysis of 

the data. 

June  

2012 

- Completed 

tests. 

- Notebook. 

- Pens.  

- Computer. 

 

- Undergraduate student. 
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- To design an ESP 
course and 

appropriate 

syllabus according 

to doctors’ needs 

at General 

Medicine 

Consultations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Classifies the subjects and 
the grammatical structures 

rules according to the 

participants’ needs at the 

Basic English level. 

 

- Selects tasks, exercises and 
medical articles according to 

the unit and the sequence of 

the topics. 

 

- Selects the methodology and 

techniques to develop 

throughout the topics. 

 

- Data 

compilation 

review 

 

- Background 
analysis 

 

- Texts 
assessment. 

 

- English books 
review 

 

- Medicine 

books and 

articles review. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From June 

to 

December  

2012 

 

- Notebook. 

- Pens. 

- Computer 

- General English 

books  

- Medicine books. 

- Medicine articles. 

- Photocopies of 
medical texts and 

articles. 

 

- Internet. 

 

 

 

- Tutor of the 

Guided Work. 

 

- Undergraduate 

student. 

 

 

 

-  

 

 

 

 

- Select and adapt 
engaging material 

and tasks to be 

used in the course.  

 

 

- Reviews of different English 
books and medical articles 

on the internet.  

 

- Selects exercises according 

to the level and needs of the 

participants. 

 

- Adapts of all this select 
material in the textbook and 

workbook. 

 

 

 

 

- Documentation 
review. 

 

 

 

 

 - Computer. 

- Internet. 

- Notebook 

- Medical books. 

- Vocabulary books. 

- Pictures.  

- English books. 

- Medical books. 

 

 

- Undergraduate 

student.  
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SECOND STAGECHART 3 

TEACHING PROCESS OF THE ESP BASIC COURSE FOR GENERAL PRACTITIONERS 

 

Objectives 

 

Activities 

 

Techniques 

 

Time 

 

Resources 

 

Participants 

 

- Apply the 
Communicative 

Approach method in 

the subjects at the 

beginning of the 

class in order to 

enable the 

acquisitions of the 

foreign language 

throughout the 

course. 

- Students learn the main 
phrases in the foreign 

language. 

 

- Students ask and answer their 
classmates for information. 

 

- Students have to be involved 

in the context for answering 

the usual questions. 

 

- Language is acquired through 
interaction as well as 

acquisition from the teacher. 

- Role – play. 

- Interviews. 

- Survey. 

- Make conversation. 

- Interact. 

- Individual work. 

- Pair work. 

- Group work. 

- Learn by to teach. 

- Games. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From 

June to 

December 

- Board. 

- Color water 

marker. 

- Eraser, 

- Radio. 

- Computer and 

Projector. 

- Course bookand 

Workbook. 

- Photocopies, 

Pictures and 

Bilingual 

dictionary. 

- Internet.  

- Bilingual online 

dictionaries.  

-  
 

 

 

 

- Doctors 
participants of 

the E.S.P. basic 

course. 

 

- Undergraduate 

student 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Utilizes the 
Grammar 

Translation 

techniques to teach 

grammar structures 

and basic translation 

in different tasks 

throughout the 

course.    

- Students utilize newly learnt 
grammatical structure and 

medical vocabulary in the 

written exercises.  

 

- Students identify the main 

information in the paragraphs. 

 

- Students write a short 
conversation using correct 

grammar rules.  

- Fill the blanks. 

- Sentences 

constructions. 

- Memorizing. 

grammatical rules. 
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- Students complete and solve 

the workbook exercises at 

home. 

 

 

 

- Application of tests 
for formative 

assessment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Perform classes giving tasks 
and writing assignments in the 

classroom. 

 

- Design short oral progress tests 
to value knowledge acquired 

from current and the last units. 

 

- Register the record of 

participants’ fulfillment of 

writing tasks, assignments and 

participation (achievement 

tests). 

 

- Handbook. 
 

- Observation.  

 

- Table of 

participation. 

 

- Iterate quickly on a 
design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From June 

to 

December 

 

- Board 
 

- Color water 

markers.  
 

- Photocopies 

 

 

 

- Doctors 
participants of 

the E.S.P. basic 

course. 

 

- Undergraduate 
student 

 

 

 

- Application of tests 
for summative 

assessment. 

-  
- Design the proficiency tests 

based on the contents of the 

planned subjects. 

 

- Registers the record scores 

obtained from the tests. 

 
 

 

- Interviews.  

- Testing. 

- Projects (a 

culminating project 

that synthesizes 

knowledge) 

-  
 

From June 

to 

December 

-  
 

 

- Photocopies. 
 

- Doctors 
participants of 

the E.S.P. basic 

course. 

 

- Undergraduate 
student 

 

Source: Own  
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2.7.Reference Framework 

The theoretical framework plays an important role in guiding the entire process of 

the research; it is a summary of the theory regarding a particular problem that is developed 

through a review of texts.  

A theoretical framework can be thought of as a map or travel plan. When 

planning a journey in an unfamiliar country, people seek as much knowledge as 

possible about the best way to travel, using previous experience and the accounts 

of others who have been on similar trips. ‘Survival advice’ and ‘top tips’ enable 

them to ascertain the abilities, expectations and equipment that may help them to 

have a successful journey with good outcomes, to achieve their objectives and 

return to base safely. (Sincler, 2007, p.39) 

 

In this case, the travel map focus on seven major points and its divisions. The main 

is the language learning and teaching to understand how those processes take place, the 

English for Specific Purpose (ESP) to know the characteristics of this field, the teaching 

methods in order to teach in suitable way and the elaboration of teaching material to meet 

the key characteristics that it must have.  

 

2.7.1 Language Teaching and Learning 

 Knowing the general concepts of the teaching-learning process is important to 

understand how the student learn and the future difficulties could be trough this teaching 

process. The others educators' experiences and investigations helped to anticipate the 

teaching problems.  The current issues in a second language acquisition in any kind of 

field may initially come across many questions like: Who are these learners? What is that 

the learner must learn and the teacher teach? What cognitive process are utilized in second 

language learning? How does learning take place? Where will they learn? Why are 

learners attempting to acquire de second language? And so on (Brown, 2000) these are 

some principal questions that open the concern in the theory. 
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2.7.1.1. Language Learning  

According to Scarino & Liddicoat (2009): 

 

The developmental focus is on an individual’s potential abilities. An 

individual’s learning potential depends fundamentally on mediation – that 

is, learning support or scaffolds that are made available. These scaffolds 

might include reminders, examples, models, graphics, illustrations, 

explanations, further questions and elaborations, as well as encouragement. 

(p.27) 

 

The authors mention that the acquisition of new knowledge needs mediation, the 

teacher work as a mediator between the participant and the language. How they learn 

depends on the tools that the teacher uses for teaching and the correct methods he applies. 

Learning is a process that needs to be well planned. The correct use of time, the materials 

and techniques can make the difference.  Every person learns in different ways and it does 

not occur at the same time. The processes of language learning in the human brain are 

different. “We have all heard people say that they cannot learn something until they have 

seen it. They would fall into the group called "visual" learners. Others, who may be called 

‘auditory’ learners, seem to learn best ‘by hearing” (Lightbown&Spada,2014, p. 83). 

Further on, the learning styles vary and the teacher needs to work them out. 

 

2.7.1.2. Language Teaching  

About language teaching, H. Stern (1994) argues “Language teaching can be 

defined as the activities which are intended to bring about language learning”. (p. 21) it 

can be defined as a process where someone with specific knowledge (the teacher) transfers 

his knowledge about the language to another person, that person can be a child, teenager, 

young or adult. The age of the course participant is not important, however teachers’ 

appropriate techniques and methodologies to transfer this knowledge according to 

participants' age is so important to get good results. Teaching works together with learning 

and is defined as:  
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Teaching cannot be defined apart from learning. Teaching is guiding and 

facilitating the learning, enabling the learner to learn, setting the conditions for 

learning. Your understanding of how the learner learns will determine your 

philosophy of education, your teaching style, your approach methods and 

classroom techniques. (Brown, 2000, p. 7) 

 

Teaching is an important process where the teacher needs to observe how the 

students are learning and whether the results teacher could change the technique dependes 

on the results, as Brown (2000) says “your theory of teaching is your theory of learning”. 

(p.8). 

 Language Teaching (LT) is a wide field which could be seen as a big tree, where 

the main trunk is the English Language teaching (ELT), being English as a foreign 

language (EFL) one of the highest braches. Then, it could be divided into other braches 

such as General English (GE) and the English for Specific Purpose (ESP) (Hutchinson T. 

& Waters A., 1991) English Course for General Practitioner is centered on this last branch. 

 

2.7.2. English for Specific Purposes 

Day & Krzanowki (2011) describe the English for Specific Purpose (ESP) as:  

 

ESP involves teaching and learning the specific skills and language needed by 

particular learners for a particular purpose. The P in ESP is always a professional 

purpose – a set of skills that learners currently need in their work or will need in 

their professional careers”. (p. 5) 

 

ESP courses give the answers to a participant's specific needs in the professional 

area in any field. It could be offered at the universities, colleges, specific factories or 

wherever people share interests in common. Another distinctive thing is that ESP must 

not be considered like a product; it is an approach. 
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ESP must be seen as an approach. ESP is not a particular kind of language or 

methodology, nor does it consist of a particular type of language teaching 

materials. Understood properly, it is an approach to language learning, which is 

based on learned need. The foundation of all ESP is the simple question: why does 

this learner need the English language? This question is fundamental because the 

reasons for which students learn the English vary from study purposes to work 

purposes. (Hutchinson. & Waters, 1991, p. 19) 

  

 The methodologies and techniques for an ESP course are adapted or elaborated. 

The proposed syllabuses for specific fields such as informatics, medicine, engineering, 

tourism and so on have to provide answers to the main questions such as:  Why do the 

students wants to learn English? What do they want to learn? Do they need English for 

work or study? The ESP course program is focused on the participants' needs and their 

work environment. This kind of courses is an important contribution to the English as a 

Foreign Language (EFL) branch. 

 

2.7.3. English for a Specific Purpose vs. General English 

Are English for Specific Purposes and General English different? This is the usual 

question some teachers and students ask. 

 

The answer to this very reasonable question is ‘in theory nothing, in the practice a 

great deal’. It is often argued that the needs of the General English learner, for 

example the schoolchild, are not specifiable. (...). What distinguishes ESP from 

General English is not the existence of a need as such but rather an awareness of 

the need. (Hutchinson & Waters, 1991, p.53) 

 

The English for Specific Purpose (ESP) course is situation-centered on the learner, 

which means teaching the ESP learner how to use English in different working situations, 

whereas the General English (GE) learner is concerned with language features, i.e. it 

focuses mainly on grammar. In ESP, we may use only one skill; for example, business 
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English learners may need only speaking while GE course needs the four skills.  Genres 

of language in ESP are formal and academic; whereas in GE they are conversational and 

social. 

 

Identifying these differences help this teaching project to make distinctions 

between ESP and GE, and in consequence to select an appropriate teaching techniques 

and resource to plan an ESP course. It also contributes to determine the skills to propose 

an academic syllabus mainly, centered on the doctors' needs. We should take into account 

the gender, as stated by an author in the previous paragraphs. 

 

2.7.4. The Role of the ESP teacher 

 The English for Specific Purpose teacher’ alike the General English teachers have 

things in common. All teachers have to motivate the students to participate actively in 

every class, and maintain the interest and motivation. The teacher has to influence 

student positively so that they learn. If the classroom is the place where the student 

enjoys coming because the contents are interesting and relevant the teacher will have 

fulfilled his role (Lightbown & Spada, 2014). However, in others aspects, the roles are 

different, that is why some authors prefer use the term practitioner when they refer to an 

ESP teacher. Here is the major difference: 

 

For teachers of General English, a key question is finding materials and 

methodologies which are effective for a particular class (e.g. ‘is the approach 

method I’m using appropriate for learners of this age, culture, level, first 

language(s) etc.’?). This question is also relevant to ESP but one other factor 

should also be considered: subject specific knowledge (of legal procedures, of 

engineering methods, of software programming etc.). (Day and Krzanowk, 2011, 

p. 7) 

Seeking subjects for the ESP course and adequate knowledge is the work of a 

teacher or ESP practitioner as some authors say. The ESP practitioner is responsible for 

the teaching plan, and his task involves five roles: course design provider, researcher, 
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collaborator, evaluator and material designer (Dudley-Evans and ST John,1998). 

According to these views, the role of the ESP teacher is also to do research and elaborate 

adequate material for a particular field. It could be a hard and complicate job; nevertheless, 

you do not necessarily need be a specialist in the field. 

 

ESP teachers do not need to adjust to specialist subject knowledge. They require only 

three things: 

i. a positive attitude towards the ESP content. 

ii. a knowledge of the fundamental principles of the subject area. 

iii. an awareness of how much they probably already know.  

In other words, the ESP teacher should not be a teacher of the subject matter, but 

rather an interested student of the subject matter (Hutchinson & Water 1991, 

p.164). 

      The teacher has to be an open minded, researcher and confident with the learners in 

order to give them an appropriate environment in the classes so as to accomplish good 

results. 

 

2.7.5. The Role of the ESP Student 

 

About the ESP student Cariaga (2008) mentions:  

 

ESP is based on the use students will make of the language according to their 

aims and according to the activities, they will be involved in with the language, 

which will also vary according to the group of learners and context. 

ESP is mainly based on: 

1. The language specific needs of the learners. 

2. The learners’ needs of the field or the discipline’s content (topic) occupations 

and activities. 

3. The linguistic items such as syntax, lexis, discourse, etc. appropriate to those 

activities. 
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4. The emphasis on the relevant skill of the learners’ need, for example, reading. 

(p.18)  

 

As Cariaga mentions, student play an essential role in developing an ESP course, 

because all planning of the course is based on their wants, needs and lacks. They determine 

the teaching methodology because the aptitude of language learning is different from 

person to person. The practitioner must search or adapt the appropriate methodology, as 

Hutchinson & Waters, (1991) point out “ESP is an approach to language teaching in which 

all decisions as to content and method are on the learner’s reason for learning” (p.19).  For 

these reasons Hutchinson & Waters prefer word participant instead of student when 

talking about the ESP course. 

 

2.7.6. The ESP Syllabus 

Syllabus is the key section of the course design, because this is a summary of what 

and how the ESP course should be developed. Regarding this topic Hutchinson and 

Water (1991) provide this explanation: “A syllabus is a document which says what will 

(or at least what should) be learnt. But, in fact, there are several different ways in which 

a syllabus can be passed through several different stages before it reaches its destination 

in the mind of the learner”. (p.80), the syllabus is not inflexible or static it can be flexible 

about its subjects or contents; it can change according to the field, learning factors, 

teachers’ experience and learners’ emotions (Cariaga,2008).  

 

Thus, “Syllabus focuses more narrowly on selection and grading of content” 

(Nunan, 1996, p. 8). The select contents can be developing with different methodologies 

in the course, the syllabus helps to plan the subjects, the order and the time in which 

these should be develop, it also helps to establish an appropriate time to achieve the ESP 

course’s objectives.  

 

All these aspects were relevant to create an ESP syllabus for the General 

Practitioner presented in this Supervised Work project.  The Notional Functional 
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syllabus was select for this course because it complies with its necessities. The Notional 

Functional syllabus helped to decide which materials and resources were more 

appropriate for doctors of the Medical Departmental College of La Paz. 

 

2.7.7. ESP Materials Design 

About the materials Tomlinson (2008) argue: 

The majority of course books include instructions such as 'tell the class', 'Ask 

your teacher about ...'or 'work in groups of four', or alternatively activities may be 

labeled as 'Group work ‘or 'Class activity'. Even if the self-access learner is 

working with a partner or a group of friends...The advantage of course books are 

that are they are usually published in series to suit a range of levels, and the layout 

is very attractive with glossy covers and colorful graphics and images. (p.113) 

 

The advantages of handling good material are many in the class. It helps to develop 

the subjects, grammatical contents and planning of the time for every class in certain 

order. It also has to motivate the students with attractive graphics and contents. However, 

the ESP materials are hard to find because there are not many courses in such specific 

fields; hence, the only way to get them is by means of import or by adapting General 

English materials. To create the ESP material, Nunan (1995) say that “topics can reflect 

the needs of the learners, general interest, other content such as science, geography, etc. 

Having selected a topic, the materials’ writer collects or creates texts and tasks around 

the topic” (p. 215).  Creating the tasks of the subjects in the ESP course book is 

important. The author or compiler need to be careful when doing or selecting. Day and 

Krznowskit (2011) mention three aspects that must be considered when drafting an ESP 

book “realistic dialogues of professionals at work, authentic model texts and step-by-

step guidance for students on how to cope in professional situations”. (p.18) 

 

As it has already been mentioned, the ESP material has to provide the tools for the 

learner’s working environment; moreover, it has to help the teacher. The English for 
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Specific Purpose for a general practitioner material was selected and elaborated taking 

into account the characteristics already stated.    

 

2.7.8. Teaching Methods 

The questions that all English teachers ask when having their first experience in 

teaching are: What is a method? And what are its characteristics and functions? About 

those questions Tamura (2016) explains: 

 

The task of methodology is to enhance the process of teaching English by 

empowering and facilitating teachers to work proficiently. Teaching involves a 

continuous analysis of one’s own work, the experiences of other teachers and the 

search for new means to improve teaching. When teaching a foreign language, a 

teacher must think about the specific qualities offered to students of a certain 

mother tongue. That means that the methodology of teaching English has to take 

into account the problems posed by the English language for the students who will 

learn it. (p.169) 

 

The teaching approaches and methods are designed to provide a detailed account 

of major trends in language teaching in the twentieth – century. The approaches and 

methods according to their theories of language learning have different characteristics 

such as: the earning objectives, the syllabus model used, the roles of the teacher, the roles 

of the learners and the materials within the method or approach, as well as the classroom 

procedures and techniques that the method uses. (Richards &Rogers, 2001),  

 

In the ESP course for General Practitioners, after analyzing the results of the 

interviews, questionnaires and reviewing the theories of teaching methods, the 

Communicative Approach and Grammar Translation Method were selected because these 

were the most appropriate to develop this Medicine course. These methods work with 

different techniques in the process of teaching-learning but are complemented in this 

program.   
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2.7.8.1. The Communicative Approach 

The Communicative Approach nowadays is ordinary in teaching because this 

approach was designed to motivate students to communicate. “Communicative language 

teaching can be understood as a set of principles about the goals of language teaching, 

how learners learn a language, the kinds of classroom activities that best facilitate 

learning, and the roles of teachers and learners in the classroom” (Richards, 2006, p.2). 

The learner roles in the communicative approach are focused on produces the language 

using real situations, so the teacher's work is less dominant than when applying traditional 

methods. The Communicative approach or Communicative Language learner as Richards 

& Rodgers named in their book Approaches and Methods of Language (2001) mention 

the following general characteristics: 

 

At the level of language theory, Communicative Language Teaching has a rich, if 

somewhat eclectic, theoretical base. Some of the characteristics of this 

communicative view of language follow. 

1. Language is a system for the expression of meaning.  

2. The primary function of language is for interaction and communication. 

3. The structure of language reflects its functional and communicative uses.  

4. The primary units of language are not merely its grammatical and 

structural features, but categories of functional and communicative meaning as 

exemplified in discourse. (Richards & Rodgers, 2001, p.71) 

 

Knowing these characteristics encourage the use of this Approach in order to 

develop the ESP course. The idea that learning a language successfully comes through 

having to communicate real meaning is appropriate to achieve the goals of this project. 

When Doctors are involved in real communication contexts they feel motivated. In this 

way, the ESP teacher can work in the classroom with real peer-to-peer conversations, 

share personal information, ask for help, create self-descriptions, ask for general medical 

information and talk about typical situations that happen in their personal and professional 
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life at the hospital. These kinds of conversations make the everyday classes lively and 

interesting. 

 

2. 7.8.2. Grammar Translation Method  

The Grammar Translation Method (GTM), which evolved from the Classical 

Method is one of the most conventional. This method focuses on the classical literature 

and grammatical rules of the target language, with sentences or paragraphs translated 

into and from the mother tongue agreed authors mentioned that it is the first teaching 

method from the15th century. 

 

“A glance back in history reveals few if any research- based language teaching 

methods prior to the twentieth century in the Western world, “foreign” language 

learning in schools was synonymous with the learning of Latin or Greek. Latin, 

thought to promote intellectuality through “mental gymnastics”, was until 

relatively recently held to be indispensable to an adequate higher education. Latin 

was taught by means of what been called the Classical Method: focus on 

grammatical rules, memorization of vocabulary and of various declensions and 

conjugations, translation of texts, doing written exercises.” (Brown, 2000, p. 15) 

 

Currently this GTM method helps learners and teachers to work with written 

material in a specific context. This includes a control over the vocabulary and grammar 

found in most texts, and learning the rules of grammar with the goal of enabling the 

learners understand all the text, and consequently give them the tools of the language. 

 

The Grammar Translation Method has its own features: 

1. the goal of foreign language study is to learn a language in order to read its 

literature or in order to benefit from mental discipline and intellectual development 

that result from foreign- language study. 

2. Reading and writing are the major focus; little or no systematic attention is paid 

to speaking or listening. 
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3. Vocabulary selection is based solely on the reading texts used, and words are 

taught trough bilingual word lists, dictionary, and memorization. 

4. The sentences is the basic unit of teaching and language practice. 

5. Accuracy is emphasized. 

6. Grammar is taught deductively- that is, by presentation and study of grammar 

rules, which are then practiced through translation exercises. 

7. The student’s native language is the medium of instruction. (Richards & 

Rodgers, 2001, p.3-4) 

 

This classical method provides good assistance to the ESP teacher to work with 

medical written texts and complies with the main idea of the paragraph. The Grammar 

Translation techniques on teaching context helped the Doctors to identify the English 

grammar and in this way encouraged them to translates articles from the workbook on 

their own. The Grammar Translation Method prompts the ESP teacher to use a formal 

language because doctors have a previous knowledge of the Spanish language rules and 

the English grammar. Translation is a natural and necessary activity in the classroom. 

The use of translation techniques shapes our way of thinking and helps us to understand 

better the influence of the one language on the other and to correct errors of habit that 

creep in unnoticed (Duff,1996). 
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CHAPTER III 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

3.1. Sequence of Teaching Activities 

The sequence or order of activities is important in any project as it gives a particular 

order in which events or movements are related; or thing happened or will happen.  In 

English for Specific Purposes teaching activities at every sequence were planned from 

beginning to end, because a previous project design was presented before the course 

development. A proper planning helped to develop the English course in a better way and 

throughout six months. It helped setting teaching tasks in order. 

 

3.1.1. Timetable  

The timetable was a significant tool in the ESP project. This chart or schedule mark 

a specific activity to take place at a particular time. It could be changed if necessary 

through an established time. Everything depended on the relevance of the situation. In this 

case the time table encompassed the eight months of the project, from the project 

presentation at the Medical College of La Paz to the development and end of the ESP 

course.  

 

This helped to plan and register the times of the coordination meetings, the units to 

develop, the tests, the tasks and the final oral presentation at the conclusion of the course. 

All general project activities are referred in the following chart. 
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CHART 4 

TIMETABLE 

STEP AIM May Jun July Augus

t 

September October November December  

 

 

 

 

 

Present the 

program of 

ESP course at 

Medical 

College. 

To decide the 

schedule and 

introduces 

contents of the 

course 

        

 

Start the ESP 

classes. 

 

To make a 

student’s 

diagnostic test 

and develop the 

first unit. 

        

Development 

the program. 

To develop the 

second unit. 
        

Evaluate the 

progress. 

 

To give oral 

and written test 

for units 1and 2 

and develop the 

third unit. 

        

Development 

the program. 

To develop the 

fourth unit. 
        

 

Evaluation the 

Progress. 

To give oral and 

write test of  

units 3 and 4 

and develop the 

fifth unit 

        

Development 

the Program. 

To develop the 

sixth unit. 
        

Final Oral 

Presentation. 

To give a 

general oral test. 
       3rd 

week 

Source: Own  
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3.1.2. Project Design 

The major coordination meetings at the Departmental Medical College of La Paz 

were scheduled by the College Languages coordinator, Mrs. Hervas. We held more 

frequent meetings in the month of May. At the meetings the logistics of the course were 

established: time, number of participants, schedules, classrooms, materials, equipment, 

the number of participants and the passing grade for the course. In addition, she discussed 

the course expectations. In the last meeting before starting the English classes the 

coordinator of the language course recommended: responsibility, punctuality and 

preparation throughout the classes, because the doctors have a limited time for the 

language training.  

 

All these recommendations, the expectations of the course and the medical 

requirements results were considered, analyzed and take into account in order to propose 

an appropriate ESP syllabus for doctors. The syllabus was focused on answering their 

medical needs and wants according to the beginner’ English level. 

 

3.1.2.1. Proposed Syllabus Design 

To design and propose an appropriate syllabus for the ESP course for General 

Practitioners, the Functional-Notional syllabus model was selected because it has many 

features that helped this project to organize the contents of the course, according to the 

doctors' needs and requirements. The functions may be described as the communicative 

purposes for which we use the language, in this case the work environment, while notions 

are the conceptual meanings expressed through language as the relationship doctor- 

patient (Nunan, 1996). 

 

The merit of this syllabus is that it places the students' wishes and their 

communicative purpose at the center of the curriculum. In every unit, it sets a realistic 

learning task based on the real world language and recognizes that the participant must 

have a real purpose for speaking, so they have to be motivated to learn English. (Cariaga, 

2008) It also helped to develop the English class in the classroom making it less boring.  
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The syllabus that was proposed for the ESP Basic Course for General Practitioner 

was developed in 180 academic hours; it is divided into 6 units and 12 subjects, every 

subject has different grammatical rules and vocabulary always ensuring to go from the 

easy structures to the difficult ones at the basic level. The charts below show the proposed 

ESP syllabus and its points of evaluation. It is divided into six units and seven sections, 

all of them explained below for better analysis. 

 

SYLLABUS STRUCTURE 

Unit. - An individual thing or person regarded as single and complete but which 

can also form an individual component of a large or more complex whole.  

Topic. - A matter dealt with in a text, discourse or conversation; a subject. 

Functions. - An activity that is natural to or the purpose of a person or thing. 

Content. -The subjects or a topic covered in a book or document. 

Vocabulary. -The words used in a particular subject or sphere of activity or a 

particular occasion.   

Activities. - The condition under which things are happening or being done. 

Evaluation. -The evaluation allows amplifying or having a perspective as a 

feedback and improvement process. It is applied to the teaching – learning 

process. (Cariaga, 2008) 
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CHART 5 

 

UNIT 

 

TOPIC 

 

FUNCTIONS 

 

CONTENT 

 

VOCABULARY 

 

ACTIVITIES 

 

EVALUATION 

 

 

1. 
At 

the 

reception 

office. 

 

 

 

 

1.A 
 

 

Introduce 

yourself. 

 

- Greeting 

people. 

 

 

- Pronouncing the 
alphabet. 

 

 

- Counting from 
0 to 10. 

 

 

- Asking about 
personal 

information. 

 

 

 

 

- Greetings. 

 

- The alphabet. 
 

- Numbers 1-10. 
 

- Subject 
pronouns. 

 

- Simple tense 

verb “be”  

a) Affirmative 

b) Negative 

c) Interrogative  

 

- Possessive 
Adjective. 

 

- Indefinite article  
a/an. 

 

Medical vocabulary 

 

- Professions. 

 

- Medical 
specialties. 

 

General vocabulary 

 

- Personal 
introduction. 

- Profession. 

- Occupation. 

- Numbers. 

- The alphabet. 
 

 

- Introduce the topic. 

 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions. 

- Read the sentences. 

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the 
sentences. 

- Answer the questions. 

- Make questions. 

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer the questions. 

- Write specific 
information. 

- Fill in the blanks. 

 

Speaking tasks   

-  Ask for information. 

- Give oral 
information. 

- Oral presentation. 
 

 

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 
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1.B 
 

 

Fill up a 

patient’s 

medical   

history. 

 

- Asking specific 

information. 

 

 

- Describing 
situations and 

things in the 

hospital. 

 

 

- Having basic 
conversations. 

 

 

- Wh/ questions 

and answers. 

 

- Adjectives. 
 

- Antonyms. 
 

 

- Prepositions “in, 
on, at”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medical vocabulary 

 

- Personal 

information. 

 

- Kind of drugs. 
 

- Medicine 
specialty.  

 

- Working 
equipment and 

tools. 

 

 

General vocabulary 

 

- Adjectives 

- Antonyms 

- Colors  

- General Places 

 

- Introduce the topic. 

 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions. 

- Read the sentences. 

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the 
sentences. 

- Answer the questions. 

- Make questions. 

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer the questions. 

- Write specific 
information. 

- Fill in the blanks. 

 

Speaking tasks   

-  Ask for information. 

- Oral presentation. 

 

- Speaking. 

 

 

- Listening. 
 

 

- Reading. 
 

 

- Writing. 
 

Source: Own  
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CHART 6 

 

UNIT TOPIC FUNCTIONS CONTENT VOCABULARY  ACTIVITIES EVALUATION  

 

 

2  
Around 

the 

hospital 

 

 

2.A 
 

 

What is 

happening  at 

the hospital 

today? 

 

 

- Describing  

People. 

Activities at 

the moment  

 

 

- Asking about 
specific 

information 

 

 

- Giving 
information 

 

- Present 

Continuous  

a) Affirmative 

b) Negative 

c) Interrogative  

 

 

- Wh/ Questions 
 

 

- Demonstrative 
Pronouns  

“this-these,  

that-those” 

 

 

 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Kind of 

analysis 

 

- Doctors’ 
garments 

 

- Patient’ 
clothing  

 

 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Verbs in 
general 

 

- Places around 
the hospital  

 

 

- Introduce the topic 

 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions 

- Read the sentences  

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the sentences  

- Answer the questions  

- Write questions and 
answers   

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer the questions 

- Write specific 
information 

- Fill in the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

-  Ask information 

- Give information 

- Oral presentation 

-  

 

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 
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2.B 
 

 

Giving 

information 

about places 

at the 

hospital  

 

- Talking about 

location. 

 

 

 

 

- Prescribing 
drug dosage. 

 

 

 

 

- Talking by 
phone 

- Prepositions; 

between, next to, 

behind, across 

form. 

 

- Plural noun 
 

 

- Adverb  
“there” 

 

- Numbers  
from 10 to100 

 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Medical places 

 

- Medical 
implement 

 

- Dosages 
 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Numbers from 
10 to 1000. 

 

- Family 

members 

 

- Introduce the topic 

 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions 

- Read the sentences  

- Read brief paragraphs  

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the sentences  

- Answer the questions  

- Make questions  

- Write small paragraphs 

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer questions 

- Write specific 
information 

- Fill the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

-  Ask information 

- Provide information 

- Give an oral 
presentation about the 

topic  

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 
 

Source: Own 
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CHART 7 

 

UNIT TOPIC FUNCTIONS CONTENT VOCABULARY  ACTIVITIES EVALUATION  

 

 

3. 
Injures, 

illnesses 

and 

diseases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

3.A 
 

 

 Frequent 

injures and 

wounds. 

 

 

- Describing 

daily 

activities at 

home 

 

- Explaining 
daily 

activities at 

the hospital  

 

 

-  Talking 
about 

frequent 

injuries  and 

wound  

- Simple Present 

tense 

a) Affirmative 

b) Negative 

c) Interrogative 

 

- Wh/questions 

- Yes/no questions 
and short answers  

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

-  Parts of the 

body 

 

- Medical verbs  
 

- Medical 
schedule  

 

- Medical 
equipment 

and tools 

 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Week days  
 

- Personal 

habits 

 

- Week 
Schedule  

 

 

- Introduce the topic 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions 

- Read the medical new 
vocabulary  

- Read paragraphs   

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the sentences. 

- Answer the questions. 

- Make questions. 

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer the questions. 

- Write specific 

information. 

- Fill in the blanks. 

 

Speaking tasks   

- Have a conversation. 

- Recognize the internal 
and external parts of the 

body orally. 

 

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 
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-  Give an oral. 

presentation about the 

topic.  

 

3.B 
 

 

Common 

illnesses and 

medicine 

specialties. 

 

- Taking 
about 

common 

illnesses 

 

 

- Expressing 
likes and 

dislikes 

 

 

- Requesting 
information 

and giving 

opinions. 

 

 

- Talking 
about the 

medicine 

specialties. 

 

- Conjunctions: and, 
but, or  

 

 

- Use of “about” 
and “however” 

 

 

- Modal verbs 
“can/can’t” 

 

 

- Modal verb 

“could/couldn’t” 

 

- Object pronouns. 
 

 

- Adverbs of 
frequency. 

 

 

- Use of why and 
because. 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Illnesses 
 

- Medical 
specialties 

definitions   

 

- Health 
problems 

 

 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Habits 

- Likes 

- Permissions 
 

 

 

- Introduce the topic 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions. 

- Read the sentences 

- Read medical articles. 

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete sentences  

- Answer questions  

- Make questions  

- Write paragraphs  

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer questions 

- Write specific 
information 

- Fill in the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

- Ask and answer course 

questions  

- Arrange a conversation 
in groups of three  

 

 

- Speaking 
 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 

 

Source: Own  
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CHART 8 

 

UNIT TOPIC FUNCTIONS CONTENT VOCABULARY  ACTIVITIES EVALUATION  

 

 

4  
Doctor’s 

appointment 

and General 

Medicine 

consultation. 

 

 

4.A 
 

 

Make a 

doctor’s 

appointment. 

 

- Talk about 

time  

 

 

- Make your 
appointment 

on the 

phone. 

 

 

- Talk about 
medical 

articles. 

 

 

- Indefinite 

pronouns 

 

 

- Preposition; of, 
to, with, from  

 

 

-  Verbs and 
preposition: in, 

on, with, to and 

after 

 

 

- Indefinite 
pronouns: 

some 

any 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Tooth damage 

- Carbohydrates  

- Sugary 
 

- General 
symptoms 

 

- Phrases to 

make an 

appointment  

 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Time  
 

- Expressions  
 

- Agenda 
 

- Food 

 

 

 

- Introduce the topic 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions 

- Read the texts  

- Read medical articles  

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete and answer 

the questions  

- Make questions about 
medicine 

- Write medical 
paragraphs  

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer the questions 

- Write specific 

information 

- Fill the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

- Have a conversation in 
groups. 

- Make a presentation in 
pairs.  

 

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 
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4.B 
 

 

 

Frequent 

Health 

Problems and 

Treatments. 

 

 

- Talking 
about 

frequent 

health 

problems. 

 

 

- Prescribing 
treatments. 

 

 

- Giving 

advices. 

 
 

- Giving 

instructions. 

 

 

 

 

 

- Modal verb  
have to  

a) affirmative 

b) negative 

 

 

- The use of “get” 
 

 

- Adjectives of 

condition. 

 

 

- Modal verb 
should. 

a) affirmative 

b) negative 

 

 

- Questions using 
should  

 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Diseases 
 

- Medical 
treatments. 

 

- Medication 

dosages. 

 

 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Feelings 
 

- Vegetables  
 

- Fruits 

- Introduce the topic 

 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions 
and the sentences. 

- Read the articles. 

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete sentences  

- Answer and make 
questions. 

- Write paragraphs  

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer questions 

- Write specific 
information 

- Fill the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

-  Prepare a 
conversation in groups 

of four  

- Give an oral 

presentation about the 

topic in pairs.   

 

 

- Speaking 
 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 

 

 

- Writing 
 

Source: Own  
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CHART 9 

 

UNIT  TOPIC FUNCTIONS CONTENT VOCABULARY  ACTIVITIES EVALUATION  

 

 

5. 
Talking 

about past 

experiences 

and  

events. 

 

5.A 
 

 

What was 

your first 

experience as 

a doctor?   

 

 

- Talking about 

past 

experiences. 

 

 

- Interrogating 
about past 

activities. 

 

 

- Talking about 
your 

emotions. 

 

 

- The simple 

past tense of 

the verb “to 

be” 

a) affirmative 

b) negative 

c) interrogati
ve 

 

- Adverbs of 

states and 

emotions. 

 

 

- Wh/ questions 
 

 

- Adverbs of 
time 

 

 

 

- Past tense  of 
regular verbs 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Medical subject 

 

- Medical 
department  

 

 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Emotions 

-  Physical states 
 

- Places   

 

- Activities 
 

 

 

- Introduce the topic 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instruction 
and the sentences  

- Read the paragraph 

- Read the articles  

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the 

sentences  

- Answer the questions  

- Write paragraphs  

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer questions 

- Write specific 

information 

- Fill in the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

- Prepare a conversation 
in groups of four. 

- Give an oral 
presentation in pairs 

about the topic in the 

class. 

 

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 
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5.B 
 

 

Were you on 

duty at the 

Hospital 

yesterday?  

 

 

- Talking about 

your first 

experience as 

doctor. 

 

 

- Talking about 
your 

biography. 

 

 

- Telling about 
a past 

accident that 

you were 

involved in or 

saw. 

 

 

- Past adverbs  

 

 

- Past tense 
irregular verbs 

a) affirmative 

b) negative 

c) interrogati

ve 

 

- Wh/questions  
 

 

- Use:  go and 
gerund 

 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Accidents at 

work 

 

- Accidents at 
home 

 

- Accidents in 
the park 

 

- Bones 
 

 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Countries. 

- Cities. 

- Villages. 

- Sports. 

 

- Introduce the topic 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions 
and sentences  

- Read the paragraph 

- Read the articles  

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the 

sentences  

- Answer and make 
questions  

- Write paragraphs  

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer the questions 

- Write specific 

information 

- Fill in the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

- Prepare a conversation 
in groups of four  

- Give an oral 
presentation about the 

topic   

 

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 
 

Source: Own 
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CHART 10 

 

UNIT 

 

TOPIC FUNCTIONS CONTENT VOCABULARY  ACTIVITIES EVALUATION  

 

 

6. 
Medicine 

expectations 

and advices. 

 

 

6.A 
 

 

I’m going to 

do my 

specialty next 

year. 

 

 

- Talking about 

future plans. 

 

 

 

- Talking about 
the reasons to 

select a 

specialty. 

 

 

- Telling about 
the advantages 

to do a certain 

specialty. 

 

 

- Talking about 
medical 

situations in the 

past, present 

and future. 

 

 

- Future tense  

a) affirmative 

b) negative 

c) interrogative 

 

 

- Future adverbs  
 

 

- Wh/questions 
 

 

- Ordinal 
numbers  

 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Medical 

schedules. 

 

- Medical 
specialties 

 

- Classification 
of medical 

specialties. 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Month of the 
year  

 

 

- Important 
dates 

 

 

- General 

places 

 

- Introduce the topic 

 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions 

- Read the paragraph 

- Read the articles  

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the sentences  

- Answer the questions  

- Make questions  

- Write paragraphs  

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer the questions 

- Write specific 
information. 

- Fill in the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

- Prepare a conversation 
in groups of four  

- Give an oral 

presentation in pairs 

about the topic. 

 

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

- Writing 
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6.B 
 

 

General 

medicine 

consultation. 

 

 

- Prescribing and 

warning 

 

 

-  Talking about 
any kind of 

illnesses or 

diseases. 

 

 

- Brief 
expositions or 

statements.  

 

 

- Clauses with” 

if” 

 

 

- Clauses with 
“when” 

 

 

- Clauses with 
“if/will” 

 

 

- Grammar order 
in the article. 

 

Medical 

vocabulary 

 

- Diseases 

 

- Internal 
organs 

 

- Organ 
damages 

 

General 

vocabulary 

 

- Warning 
 

- Prevention 

 

- Introduce the topic 

 

Reading tasks 

- Read the instructions 

- Read the paragraph 

- Read the articles  

 

Writing tasks 

- Complete the sentences  

- Answer the questions  

- Make questions  

- Write paragraphs  

 

Listening tasks 

- Answer the questions 

- Write specific 
information. 

- Fill the blanks  

 

Speaking tasks   

- Prepare a conversation 
in groups of four  

- Give an oral 

presentation in pairs 

about the topic. 

 

 

 

- Speaking 

 

 

- Listening 
 

 

- Reading 
 

 

- Writing 
 

Source: Own  
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3.1.2.2. Proposed Lesson Plan  

 The teacher works with lesson plans in all the classes, because it helps to provide 

a planned experience for the students. Lesson planning also enhances the teaching 

experience in the classroom by helping teachers save time in order to avoid frustration and 

encourage motivation among students in the classroom every day. The daily plans ensure 

that students’ time in class results in learning that will help them to achieve their goals.  

 

There are many ways to plan an effective lesson. The most important thing is to 

make a good plan for the class because, adults students generally have limited time for the 

English classes and it is an important duty to administer time. Some steps in effective 

lesson design are assessment of students' needs selection of needs to be addressed, setting 

of matching topics and objectives, and identification of enabling skill. We need to analyze 

which of the four skills we should most focus on; the creation of a lesson plans to follows 

the stage of warm-up/review, an introduction and a presentation, practice, evaluation, and 

application. Within the sequence of the lesson plan stage a variety of types and grouping 

strategies should incorporate. Teachers have to consider the English language proficiency 

level, educational background and language of origin as well. (CAELA, 2007) Regarding 

these points of view the ESP lesson plan had the following steps: 

 

General aspects:   

- Level: It describes the level of participants, who were beginners.   

- Unit: The theme or context. 

- Lesson length: Each lesson was planned for a span of four days week; and each 

class was took 1 ½ hours per day.  

- Topic: The subject specifies the content to be discussed in the class.  

- Main aim: Students should acquire the contents of any lesson 

- Secondary aim: It contains the grammatical structure to be taught. 

- Personal aim: The teacher's personal objective is to improve the teaching 

process in each class. 
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- Learning out comes: Those are statements that describe the knowledge or skills 

students should acquire by the end of particular assigned class. 

- Language input: Input refers to the exposure learners have to authentic 

language in use. 

- Anticipated problems: It's always best to predict a problem before it arises 

because it helps to anticipate the possible solution. 

- Material/aids: This point refers to different materials and resources to use in 

different classes. 

Learning and teaching process 

- Stage: There were three stages (presentation, practice and production) in the 

learning and teaching process: 

Presentation. -The teacher emphasizes the presentation of new content, 

skill, grammar usage and pronunciation of the new language items. 

Practice. -The practice is the body where the students and the teacher 

interact and work together order to share the new knowledge. Students can 

work individually, in pairs, in groups, mixers or as a whole class. 

Production. -The production is the product of the process “Students are 

encouraged to use the language previously learned. The teacher does not 

interrupt, help or correct. Students communicate with the help of their 

partners; this is also named evaluation and feedback. 

- Time: The time described when each activity starts and lasts. It is important to 

control the time in order to develop the whole lesson plan. 

- Interaction: It is important to describe the interaction between the teacher and the 

student (T-Ss/ Ss-T). 

- Procedure: This section refers to different activities that help to achieve the 

objectives of the lesson plan.  

- Purpose: It describes what skill has been developed in each activity. 

 

These points and concepts helped the ESP teacher to elaborate the following lesson 

plan in order to boost the doctors to learn and practice the English language in a non-
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traditional way and enhance the communication in real context. The pace of the games 

was also planned because the time in the classroom is short for each activity. A good 

lesson plan is like a road map for teachers in every class session, so it is crucial aid. 

.
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LESSON PLAN 

.           

TOPIC: 1.A “Introduce yourself”        LEVEL:  Basic    

MAIN AIM: To give a personal presentation.                   UNIT:  One   

SECONDARY AIM: To use the personal pronouns.                 LESSON LENGTH: 1 hour and 30 minutes.  

PERSONAL AIM: To engage students’ participation. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Students will be able to give their presentations. 

LANGUAGE INPUT: Greetings and personal pronouns. 

ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS: Pronunciation of certain words and shyness. 

MATERIAL/AIDS: Photocopies, board, markers, radio and CD. 

 

STAGE  

 

TIME 

 

INTERACTION  

 

PROCEDURE 

 

PURPOSE 

 

 

 

PRESENTATION  

 

 

5 min.  

2 min. 

5 min. 

5 min 

3 min. 

 

T-Ss. 

Ss.-Ss. 

T- Ss. 

T- Ss. 

T- Ss 

 

1. Teacher introduces the lesson. 

2. Students review the photocopies of the unit. 

3. Teacher writes examples on the board. 

4. Teacher explains using the examples in the board. 

5. Students repeat the pronunciation after the teacher. 

 

To activate 

participant 

background. 

 

 

 

PRACTICE 

 

10 min. 

 

15 min. 

 

Ss-Ss. 

 

Ss-T 

 

6. Students read the examples provided on the photocopy 

and do the exercises. 

7. Students and teacher review the answers and correct the 

exercises on the photocopies. 

To practice 

speaking and 

listening. 

. 

 

 

PRODUCTION  

 

 

10 min. 

 

10 min. 

 

 

Ss.- Ss. 

 

Ss.- Ss. 

 

 

8. Students practice individually what they have learned. 

 

9. Students hold conversation in pairs. 

 

To reinforce what 

the Ss. learn. 
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  Follow activity 

 

 

STAGE  

 

TIME 

 

INTERACTION  

 

PROCEDURE 

 

PURPOSE 

 

 

PRESENTATION  

 

3 min.  

2 min. 

 

 

T-Ss. 

T- Ss. 

 

 

 

1. Teacher introduces the game 

2. The class is divided into two groups. 

 

 

To activate 

participant 

background. 

 

 

PRACTICE 

 

5 min. 

 

 

T- Ss. 

 

 

 

3. Teacher stars the game. 

 

 

To practice the 

collaboration in 

groups. 

 

PRODUCTION  

 

15 min. 

 

 

 

Ss.- Ss. 

 

 

 

4. Students play the game. 

 

To promote student 

interaction. 

Source: Own  
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3.1.3. The Teaching Process 

The teaching process was the core of this foreign language-teaching project 

concerned to implement the proposed ESP course. It was divided into two phases, the 

diagnostic time and the development of the classes. The diagnostic time was an important 

period to immerse in the doctors’ wants, and the classes provided the opportunity to 

implement linguistic applied knowledge. The processes are presented in the next chart. 

CHART 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teaching 

Process. 

Diagnostic time: 

- The diagnostic time was important to identify the previous 

English knowledge of the ESP course participants. 

- This time enabled the identification of the group 

characteristics. 

- The final results, helped to select the appropriate teaching 

techniques for the class. 

Development of the classes: 

- The course was programmed for six months and was sub-

divided into three stages. 

- Every stage had 35 sessions. In this period two units were 

developed, each one with its own activities and with emphasis 

on methodology. 

- All units were applied with their own teaching techniques and 

resources. 

Evaluation process: 

- The evaluation was applied every two units. 

- The evaluation was oral and written. 

- The evaluation was formative and summative 

Source: Own  
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3.1.3.1. The development of the classes. 

The next charts show the three stages in the ESP teaching process: contents of the 

stages; the teaching methodology; the different teaching techniques to reach the objectives 

of the course; the participants; the learning outcomes for the stage the time of the stages; 

the evaluation features and the person in charge of the process. It is also worth mentioning 

that the classes were developed based on the ESP proposed syllabus and the lesson plans. 

Finally, the motivating strategies of each stage are presented in the charts below. 

First Stage  CHART 12 

 

 

 

 

Contents 

Unit One 

AT THE RECEPTION OFFICE. 

Subjects 

- Introduce yourself. 

- Fill patient clinical history. 
Unit Two 

AROUND THE HOSPITAL.  

Subjects 

- What is happening today at the hospital? 

- Giving information about places at the hospital. 

 

 

 

Methodology 

and  

Techniques 

Technique 

- Memorization 

- Individual work 

- Facial expression 

- Interactive games 

- Dialogues  

- Language Exchange 
Method 

- Communicative Approach. 

Participants -  English students and teacher. 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning outcomes 

 

 By the end of this stage the student will be able to: 

- Use formal and informal greeting. 

- Introduce themselves in conversation. 

- Use the spelling of words in general. 

- Give some personal information. 

- Fill out a patient’s medical history. 

- Describe places in and around the hospital. 

- Describe what happens in their environment. 

- Prescribe medication. 

- Make pair conversation about personal information. 

Time  - From June 19th to August 19th 2012 

 Cumulative first evaluation 
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Evaluation 10 points. Written test 

10 points. Oral test  

10 points. Ongoing evaluation 

30 points  TOTAL  

Responsable  The teacher 

 

 This 1stº Stage was very important because before developing the subject contents, 

the participants had to feel motivated and be part of the English class. During, the first 

days, many of the participants were shy, and it did not share a good learning environment. 

The first thing to do was breaking the ice in the ESP class. In order to accomplish this, the 

following activities were carried out: getting to know the participants, memorizing their 

names, encouraging participation, and turning to sense of humor from time to time. 

 

 We had to fulfill some activities in order to motivate the participants to learn 

English. To get this, two benefits of teaching English for Specific Purposes stood out; on 

the one hand, the learning speed (the ESP contents sped up the participants’ acquisitions 

of the required linguistic items) and on the other, the learning effectiveness on an ESP 

course. (In every class the use of appropriate and correct language related to the doctors' 

daily tasks were learned). The advantages and the characteristic of this ESP course helped 

doctors avoid feeling disappointed with the course. 
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Second Stage    CHART 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contents 

Units Three 

INJURIES, ILLNESSES AND DISEASES. 

Subjects 

- Frequent injures and wounds. 

- Common illnesses and medical specialties. 

Unit Four 

DOCTOR’S APPOINTMENT AND GENERAL 

MEDICAL CONSULTATION.  

Subjects 

- Make an appointment with the doctor. 

- Frequent health problems and treatments. 

 

 

 

Methodology 

and  

techniques 

Techniques 

- Paired work 

- Role-playing 

- Interviews 

- Interactive games 

- Information gap 

- Surveys 

- Small group work 

- Game “hot potato” 
Method 

Communicative Approach and Grammar Translation Method. 

Participants - Students and teacher. 

 

 

 

 

Learning 

Outcomes 

 

By the end of this stage the student will be able to: 

- Talk about frequent health problems 

- Describe the body parts 

- Talk about possessions and abilities 

- Describe medical specialties 

- Know the difference between illness and disease  

- Program a medical appointment 

- Talk about common health problems and prescribe their 
treatment 

- Give advice and instructions 

- Make a small group conversation 

Time  From August 19th to October 19th 2012 

 

Evaluation 
Cumulative second evaluation  

10 points. Written test 

10 points. Oral test  

10 points. Ongoing evaluation 

30 points  TOTAL 

Responsable  The teacher 
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On the 2 ndº stage, two more units were developed. The grammar and speaking 

contents were more complex than what was shown on the first stages. The material had 

more dialogs using medical vocabulary and the participants worked some more with 

speaking activities. They also turned out to feel better familiarized with the foreign 

language. On these stages, the motivation continued during classes. Strategic emphasis 

was placed on encouraging participation and making questions. Constantly changing 

teaching methods had to be applied. Sometimes the participants arrived too tired and bored 

because they came after work, so traditional teaching methodology could have led to 

boredom. 
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Third Stage    CHART 14 

 

 

 

 

 

Contents 

Unit Five 

TALKING ABOUT PAST EXPERIENCES AND EVENTS. 

Subjects 

- What was your first experience as a doctor? 

- Were you on duty at the Hospital yesterday? 

Unit Six 

MEDICINE EXPECTATIONS AND ADVICES. 

Subjects 

- I am going to do my specialty next year. 

- General medicine consultation.  

 

Methodology 

and  

Techniques 

Technique 

- Group work 

- Comprehension of questions 

- Comprehension of a text 

- Role-playing 

- Interviews  

- Learning by teaching 

- Expositions 

- Games 

- Personal work 
Method 

Communicative Approach and Grammar Translation Method 

Participants - Students and teacher. 

 

Learning 

Outcomes 

By the end of this stage the student will be able to: 

- Tell about his past experiences. 

- Tell about states of mind and emotions. 

- Talk about their autobiography. 

- Describe past actions. 

- Tell about future actions. 

- Talk about the importance and advantage of having a 

specialty. 

- Give orders, instructions and prohibitions. 

- Talk about a medical case using the present, past and 
future tenses. 

Time   From October 19th to December19th 2012 

 

 

Evaluation 

Final evaluation 

 25 points.  Oral evaluation (final exposition)  

  5 points.   Final work    

10 points.   Ongoing evaluation 

40 points  TOTAL 

Responsable  The teacher  and  language coordinator 
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On this 3rdº stage, the last two units were covered, and the participants developed 

conversations on their own. They developed the collaborative learning technique among 

participants in the classroom. In this phase, speaking was very important because they had 

to prepare the final oral presentation for their final evaluation. That is why the teacher 

worked more with each participant one in this stage. Besides, motivation and high 

expectation needed to be encouraged and sustained in each participant.  

 

In addition, through all this teaching and learning process on six months’ period, 

the task with each participant was differentiated because all people learn in different ways 

and at different pace. Most participants in any course respond positively to well-organized 

subjects taught by an enthusiastic teacher who truly interest in their learning. The classes 

were delivered with the help of photocopies from the proposed textbook; from units one 

to six, all they were divided into two stage (1.A and 2.B), and they were supported with 

extra exercises included in the work-book. 
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3.2. Teaching Materials and Resources 

To teaching with the appropriate materials and resources was very important for a 

better teaching and learning process, because this helped to organize topics according to 

the course time and class pre-planning. The teaching materials made the learning process 

easier, motivated the participants to keep learning reinforced what they had already 

learned, and made dynamic classes filled with coherent content.  

 

Teaching materials can support the student learning and increase the students’ 

success in the class. Teaching materials come in many shapes and sizes, but all of them 

can support students’ learning in common. Resources are used for diverse purposes such 

as input, scaffolding and reflection, the same resource can be used in multiple ways and 

subjects to enrich learning and teachers are critical users of resources (Scarino&Liddicoat, 

2009). 

 

The elaboration of ESP authentic materials should be included in a course book. 

A grammar syllabus, which may come from a separate book; specific skills in the area, 

which may come from separate books (e.g. Dynamic Presentations); lists of vocabulary, 

which may come from online or printed dictionaries; newspaper articles, which may come 

from online news sites and of course many other elements (Dudle F. &Jhon ST.). The ESP 

for General Practitioner materials of this course was elaborated and adapted considering 

the points mentioned above. The book focused on the basic level and emphasized the 

doctors’ communication needs. Additionally, this ESP material has a very useful function 

in broadening the basis of the teacher’ explanation and helpings them to organize the 

learning process and works together with the doctors’ motivation, 

 

The main characteristic of the ESP teaching materials was based on an answer to 

the needs of oral communication and written texts translations. The adaptation, selection 

and preparation of own teaching materials performed throughout six months. The final 

product was an illustrated ESP student book and its workbook.  
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In the proposed Medical English book, all subjects were elaborated according to 

the Presentation, Practice, and Production framework (P.P.P. framework).  This method 

is widely used in teaching language at lower levels. the PPP is a method that could be 

characterized as a common approach to teaching English in an orderly way (Harmer, 1998, 

p. 31). It is easy to use for new teachers. The image presented below explains how the 

PPP framework works in the process of ESP materials elaboration. The presentation is 

small but the most important part of the triangle (the explanation of the teacher in the 

subject), is the practice body (represented the teacher’s work with the student) Production 

is the biggest part (this is the product that students gets to produce by themselves). 

 

 

                                  Warm up   Start 

Presentation  Teaching  

Practice 

Production                                                       

     Evaluation                              Goal 

Elaboration: own  

The PPP framework is a method for teaching structures in a foreign language; 

besides, it can be used to elaborate teaching material because the appropriate material has 

to help and ease the teaching and learning processes. Presentation, Practice and Production 

provided the main guidelines for the process of elaboration of the student’s book and its 

workbook.  

The ESP for General Practitioners course proposed a student book and its 

workbook; those materials were divided into six units and twelve subjects based on the 

proposed ESP syllabus. The grammar contents and appropriate presentation were also 

important in all the texts design. That’s why the grammatical sequence in this book was 
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as follows: from the use of verb “to be” in the present tense, to the use of future tense with 

“will” and “going to” as allocated in General English student books. 

 

 The ESP student’s book contains grammar explanations, examples of sentences, 

exercises, pictures (which the participants feel identifies with), general medical articles, 

daily general consultation interviews, daily hospital conversation, hypertension care, 

instructions, awareness, injury care, and general recommendations. Furthermore, the 

workbook includes other exercises, medicine graphics to fill in, general vocabulary, 

medical vocabulary, writing activities and oral activities. The ESP student’s book and 

workbook are only copies for practical use in the classroom. Both materials were 

specifically designed for doctors at Departmental Medical College of La Paz, these 

resources meet major needs and focus on the grammatical basic level structures (See 

appendix 4) 

 

During the development of this ESP course, the materials such as listening stuff, 

extra medical articles and flash cards were also adapted with the help of general English 

books, medical texts, dictionaries and the internet. It should be mentioned that it was not 

an easy job because many materials of English for Specific Purpose and English for 

Academic Purposes are elaborated for intermediate and advanced levels neglect a basic 

level. Preparing such material was very time consuming. 

 

Thus, the Medical College supported this course by providing radio, a computer 

and a projector throughout the course. It is important to highlight that the institution 

supported the program with free photocopies, free Wi-Fi and with stationery for the 

teacher. The internet was an important and useful tool because it enabled listening 

activities and looking up for the meaning of the medical words promptly. 
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3.3. Participants 

The participants in this Supervised Work development were very important because 

without their participation and their collaboration this project would not have been 

possible. 

 

- The president of the Departmental Medical College of La Paz, Dr. Luis Orlando 

Larrea García, supported and evaluated the development of the E.S.P. course in 

full length.  

- The College Language courses Coordinator, Mrs. Angelica Hervas, coordinated 

the classroom, schedules, materials and everything that the course required.  

-   The tutor Lic. Rodolfo Duran, supervised, guided, supported and evaluated the 

course throughout the six months’ program. 

- The doctor were the main participants and the motivation for this project. 

-  Undergraduate student Blanca Quispe Limachi, developed the project and its 

resources. 

 

3.4. Beneficiaries 

The direct beneficiaries of this project were the affiliated doctors of the 

Departmental Medical College of La Paz with the Second Language Teaching Project 

“E.S.P. BASIC COURSE FOR GENERAL PRACTITIONERS”. Seventeen doctors 

benefited from learning English, using the four skills, as a second language in medical 

contexts. 

 

3.5. Timing 

The E.S.P. basic course was programmed for a six month periods. It started on 

June 19th2012 and finished on December 19th of the same year. The participants had 

English classes for six months from Monday to Friday. Each class lasted an hour and a 

half (1 ½) daily, at the Departmental Medical College of La Paz’s facilities.   
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3.6. Evaluation 

The evaluation is a habitual and very important activity to find out: how, why and 

what the students are learning. It also helps the teachers on self-evaluation issues to 

identify where they are achieving their planned objectives in the established times. The 

evaluation of final results can help us to identify when, how and what difficulties 

participants have in the learning process. Once acknowledged, those difficulties might be 

avoided, and the teacher can work to improve the procedure. Two kinds of evaluation are 

proposed for all teachers as effective evaluation processes in language teaching: the 

formative and summative:  

 

The Formative evaluation (sometimes referred to as internal) is a method for 

judging the worth of a program while the program activities are forming (in 

progress). They can be conducted during any phase of the ADDIE (Analysis, 

Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation) process. This part of the 

evaluation focuses on the process. Formative evaluation is primarily a building 

process which accumulates a series of components of new materials, skills and 

problems into an ultimate meaningful whole (Guyot, 1978, p 128). 

 

Formative evaluation helps the participant to identify strengths and weaknesses 

and target areas that need work, for examples: where the learner is right now, where the 

learner needs to be and how to get there. After the participants know those aspects the 

teacher will provide support on their weaknesses. Additionally, the summative evaluation 

refers to as an external points judging the worth of the program that the participant 

acquires from beginning to end, and to demonstrate the specific quantitative participants’ 

marks to justify the learners’ advance. both evaluations can work together in some courses 

but not always. “All assessments can be summative (i.e. have the potential to serve 

summative function), but only some have additional capability of serving formative 

functions” (Scriven,1967, p 38). 
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In the ESP evaluation process the formative and summative evaluation were 

carried out within the six months in order to achieve the goals and support the process of 

training. The two evaluations worked very well together because the participants were 

doctors and medicine students. The learning in this course was evaluated every day 

through formative evaluation using groups of work. The advance of the participants was 

registered and considered throughout the six months; however, summative evaluation 

periods were scheduled because the participants had to know the dates of evaluation to 

schedule their work or personal activities, and not have any difficulties. Programming the 

dates of evaluation also helped the teacher to manage the time of subjects in the better 

way. 

 

During the course, participants were evaluated on a 100-point scale, from which 

they had to obtain 65 points or more, in order to pass the course and obtain their certificate. 

This grade was established, considering the last language course background and the 

amount of participants. The course had 17 participants; therefore, the teaching process 

was customized. The next evaluation chart was used throughout the course in order to 

evaluate the learning process. 

      EVALUATION CHART  

Description Weight     Skills 

1st. Test 20 

 Speaking 

 Writing  

2nd. Test 20 

 Speaking 

 Writing 

Ongoing  Evaluation 30 

 Speaking 

 Writing 

 Listening 

 Reading  

Final work 5 

 

 Writing 

Final Test 25 

 

 Speaking 

TOTAL 100  
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3.6.1. ESP Course Evaluation Process 

The evaluation time was an important step in the teaching process, because it 

showed the teacher how the participants were acquiring the new knowledge and where 

they needed more support. There might have been changes in the teaching techniques 

because participants do not learn all in the same way. That is why the following graphics 

show the results of written and oral tests in teaching and learning progress, from June 

19thto December 19th, in 2012. This data was regarded as a help to improve the techniques 

and methods.  

 

3.6.1.1. First Stage 

Oral and Written Test 

The first written test was submitted on August 24th, and the oral on August 25th. 

The written test was graded out of 10 points, and the oral test out of 10 points too. In both 

tests, units one and two were evaluated along the different contents. The written test 

evaluated English grammar knowledge such as the verb “to be”, simple present tense and 

the continuous present tense, as well as general and medical vocabulary. To pass this test, 

the participant had to learn the 1A, 1B, 2A and 2B lessons. (See appendix 5) 

GRAPHIC ONE 

 

 

In general, the graphic shows that 94% of participants passed the first written test 

with excellent grades and 6% of participants got unsatisfactory grades. It was a good result 

in the first test. 
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GRAPHIC TWO 

 

In the oral test intonation, combination of words, spelling and fluency in daily 

conversations were evaluated using contexts such as formal and informal greetings, 

personal presentation and small conversation in general. The second graphic shows that 

71% of participants passed with satisfactory grades and 29% of participants failed.  

 

This means that on the first stage the participants acquired written grammatical 

rules more easily than word stress and intonation. For these reasons, in the following 

classes the oral exercises and dialogues were better practiced strengthen their speaking 

skills. In this way, participants felt more confident to improve their pronunciation in the 

oral test. 

 

3.6.1.2. Second Stage 

Oral and Written Test  

The second written test was submitted on October 19th and the oral test on October 

22th. Each test was marked out of 10 points. In this second stage, units three and four were 

evaluated for English grammar contents and vocabulary usage. The simple present tense 

in affirmative, negative and interrogative form; the use of connectors, modal verbs, 

objective pronouns and indefinite pronouns. In addition, the medical vocabulary was 

strengthened such as the parts of the human body, injures, wounds, illnesses, medical 

specialties, general symptoms and medical tools. 
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GRAPHIC THREE 

 

 From the results at this stage, were could see that 82% of the participants passed 

the course with excellent scores and 18% failed the test.  

GRAPHIC FOUR 

 

In the second oral test, according to this basic level, intonation, security, combination 

of words, fluency in medical conversations and improvisation were evaluated using 

medical subjects and words. 52% of the participants passed the test with a satisfactory 

level and 47% failed the test. Participants kept showing pronunciation problems. 

 

Those results mean that the participants had already learned the written grammatical 

rules and basic language structure; nevertheless, in this second stage they had problems 

with speaking and pronunciation issues again. For this reason, the last two months of the 
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teaching-learning process were mostly on developing the participants’ oral skills. So, we 

worked more on paired dialogues, oral presentations, group activities, role plays and 

others games and activities. 

 

3.6.1.3. Third Stage. 

Final Oral Test  

 The final test was delivered on December 19th. It was only an oral test, and was 

marked out of 25 points. This high score was established because previous studies about 

second language acquisition showed that the second language learners always have 

problems when speaking. This is because the English language has different sounds 

compared to Spanish. The first and second oral from this guided work demonstrated that 

this theory was true. 

 

The last oral test was presented in groups of four, though the evaluation was 

individual. The group had to create a real scenario where the participants developed a real 

medical conversation in different medicine areas applying the simple past tense, the 

futures tense, adverbs of time and all grammar structures and medical vocabulary that they 

need for a general medical consultation and they acted in front of the teacher and tutor. 

They also performed an individual presentation about different diseases and prevention of 

obesity in English. In this way, we evaluated each participant’s pronunciation, fluency, 

medical vocabulary, creativeness, improvisation, group work and the environment of the 

play. 

GRAPHIC FIVE 
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82% of the participants passed the oral test with good and excellent scores. 6% got 

unsatisfactory results and 12% of the participants were absent for the final oral test. This 

means that most of them practiced and prepared for their final evaluation, thus improving 

their speaking, intonations and teamwork. Nevertheless, the absence of some participants 

was unavoidable. 

 

3.6.2. Final Results of the ESP course. 

After having concluded the six months of the teaching and learning process and 

together with the results of the evaluation chart, the final results of the course are presented 

in the following graphic: 

GRAPHIC SIX 

 

This final graphic show that 88% of the participants passed the course, most of 

them with satisfactory scores, while the other 12% quit the classes before they concluded. 

They left the course for personal reasons and for their work schedules and did not take the 

final exams of the course. None of them failed the course because they were always 

responsible with the learning activities and schedules.  

 

The final numerical scores ranged between 67 and 90 points that 88% of the 

participants obtained. That was added according to the evaluation table proposed at the 

beginning of the course where the maximum score is 100 points. 90 points was the highest 

score in the course. The score shows numerical percentages; however, the teaching 
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process was more than the figures. The interest and the commitment were outstanding. 

(See appendix 3) 

 

The doctors who took the ESP basic course for General Practitioners learned 

speaking, reading, writing and, listening. Those skills were evaluated every day 

throughout the course. Evaluation was an important tool to assist in this process to find 

out about the participants’ language acquisition difficulties. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF THE COURSE 

4.1. Achievements 

The achievements show the results found at the end of the work and the impact 

that the proposal has generated in the institution. In this teaching and learning process, the 

project was divided into two: the design of the project, and the ESP teaching process. The 

first one is represented by four points and the second by six. They are presented as follows. 

. 

 Project Design.  

 Doctors’ needs and requirements were identified during direct interviews, 

questionnaires and the diagnostic time.     

 An ESP syllabus was designed on medical context, meeting the doctors’ needs. 

 Communicative Approach and Grammar Translation Method were applied in 

the teaching process.   

  ESP teaching materials were created, selected and adapted. 

 

ESP teaching process. 

  

 Twelve ESP subjects were taught. 

 Grammar structures and medical vocabulary were taught gradually. 

 The communicative method in teaching was accepted and praised by the course 

participants.  

 Translation techniques were used through medicine articles. 

 English medical textbook, articles and translation techniques were applied.  

 The participants obtained the basic level of English in medical context. 

 

4.2. Experiences  

Throughout the Supervised Work many teaching experiences were acquired, since the 

project began until it was over. This project helped me to put my training as a teacher into 
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practice. Teaching English for specific purposes is a broad and very interesting field from 

which I learned a lot, especially about teaching in specific areas and how broad the 

medical language is.   

 

In the ESP project elaboration, I had the opportunity to learn about course 

coordination, organization of classrooms, working schedules, sub division of the 

Departmental Medical College of La Paz and its functions. All that information gave me 

the chance to know the doctors’ needs and wants about learning the English language. In 

addition to that, the coordinator of the course showed me how great the work of this 

institution with the doctors is, and how important their job is when facing different 

medical cases presented at daily consultations. 

 

On the first days of the ESP course the doctors showed different attitudes. Most of 

them were shy; they did not like to speak and work in groups. They preferred to practice 

silently alone. In order to change this, I worked through games in the class to integrate 

them, but some participants did not like some of the games. I learned that the games are 

different according to the participants’ age; nevertheless, at the end of the course they 

worked in groups and shared friendship.  

 

Another relevant matter in the development of the classes were methodology and 

techniques for translation, The Grammar Translation method and its techniques helped me 

to introduce the grammatical rules easily because most of the doctors knew that the 

English grammar some similarities with the Spanish grammar. That phase was important 

for doctors who wanted to reinforce their previous knowledge on translation. As medical 

professionals they wanted to learn through grammatical rules to speak properly, read and 

translate. They knew that learning grammar in all the languages is important because it is 

different in all the languages. They taught me that professional people work by practicing 

grammatical rules and they know how they want learn. 
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From my personal experience, working in an ESP project for professionals in the 

medical area, and then teach doctors, taught me discipline and how to plan every session 

because time in the class-room is valuable. Doctors are busy and they did not want to 

waste time; that is why I tailored my own teaching material. I tried to reflect medical 

subjects and working situation at the hospital to achieve this teaching process more 

successfully. All these experiences helped me grow up in the teaching area and love even 

more my job as a teacher.    
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1. Conclusions 

At the end of the foreign language-teaching project for the Departmental Medical 

College of La Paz, it is necessary to share the most important conclusions that resulted 

from the six months of the course. This process was divided into three stages: project 

design, project presentation, and project development. The first stage helped to perform 

tools for needs analysis, and forecast the administrative technicalities of the course. The 

second stage was for planning and defining the course objectives; ESP syllabus design 

and the stating of assessment criteria. The last stage applied the Communicative Approach 

as a teaching method and, the Grammar Translation Method to help the translation and 

elaboration of the relevancy guide by means of real and contextualized materials. 

 

Thus, with the proposed ESP course we taught the English language at a basic level in 

a medical context. The aims and learning objectives were focused on developing the four 

skills of the language. The contents of the course were centered on the General Medical 

Consultation and doctors ‘daily conversations; all these contents, tasks and activities were 

shaped in a final English course book.  

 

From a final analysis of the course outcomes, it is observed that the implementation 

of this ESP course proposal had an important impact on doctors. They learned and 

improved their English knowledge at a basic level, and nowadays they can communicate 

in English in general medical consultations. They can use simple and complex structures 

with some vocabulary limitations; they show enough language control to express simple 

ideas, organize their conversations quite reasonably, and in this way give good attention 

to the patients. Moreover, the ESP teaching practice is assumed as a challenge, this implies 

a long and ongoing process. An ESP teacher requires not only an adequate English 

language proficiency level, but also to be pedagogical. Some deductions from the 

development of this ESP course are expressed as follows: 
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  As an ESP teacher, you require concentration and researcher spirit to 

understand the real learner’s needs: to determine the teaching goals, and 

prepare the replies in order to face up to those objectives and needs. 

 The communicative approach was essential to improve the participants’ own 

motivation on the speaking skills; however, the teacher has to be fully aware 

to correct the grammatical rules while coaching speaking skills.  

 The grammar translation method enabled and promoted the learners’ 

autonomy on reading, because doctors need to read Medicine articles all the 

time. 

 Cooperation between English teachers and ESP learners was very important to 

empathize with peers in the classroom. 

 Self-training periods for ESP teacher trainees were important because they 

provide more understanding about the participants’ needs. 

 The material, which the participants fell identified with was very important to 

sustain motivation and interest.  

5.2. Recommendations 

At the end of this Supervised Work, it is necessary to take into account some teaching 

incidents, anecdotes and personal recommendations based on the new knowledge acquired 

throughout the elaboration of the ESP basic course for General Practitioners, because 

teaching professional people is not an easy job. 

 

First, in order to identify the English students’ needs and wants, and to plan an ESP 

course, I suggest brainstorming to find the ideas about the possible needs of the course, in 

order to learn about the participants’ working environment and read about the institutional 

duties. Based on this knowledge, you can propose an attractive course to the institution, 

and speak confidently in the direct interviews with the course coordinators. 

 

Second, when you design an ESP syllabus take into account the participants’ needs, 

wants and lacks, and also their environment, the time, and the teaching materials. The 
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specialized books can help you propose units, subjects, sub-topics and tasks more easily, 

and in this way keep their attention through all classes. 

  

Third, when you teach grammar structures and rules in you class, do not be focused 

only on writing or reading. You can reinforce those skills by means of communicative 

skills or games to make the class more dynamic and less boring. You have to consider the 

class schedule. Your students might work hard and feel too tired to read, and then answer 

the questions of an article. 

 

Fourth, the materials are very important in any kind of courses because they are the 

tools to develop our class in a correct manner. Nevertheless, we do not have pre-illustrated 

materials for ESP courses. We have to select or adapt our resources considering the 

specific subjects; this could become an advantage because you can elaborate your own 

material and handle it in a better way, I suggest you elaborate materials using technology 

because it can be adaptable, changeable and rewritable. Coloring, assorted pictures and 

topics can be fully assembled for the participants.    

 

Fifth, every day classes have to follow an order and respect the subjects’ sequence, 

because when you teach professional participants they know when you improvise on their 

subjects or tasks and you may feel lost or embarrassed if you allow that. For that reason, 

teachers who work on an ESP course must accomplish their lesson plan.  

 

These are my own recommendations to develop a better ESP basic course in any area. 

I also suggest my linguist classmates that they must work more in order to develop ESP 

courses in a medical context for different levels of English, because the medical area has 

many branches that can be developed in English through different levels. For example, 

Epidemiology, Obstetric and Pediatric could be good areas to teach ESP. and in that way 

we can contribute to our doctors’ updating and consequently to society in general.  
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The ESP basic course for doctors should continue on the Departmental Medical 

College of La Paz, since this project helped doctors to learn English in their working 

context. The doctors who passed the course are now able to develop basic conversations 

and understand medicine articles with a dictionary assistant. The institution should 

consider that if it is only the initial step on a long road of learning a foreign language, it is 

also the fundamental step to learn English as a foreign language in any specialty.   
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CUESTIONARIO INGLES BASICO PARA MEDICOS  

Información personal  

Nombre …………………………………………………… Edad…………………. 

Ocupación …………………………………………………     

Sexo:  Femenino            Masculino 

1. ¿Por qué necesita el idioma Ingles? 

- Para estudiar   

- Para trabajar 

- Ambos  

- Otro …………

 

2. ¿Cómo usará el idioma inglés?  

       Hablar      Leer     Escribir       Escuchar    

 

- Conducto comunicativo   

    Personal     Impersonal    Otros  

 

- Tipos de texto y discurso:    

Textos Académicos 

 Manuales técnicos  

 Catálogos    

Dar conferencias  

Dar clases   

Conversar informalmente       

Otros………………………

 

3. ¿Con quienes usara el idioma? 

Hablantes extranjeros    Personas que aprendieron la lengua  

 

Nivel de conocimiento previo recibido del idioma  

 Colegio (secundaria)    Institutos  

 Otros……………  

 

- Relaciones interpersonales  

Colegas 

Profesor 

Cliente 

Superior 

Subordinado 

Otro………….. 

 

4. ¿Dónde usara el idioma?  

 

Oficina Biblioteca 
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Hotel Talleres/ Seminarios 

Clases 

 

- Contexto humano  

Solitario 

Reuniones 

Exposiciones  

Por teléfono 

 

- Contexto lingüístico 

 En el mismo país    

En el extranjero  

 

Este cuestionario fue elaborado en base a “A target situation analysis framework” Hutchinson T 

and Waters A. 1998:59 
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Questionnaires Results Analysis 

 

  This questionnaire was design based on the Hutchinson and Waters propose in 

their book English for Specific Purposes. 

 

General Information  

The participants were among 19 and 56 years’ old.  

All of them were Doctors or Medicine students.   

The course had 21 participants, 6 men and 15 women.  

 

The frequency and distribution of questionnaire answers is presented. 

1. Why is the language needed? 

Based in the questionnaires result 100% of students need the English language to work 

and study    

2. How will the language be used? 

-   100% of the students will use the language speaking, reading, writing and listening. 

-  The communication channel will be 100% face to face    

- Types of text or discourse 

Table 1  

 

 

0%
5%

10%
15%
20%
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40%

40%

0% 0% 0% 0%

20% 20%

10%

Types of text or discourse
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As we can see in the types of text or discourse chart, the academic text is in the 

top, the 40% of the students want to learn about these; 20% of the students want to 

learn about academic texts and informal conversation; the other 20% want to learn 

about academic texts, informal conversation and lectures; 10% want to learn 

Academic text, Technical manuals, lectures and informal conversation, finally 0% 

wants to learn only about technical manuals, lectures, informal conversation and 

catalogues.  

 

In conclusion the requirements for this course are to learn with academic texts and 

informal Conversation.  

 

3. Who will the learners use the language with? 

Table 2 

 

 

Based on the result the majority 50% of the students want to use the English 

language with native speaker and non- native, the following result 30% want to use 

the language with non-native and finally the 20% want to speak with native speaker.   

 

  Considering that the course is basic level, the project was centered in answer that 

requirement.  

- Level of knowledge of receiver previous   

Table 3  

0%

20%

40%

60%

NATIVE  
SPEAKERS

NON- NATIVE BOTH

20%
30%

50%

Learners use the language 
with
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According to the questionnaires we can see that the 60% of the students had a 

course at different language institutes and the 40% learn English at the school, but the 

students told me that they took the course many years’ ego, that’s why they prefer start 

again of the basic level and they were pleased because they will learn English in Medical 

Context. 

 

For these reasons the programs start on the basic level of English language working 

the four skills. 

- Relationship 

The relationship for 100% was colleague 

4. Where will the language be used? 

- Physical setting  

Table 4  
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 The places where the language will be used according to the students are: 40 % 

want to use the language on libraries and workshops; 20 % want to use it on the library, 

classes and workshop; 10% want to use it on office, workshop and library; 10% wants to 

use it on library and classes; 10% want to use the language only on workshop; 10% want 

to use it only on the library and finally 0 % of the students want use English only on 

classes, hotel and office. 

 

  Considering the places were English language will be used the program stresses 

speaking and reading in medicine context.   

 

- Human Context  

Table 5  

 

 

The human context where the language will be used is 60% on meeting and 

demonstration; 30% only in meetings; 10% only in demonstrations and 0% alone or on 

telephone. 

 

It means that the human contexts need the speaking in demonstration and face to 

face context.  

 

 

-  Linguistic Context  
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Table 6  

 

 

 Finally, the linguistic context will be 90% in the own country; 10% on abroad 

and on the own country and 0% only on abroad.  

 

Seeing these results the teaching project is development on Bolivian 

environment.     
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FINAL RESULTS OF ESP COURSE 

N° NAMES  First  Second  Ongoing  Final work  Final  test  Final scores  

    stage  stage  Evaluation        

1 Aliaga Choque Carolina Andrea 19 16 27 4 22 88 

2 Callizaya Quispe Yovana 18 16 27 4 20 85 

3 Chavez Chavez Sonia  16 14 25 3 18 76 

4 Chavez Padilla Claudia Karina 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 

Colquehuanca  M. Lourdes 

Esperanza 17 15 26 4 18 80 

6 Fernandez Nina Shirley 18 18 26 4 19 85 

7 Huanca Mitchua Betty Soledad  17 15 25 3 19 79 

8 Ibañez  De Enrrique Silvia 17 12 26 4 8 67 

9 La Torre Murillo Eddy Abel 16 12 20 4 20 72 

10 La Torre Murillo Karem Sabrina 18 17 22 4 21 82 

11 Lopez Oporto Erwin Abdin 18 17 27 4 23 89 

12 Mendez Quintanilla Sergio Mauricio 18 20 25 4 23 90 

13 Paz Condori Elisabet Alejandra 12 18 24 4 23 81 

14 Pinto Apana Dino Magno 5 2.5 0 0 0 7.5 

15 Ramirez Sejas Sonia Rocio 18 12 22 3 17 72 

16 Vaca Calle Noemi 18 16 25 3 21 83 

17 Villanueva Elias Mireya 17 18 24 3 18 80 
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COLEGIO  MEDICO DEPARTAMENTAL DE LA PAZ  STUDENTS  
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APPENDIX 4 
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TEACHER INTRODUCES THE TOPIC  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PARTICIPANTS WORK WITH HUMAN BODY IMAGES 
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PARTICIPANTS RECOGNIZE IMAGES  

 IN THE CLASSROOM

 

 

TEACHER TEACHES INDIVIDUALLY 
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PARTICIPANTES WORK IN PAIRS ASKING 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

 

  

WRITTEN HOMEWORKS 
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FINAL ORAL PRESENTATION- EXPOSITION IN PAIRS 

 

ROLE PLAYS PRESENTATIONS “RECEPTION OFFICE” 
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ROLE PLAY “GENERAL CONSULTATION” 

 

ROLE PLAY “TAKING PERSONAL INFORMATION”  
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE ESP BASIC ENGLISH COURSE 

 

PARTICIPANTS, TEACHER AND TUTOR  
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UNIT ONE  

 

AT THE RECEPTION 
OFFICE 
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1. A. Introduce yourself 
1. Principal phrases of communication. 

Greetings  
 

1. Good Morning. 8:00 am 
 

2. Good afternoon. 2:00 pm 
 

3. Good evening. 6:00 pm 
 

 

4. Hi. 
 

5. Hello. 
 

6. How are you? 
 

7. Fine thank you. 
 

8. Nice to meet you. 
 

9. Nice to meet you too.

 
2. Alphabet 

Aa Bb  Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii 

Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr 

Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 

 

3.  Numbers 

 

1. one   2. Two   3. Three  4. Four 

5. Five   6. Six   7. Seven   8. Eight 

9. Nine  10. Ten   11. Eleven  12. Twelve 

 

 

21  32  43  54  65  
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............................................................................................................................. ....... 

76  87  85  92  100 

............................................................................................................................. ....... 

4. The verb “to be” and Personal Pronouns. 

I    am      (I’m) 

You    are (you’re) 

He   is (he’s) 

She   is (she’s) 

It   is  (it’s) 

We   are (you’re) 

They    are (they’re) 

 Example  

a) Affirmative Sentences. 

I’m a doctor. 

You’re doctor. 

She’s a nurse. 

He’s a patient. 

It’s a medicine book. / a dog 

They’re cleaners. 

We’re medicine students. 

b) Negative Sentences. 

I am not a doctor. 

You aren’t. 

She isn’t a nurse. 

He isn’t a patient. 

It’s a medicine book/ a dog. 

They aren’t cleaners. 

We aren’t medicine students. 

c) Interrogative Sentences and yes/no Answers. 

Am I a doctor? 

R. No, you aren’t. 

Is she a nurse? 

R. Yes, she is. 

Is he a patient?  

R. No, he isn’t. 

Is it a medicine book? 

R. Yes, it is. 

Are they cleaner? 

R. No, they aren’t. 

Are we medicine students?  

R. Yes, we are. 

5. Possessive Adjectives. 

I    my     (my name is Roberto) 

You    your (your work) 
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He   his (his patient is sick) 

She   her (her opinion is important) 

It   its (its capsules are green) 

We   our (our category is important) 

They    their (their instruments are clean) 

 6. Presentation. 

My name is Brian Martines 

I am a General Practitioner 

                        I am from La Paz city 

 I am twenty-seven years’ old 

 

 

7. a/an Article 

She is a nurse. 

He is a cardiologist. 

Maria is a gynecology patient. 

Mary is an obstetrician. 

I am an oncology student.

Who is she? 

…………………………………… 

.………………………………….. 

… 

………………………………… 

….……………………………….. 
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Exercises 

1. Answer the Questions. 

Good morning!    …………………………………………… 

What’s your name?    …………………………………………….. 

 

What’s your cell-phone number?   My telephone number is ………………. 

Good Afternoon!    …………………………………………… 

What’s her name?    …………………………………………….. 

What’s her identity card number?  . ………………………….………………. 

2. Complete the Paragraph. 

 

A. Hello my ……………………………. is Roberto Rojas  

B. ……………………………………..       …………...........  Sussy Martinez 

A: Nice to …………..you. 

      B: …………………………………...to meet you……………………., too 

       A:…………………first name is……… and she is ……………. patient ………… 

      B: name is…………and………….last name is …………….She is from………        

      A: This is ………….. Clinic, we are brothers and they are Mary and John it is    

……………….medicine. 

3. Answer the Questions and Complete. 

1. Are you general practitioners? 

…………………………. 

2. Is he gynecologist? 

…………………………. 

3. Is she hematologist?  

…………………………. 

4. Are they oculists?  

…………………………. 

5. Is…………………Pediatrician? 

…………………………. 

6. Is he psychoanalyst? 

…………………………. 

7. Are they secretaries?  

…………………………. 

8. Are Mr. and Mrs. Jhonson obstetricians?  

………………………….
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3. Answer the questions. 

Are you sick? 

…………………………. 

Are you ill? 

………………………... 

Are you good? 

………………………….. 

 

Are you weary? 

…………………………… 

Are you healthy? 

…………………….. 

Are they good friends? 

…………………………. 

In third person. 

Is Ramon sick? 

…………………………. 

Is Mr. Torres ill? 

………………………... 

Is Mrs. Ramires in treatment? 

………………………….. 

 

Is Miss. Harrys dentist? 

…………………………… 

Is Ms. Reyes in the office? 

…………………….. 

Is Rodrigo in the laboratory? 

………………………….

Write:  Three personal information. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Speaking in the class 

 To repeat alone alphabet and numbers. 

 To make a personal presentation. 

 To name the objects in the classroom. (using possessive adjective) 
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1. B   Fill up a patient’s medical history 

 

1. Wh/ Questions, Answers and Spell. 

 

WHAT, WHERE, WHO AND HOW  

What + verb “to be” + complement 

 

1. What’s your name? 

My name is karem. 

2. How do you spell that? 

k-a-r-e-m. 

3. What’s your last name? 

Muray. 

4. How do you spell that? 

. M-u-r-a-y 

5. What’s your address? 

 My address is 346 on Main Street. 

6. What’s your phone number? 

 My phone number is 65194526. 

7. What’s your e-mail address? 

 My e-mail address is blq@hotmail.com. 

8. What’s your Identity card number?  

My identity card is 5673274 L.P. 

9. Where are you from? 

I’m from U.S.A 

10.Are you married? 

Yes, I’m.
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Now write the same questions and answers in third person.

Who is she? 
 She is my sister   
1.………………………………… 

………………………………… 

2………………………………… 

………………………………… 

3………………………………… 

……………………………… 

 

4………………………………… 

………………………………… 

5………………………………… 

…………..……………………… 

6…………………………………. 

……..……………………………

2. Main Adjectives and Antonym 

1. Tall-Short  

2. Young- Old 

3. Heavy/Fat – Thin 

4. New – Old 

5. Married – Single 

6. Handsome – Ugly 

7. Beautiful/Pretty – Ugly 

8. Large/Big – Small/Little 

9. Noisy/Laud – Quite 

10. Expensive – Cheap 

11. Easy – Difficult  

12. Healthy – Unwell  

 

 

 

Example: Affirmative sentences.

He is tall. 

She’s young. 

He’s fat. 

It’s new. 

They’re married. 

We’re healthy. 

My brother is handsome. 

Your sister is pretty. 

His dog is big. 

Their neighbors are noisy. 

It is……………  

………………… 

…………………. 

It is…………………  

…………………… 

…………………… 
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Our car is expensive. Its instruction is easy.

Questions. 

Are you single?  R. Yes, I am. 

Is he thin?   R. No, he isn’t. He is heavy  

Is it easy?   R. Yes, it is  

Are they friends?  R. No, they aren’t 

Use two adjectives. 

1. Is your work hard or easy? 

It’s hard. 

2. Is your new apartment beautiful or ugly?  

It’s beautiful. 

3. Is his husband young or old? 

He’s old. 

4. Is her cat thin or fat? 

 Her cat is fat. 

5. Is their car big or small? 

Their car is big. 

3. Prepositions “at, on, in” 

 

 

 

at     on            in  

 

Questions          Answers 

Where is the book?            It’s in the desk. 

Where is the bulletin board? It’s on the wall. 

Where is the computer?  It’s at the bookshelf. 

Where is the dentist?  He’s at the office. 

Where is the nurse?  She’s in the ambulance. 
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Where are you?    I’m at the hospital. 

4. Colors 
 

 Black 

 White 

 Red 

 Pink 

 Orange 

 Green 

 Yellow 

 Blue 

 Brown 

 Purple 

 Gold 

 Silver 

 Light blue 

 Dark blue 
 

 
 
Describe: 

Your office in the hospital. 

- My office is small and cold.  
- It is light yellow. 

Students’ residence in the hospital. 

- Our office is big. 
- It is light blue. 

The ………………….hospital. 

-  The hospital is big  
- It is ……………………and ………………. 

Questions  

- What is your favorite color?  

My favorite color is……………………. 

My favorite colors are……………………… and…………………. 

- What color is   ……………..? 

It is…………………………….. 

Kind of drugs  

- Capsules. 
- Pill. 
- Drops. 
- Tablets. 
- Throat lozenges. 
- Decongestant spray/ nasal spray 
- Eye drops. 
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- Lotion. 
- Crème. 
- Oil. 
- Syrup. 
- Sweet drink. 
The drugs are from different colors. 

 Some pills are pink. 

The creams are white. 

The eyes drops are always transparent. 

 

Conversation introducing people. 

OneA: Hello!  
B: Hi! 
A: What’s your name? 
B: My name is Mary, how are you? 
A: Fine thanks, what’s your name?  
B: My name is John. 
A: Nice too meet you. 
B: Nice too meet you, too. 
A: Good bye. 
B: See you. 

Two 

A: Hello Ross!  
B: Hi! 
A: This is my friend Marcelo. 
B: Hi Marcelo! How are you? My name is Vivian. 
C: Nice too meet you Vivian. 
B: Nice too meet you, too. 

Three. 

A: ………………………………………….  
B………………………………………….  
A: …………………………………………. 
B: ………………………………………….  
C: ………………………………………….  
B: Nice too meet you, too. 

Four. 

A:Hello……………………………….  
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B………………………………………….  
A: …………………………………………. 
B: …………………………………………  

Exercises 

1. Write the opposite adjective. 

 My sister is thin.  …………………………………… 

 Your dog is ugly.  …………………………………… 

 I’m single.   …………………………………… 

 John is ugly.   …………………………………… 

 My brother is big.  …………………………………… 

  Her boss is old.  …………………………………… 

 Their hospital is new.  ……………………………………  

 My patient is poor.  …………………………………… 

 The patients are noisy. …………………………………… 

 Their instruments are expensive. …………………………………… 

 The clinic is cold.   …………………………………… 

 The practice is difficult.  …………………………………… 

 

2. Answer the questions. (short answers)  

 
Is your operation hard or easy? 

…………………………………. 

Is your sister beautiful or ugly? 

………………………………… 

Is her patient thin or fat? 

…………………………………… 

Is their house big or small? 

…………………………………… 

Is he single or married? 

………………………………… 

Is Raul handsome or ugly?  

………………………………… 

Is July pretty or ugly? 

………………………………… 

Is the hospital new or old? 

………………………………… 

Are they poor or rich? 

………………………………… 

Is the restaurant cheap or expensive? 

………………………………… 
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Is the exercise difficult or easy?  

………………………………… 

Is it hot or cold? 

………………………………… 

Are you sick? 

…..…………………………. 

Are you ill? 

………………………... 

Are you good? 

………………………….. 

Are you weary? 

…………………………… 

Are you healthy? 

…………………….. 

Are they good friends? 

…………………………. 

Is he single or married? 

………………………………… 

 

Is Raul handsome or ugly?  

………………………………… 

Is July pretty or ugly? 

………………………………… 

Is the hospital new or old? 

………………………………… 

Are they poor or rich? 

………………………………… 

 Are they noisy or quite? 

………………………………… 

Is the restaurant cheap or expensive? 

………………………………… 

Is the exercise difficult or easy?  

………………………………… 

3. Complete the sentences and questions. 

QUESTIONS       ANSWERS

Are ………general practitioner?  R Yes, I ……………………………….. 

Is……..gynecologist?   R………………………………………… 

Is ……dermatologist?                  R………………………………………… 

Are they …………….?    R. No…………………, they …………….. 

Is…………………pediatrician?  R. No, ………………, she……………….. 

Is ……………….. Physiotherapy? R. No…………………, he……………… 

 …………………..psychoanalyst? R……………………………………… 

Are they ……………..?                   R…………………………………………… 
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Are Mr. and Mrs. Jhonson obstetricians? R. No…………………, they are………  

4. Answer your personal information. 

Question       Answers  

What’s your name?   ……………………………………………………… 

How do you spell that?  ……………………………………………………… 

What’s your last name?  ……………………………………………………… 

How do you spell that?  ……………………………………………………… 

What’s your address?  ………………………………………………………. 

What’s your phone number? ………………………………………………………. 

What’s your e-mail address? ………………………………………………………. 

What’s your license number?  ……………………………………………………… 

 

5. Answer the questions  who/where

Where are you from? 

…………………………….. ….. 

Where are you? 

………………………………….. 

Where is Doctor Martine? 

…………………………… 

Where is my patient? 

……………………………. 

Where is my medicine book? 

………………………………….. 

Where are the laboratory results? 

……………………………….. 

Where is the syringe? 

………………………………. 

Who are you? 

……………………………….

6. Answer the questions in third person

Where are you from? 

……………………………..  

Where are you? 

………………………………….. 

Where is he? 

………………………………….. 

 Where are they?  
………………………………………… 

Where is Doctor Martines? 

……………………………………… 

Where is my patient? 

……………………………………….. 

Where are ……………………….…? 

……..…………………………………
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7. Write 10 questions and answers using WHAT and WHERE 
 

8. Write 10 sentences using on, in and at 

 

Speaking in the class 

 

 Introduce yourself in the class. 

 To present three different conversations. 

 To describe a picture in the class (two pictures using adjectives). 

 To describe two different persons. 

 

New Vocabulary 

Medical record 
Appointments bookRate  
Check-up 
Healthinsurance 

Profession and Medicine’s Specialty 

Baker 
Nurse 
Cardiologist 
Cardiologist  
Chef 
Chemist/ druggist 
Dentist  
 Driver 
General practitioner 
Gynecologist 
Hematologist  

Obstetrician  
Oculist  
Pediatrician 
Physiotherapy 
Psychoanalyst 
Salesperson  
Secretary  
Superintendent 
Surgeon   
Teacher 
Urologist  

 

Specific Medical Vocabulary- drugs  

 
Cold tablets  
Throat lozenges 
Antacid tablets  
Decongestant spray/ nasal spray 
Drops  
Eye drops 
Lotion  

Crème 
Tablet 
Caplet   
Oil  
Disinfectant 
Ice pack 
Teaspoon  
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Wheel chair  
 

General Places 
 
Attic 
Bank 
Classroom  
Dining room  

Living room 
Movie Theater 
Park  
Post office 

Supermarket 
Zoo 

 

Set of tools  

1. Stethoscope 
2. Thermometer 
3. Blood pressure gauge 
4. Syringe 

 
Instruments of work  

 
Adhesive tape 
Bandages 
Cotton/cotton wool 
Disinfectant 
Hydrogen peroxide 
Medicine 
Prescription 

Chemist 
Vitamins 
Gauze  
Gloves 
Anesthetic 
Alcohol 

 

Drugs 

- Antacid tablets 
- Analgesic 
- Anti-itch cream 
- Antibiotic 
- Antiseptic 
- Barbiturate 
- Bottle of aspirin 
- Calcium 
- Cold tablets 
- Compound 

- Cough drops 
- Drugstore 
- Hormone  
- Insulin 
- Iodine 
- Laxative 
- Ointment 
- Painkiller 
- Remedy 
- Sedative 

- Skin cream 
- Sleeping pills 
- Sunburn cream 
- Suppository 
- Syrup 
- Tissues 
- Toothbrush 
- Tube of ointment 

 -  

-  -  

-  -  
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UNIT TWO 

AROUND THE 
HOSPITAL 
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       2. A. What is happening at the hospital today? 

Present Continuous. 

 
  P.P. + Verb “be” + Verb + -ing 

 

 

Describing  

 

It is a common day at the Hospital. 

1. The sun is shining. 

2. The General Practitioner is prescribing a prescription. 

3. The nurses are talking. 

4. The patient is resting in room. 

5. His relative is sitting on the waiting room. 

6. The medicine residents are checking the medical report. 

7. The assisting nurses are taking notes. 

 

a)  Affirmative Sentences. 
I’m working at the hospital. 

He is swimming at the river. 

They are working at the 

village. 

b) Negative Sentences. 
I’m not working at the hospital. 

He is not swimming at the river. 

They are not working at the village.
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c) Interrogative Sentences and yes/no Answers. 

Are you working at the hospital? 

 Yes, I am. 

Is he swimming at the river? 

 No, he isn’t. 

 

Are they workingat the village? 

………………………………………… 

Are Dr. Ramirez and Dr. Martinez 

studying that case? 

……………………………………….. 

1. Wh/ questions 
Doctor: What are you doing? 

Resident: I’m studying for my Anatomy test. 

Doctor: What is Dr. Rodriguez doing? 

Resident: He is making an operation now. 

Doctor: What is Karem doing? 

Resident: She’s making a blood analysis. 

Doctor: What are they doing? 

Resident: They’re performing an operation. 

Doctor: Who’s calling the Oculist? 

Resident:  Ms. Mark is calling the Oculist 

2. Demonstrative Pronouns and Adjective 

 
Singular   Plural 

- This    - these 
- That   - those  

 

 

 

This is my medicine.  These are my pills.  

That is your prescription.   Those are their prescriptions. 

This medicine is expensive.     These medicine are expensive. 

That prescription is for your son.  Those prescriptions are for your 

children. 
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Questions 

Doctor: Is this your file? 

Nurse: No, it isn’t. 

Doctor: Are you sure? 

Nurse: Yes, that file is yellow and my file is green. 

Doctor: Is this your stethoscope? 

Nurse: Yes, that is. 

Doctor: Are these you glove? 

Nurse: No, they aren’t. 

Doctor: Are you sure? 

Nurse: Yes, those gloves are dirty, and my gloves are clean. 

Doctor: Is this your laboratory analysis? 

Nurse: No, it isn’t. 

Doctor: Are you sure? 

Nurse: Yes I’m, this analysis is …………………….. and my……………… 

Clothes of doctors 

1. Dust sheet. 

2. Dust cover. 

3. Dust coat. 

4. Gloves. 

5. White shoes. 

6. Dressing gown. 

Patientclothes 

Pajamas. 

Slippers. 

 

- That is my dust cover. 

 

- Those are my cloves. 

- This is her dust coat. 

 

- My dust coat is light blue

 

Singular and plural. 

....................................................  ………………………………… 

....................................................  ………………………………… 

 

Is this your 

stethoscope? 
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Plural Nouns 

  Singular   Plural 

-s  brother   brothers 

-ies  city    cities 

- ves  wife    wives  

- es  tomato    tomatoes 

 

 

Examples   

Those villages are in vaccine campaign. 

Those cities are in epidemical diagnostic. 

Those are the infections with fever signs. 

Those wives are in treatment, be careful with them. 

Those …………………are…………………………... 

 

Analysis         Others  

Orin analysis        ………………………… 

Blood analysis       ………………………… 

Ultrasound        ……………………….. 

x- ray plate  

 

Examples        

Those papers are in your analysis result. 

In this file is your blood analysis. 

I reviewed those analyses. 
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Exercises 

1. Answer the question and complete the chart. 

What are you doing? 

 ……………………….  

What is he doing? 

 ……………………….  

What is she doing? 

 ……………………….  

 What are they doing? 

 ………………………. 

What is Mary doing? 

………………………. 

What is…………………doing? 

 ……………………………….. 

What is ………………….doing? 

 ………………………………… 

What are ……………….doing? 

 ………………………………... 

What are …………………doing? 

………………………………….. 

 

Write sentences. 

 

Affirmative     Negative     

1. I`m eating.     I’m not eating.   

2. ………………    ………………………….         

3. ………………….    ………………………….         

4. …………………..    …………………………  

5. ………………….    …………………………  

6. …………………..    ………………………….  

7. ……………………    ………………………….  

 

 

Interrogative  

 

1. Am I eating……….?   R……………………………… 

2. ………………………   R……………………………… 

3. ……………………...   R……………………………… 

4. ……………………..   R……………………………… 

5. ……………………..   R……………………………… 

6. ……………………..   R……………………………… 

7. ……………………..   R……………………………… 
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2. Describing the Picture. 

 

 

 
 

 Write ten sentences about the picture. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….………………….…

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………….........................…

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Demonstrative Pronouns and adjective. 

 

Write the plural. 

This is my car.  ………………………………………  
  

That is your tablet.   ……………………………………… 
 
This is the ice pack.   ……………………………………… 
 
That is the wheel chair.   .…………………………………….. 
 

Write questions (using the same sentences) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………... 

……………………………………………………………………………. 
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4. Complete and write the plural using these and those 

…………………...........................cold tablet.     

  ……………………………………………………… 

……………………………………….throat lozenge.    

  …………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………drops. 

 ………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………eye drops.    

  ………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………..lotion.    

 ………………………………………………………………. 

 

5. Plural Nouns. (Write 3 examples below the model) 

 

  Singular   Plural 

-s  brother   brothers 

………………………………..  ……………………………………….. 

………………………………..  ………………………………………… 

-ies  city    cities 

………………………………..  ……………………………………….. 

………………………………..  ………………………………………… 

- ves  wife    wives  

………………………………..  ……………………………………….. 

………………………………..  ………………………………………… 

- es  tomato    tomatoes 

………………………………..  ……………………………………….. 

………………………………..  ………………………………………… 

Write complete sentences using the new words that you learn (plural). 

6. Answer the questions (use your family photos). 
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 Who is she? 

R……………………….. 

What’s her name? 

R………………………… 

Where is she? 

R……………………….. 

What’s she doing? 

R…………………………. 

Who is he? 

R……………………….. 

What’s his name? 

R………………………… 

Where is he? 

R……………………….. 

What’s he doing? 

R…………………………. 

Speaking in the class. 

- To describe activities in the pictures and in the class. 
- To make apresentation using that, this, these and those. 
- To make a conversation using present continues. 
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2. B Giving Information about 

Places in the Hospital 

 

1. Prepositions 

- Next to 

- Between 

- Behind 

- Across from 

 
a) Simple Sentences 

 

 

 

 

The stethoscope is between bandage and syringe. 
The bandage is next to stethoscope. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The wheel chair is behind the desk. 

The desk is across from the wheel chair. 

 

b) Questions  
 

 Excuse me. Where is the bathroom? 

It isnext to the hall. 

 

Excuse me. Where is chemist’s shop? 

It is across from the clinic. 

 

Excuse me. Where’s the cafeteria? 

It’s between the hall office and the kitchen. 
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2. There is /are 

 
a)  Patient: Excuse me.  Is there a blood bank in the hospital? 

Doctor: Yes, there is. 

Patient: Where is it? 

Doctor: It is in the back of the hospital in front of the laboratory 

Patient: Thank you! 

Doctor: You are welcome. 

 

b) Patient: Excuse me. Is there a laboratory in the hospital? 

Doctor: No there isn’t. Thanks!  

Patient: You are welcome. 

 

c) Patient: Excuse me.  Is therea physiotherapy room in the hospital? 

    Doctor: Yes, there is. 

Patient: Where is it? 

Doctor: It is next to the laboratory. 

Patient: Thank you! 

Doctor: You’re welcome. 

 

3. Numbers 10-100 
10. Ten  

11. eleven  

12. twelve 

13. thirteen  

14. fourteen 

15. Fifteen 

16. sixteen 

17. Seventeen 

18. eighteen  

19. nineteen 

20. Twenty 

21. twenty one 

22. twenty two 

23. twenty three 

24. twenty four 

25. twenty five 

26. twenty six 

27. twenty 

seven 

28. twenty eight 

29. twenty nine 

30. Thirty 

31. thirty one 

32. thirty two 

33. thirty three 

40. Forty 

41. forty one  

42. forty two 

43. forty three 

50. Fifty 

60. Sixty 

70. Seventy 

80. Eighty 

90. Ninety 

100. Hundred 

1000. Million 
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Dosage for patients  

 Ten pills per day. 

 Two capsules after meat. 

  Fifty pills are all the recipe. 

Give information  

 One hundred medicine boxes are there. 

 Fifty babies syringe are on the desk. 

Conversations 

One. A: Tell me about your work! How many ambulances are there in the hospital? 

B: There are ten ambulances. 

A: Ten ambulances? 

B: Yes, That’s right and how many laboratories are there in General 
hospital?  

A: Only one. 

Two. A: Tell me about your Health Center! How many wheel chairs are there? 

B: There are fifteen wheel chairs. 

A: Fifteen wheel chairs? 

B: Yes, that’s right. 

A: How many patients are there in your floor? 

B: There are eighteen patients. 

Giving  Personal Information  

1. How old are you? 
 I’m twenty five years old. 
2. How old is your uncle? 
He’s fifty eight year old. 

 

How old is your grand mother  

………………………………… 

 

 

How old is your Brother?  

………………………………… 

How old is your new patient? 

………………………………… 

How old is that child? 

      …….………………………

 
 

Speaking (By phone)
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1. A: Good morning! 
B: Good morning! 
A: This is Doctor Martines. Is Doctor Zuares there? 
B:  No, He isn’t at the Hospital. 
A:  Thank you. Good bye. 
 

2. A: Hello! 
B: Hi! 
A: This is Mirta. Is Carlos there? 
B: Yes, he is. Wait a minute please. 
 

3. A: Good Evening, North’s Clinic   
B: Good Evening, This is Mr. Oriuela. Is Doctor Martines there?  
A: No he isn’t, He is at the Woman’s Hospital. 
B: What is the telephone number? 
A: It is ……………………. 
B: Thank you. Good bye. 
A: You’re welcome. 
 

4.  A: Hello! 
B: Hi! 
A: Where are you? 
B:  I am at the Hospital. 
A: Are you sick? 
B: No, I’m not. 
A: What are you doing there? 
B: I am visiting to my uncle. 
 

4. Let’s Talk About the Family Members. 

Family tree 

 

 

Grandmother - Grandfather   Grandmother - Grandfather  

 

  Mother     father  

 

    Brother  Sister (me………….) 
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 Mother 

 Mom 

 Father 

 Dad 

 Parent 

 Children 

 Son 

 Daughter 

 Sister 

 Brother 

 Grandmother 

 Grandfather 

 Grandparent 

 Grandson 

 Granddaughter 

 Grandchild 

 Aunt 

 Uncle 

 Niece 

 Nephew 

 Cousin 

 Husband 

 Wife 

 Sister-in-law 

 Brother-in-law 

 Mother-in-law 

 Father-in-law 

 

Possessive “s” 
 Raul is Marcos’s father. 

 The medicine students’ are 

there. 

 Rene is Marias’s husband. 

 Carmen is Rosemary’s grand- 

children. 

 Angel is Maria’s father in law. 

 

Other examples  

 My patient’s name is Marco 

Rodriguez. 

 That’s Mary’s blood pressure 

analysis. 

 My sister’s name is Ross. 

 

Possessive “‘s” (examples) 
 

1. This is my mother. Her name is Yolanda. This is my father. His name is 

Alejandro. They are my brothers. Their names are Jilmar and Jhonny. 

 

2. My mother’s name is Yolanda. My father’s name is Alejandro and my brothers’ 

names are Jilmar and Jhonny. 
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3. The hospital’s number is 2816052 and the doctor’s Ramires cell-phones’ 

numbers are…… ……………. and……………………….

Exercises 

 Prepositions (next to, between, behind, across from). 

 

1.  Write sentences (Where is the Hospital?)  

………………………………..……………………………………….. 

………………………………..………………………………………… 

………………………………..……………………………………….. 

………………………………..……………………………………….. 

2. Write ten short conversations (in extra paper). 

Example  

A:  Excuse me. Where ……………………..? 

B. It is next to …………………………  

A Thank you. 

B: You’re welcome. 

3. Write sentences (describe the hospital where you work) 

………………………………..……………………………………….. 

………………………………..………………………………………… 

………………………………..……………………………………….. 

………………………………..……………………………………….. 
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………………………………..……………………………………….. 

4. Write six conversation given directions. 

 

A:  Excuse me. Where is the bathroom? 

B. It is next to the hall. 

A Thank you. 

B: You’re welcome  

………………………………..  ……………………………………….. 

………………………………..  ………………………………………… 

………………………………..  ……………………………………….. 

 

………………………………..  ……………………………………….. 

………………………………..  ………………………………………… 

………………………………..  ……………………………………….. 

5. Write the number 10- 100 

10. ……………. 

11……………. 

12. ……………. 

13. ……………. 

14. ……………. 

15. ……………. 

16.……………. 

17. ……………. 

18. ……………. 

19. ……………. 

20.……………. 

21. ……………. 

22. ……………. 

30. ……………. 

31. ……………. 

32. ……………. 

33. ……………. 

40. ……………. 

41. ……………. 

42. ……………. 

43. ……………. 

44.……………. 

45. ……………. 

46. ……………. 

47. ……………. 

48. ……………. 

49.……………. 

50.……………. 

60. ……………. 

70. ……………. 

80. ……………. 

90.……………. 
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100 …………… 

6. Write 10 sentences using numbers.(in extra paper) 

7. Complete the Questions and Answer. 

Is there a ………………… in the hospital? 

. .…………………………………………… 

Is there a ………………… in the hospital? 

. ……………………………………………… 

Is there a ………………… in the hospital? 

. ……………………………………………. 

A: How many …………………are there …………………? 

B: ……………………………………………….. 

A: How many …………………are there …………………? 

B: ……………………………………………………………. 

A: How many…………………are there …………………? 

B: ……………………………………………………………… 

A: How many…………………are there …………………? 

B: ……………………………………………………………. 

A: How many…………………are there …………………? 

B: ……………………………………………………………. 

8.   Write you family tree. 

My Family tree 

 

 

……………- ……………  ……………- …………… 

 

…………… ……………     …………… 

 

   ………………….   ……………………… 

 

9. Possessive “s” (Write about your family). 
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…………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………… 

 

10. What is the meaning of these phrases? 

Common Phrases in Medicine 
 

I’m on duty.    ………………………………………………….. 

I perform an operation.  ………………………………………………….. 

I’m up and around.   ………………………………………………….. 

I call in a doctor / to call a doctor. ………………………………………………….. 

I catch a cold.   ………………………………………………….. 

Can I help you?   ………………………………………………….. 

Are you feeling sick?  ………………………………………………….. 

Are you okay?   ………………………………………………….. 

 

Speaking in the class. 

 To tell the location of the objects. 

 To give information about the directions. 

 To describe the office using numbers. 

 To make a conversations using new vocabulary. 

 To speak about your family.
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New Vocabulary 

Places in the hospital 

Basement  
Bathroom 
Clinic 
Delivery room  
Garage 

Kitchen  
 Library  
Office  
 Restaurant  
Ward  

Yard 
Emergency room 
Intensive care unit 
First aid room 
Laboratory

General Vocabulary 
 
Bookshelf  
Table 
Dictionary  
Notebook 
Pen 
Pencil  

Board 
Book 
Computer 
Wall 
 Globe 
Clock 

Bookshelf 
Bulletin board 
Desk 
Table 
Paper 

 
Medical equipment 

 
Wheel chair  
Crutches 
Cast 
Stitches 
Sling 

Diet  
Hospital bed  
Call button  
Bed control 
I.V. 

Hospital gown 
Bed table 
Bed pan 
Medical chart

 
Hospital tools 

Anesthesia 
Examination 
couch 
Injection 
Mask 
Surgical 

Medicine 
cabinet 
Microscope 
Operating table 
Operation 
Oxygen 

Paramedics 
Physician 
Plaster 
Stitches 
Stretcher 
Surgeon 
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UNIT THREE  

INJURES, 
ILLNESSES AND 

DISEASES 
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  3. A. Frequent injuries and wounds 
 

1. Simple Present Tense  

VERBS 

1. Call 

2. Help 

3. Listen 

4. Cut 

5. Injure 

6. Twist 

7.  Hit 

8. Bang 

9. Cure

 

P.P.+ verb (Present Simple) + complement 

 

a) Affirmative Sentences. 

 

I call the doctor. 

You work at the Epidemiology section. 

 

 They cure epidemic illness. 

We help people. 

 

b) Negative Sentences 

 

I don’t call the doctor. 

You don’t work at the Epidemiology section. 

They don’t cure epidemic illness. 

We don’t help people. 

 

2. Spelling: third person. 

a) Affirmative sentences  

She calls the doctor  

She helps people 

He feels sick  

He eats vegetables  

It cures infections  
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b) Negative Sentences  

 

She doesn’t call the doctor  

She doesn’t help people 

He doesn’t feel sick  

He doesn’t eat vegetables He cuts his finger  

It doesn’t cure infections  

c)Other kind of verbs  

Do/ Does     Have/ Has  

 

I, you, we, they -     he, she, it  I, you, we, they - he, she, it  

 

Examples  

 I do my report                - She does her homework 

 I have a new stethoscope   - She has a new stethoscope 

 

3. Wh- questions 

 

Wh + do/does + P.P. + verb * complement 

 

Personal Information  

 

What do you do? 

……………………………………….. 

Where do you work? 

…………………………………… 

What equipment do you have in your office? 

…………………………………… 

What language do you speak? 

…………………………………… 

Where do you go? 

…………………………………… 

 

 

Third Person Information 

What does he do? 

…………………………………… 
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Where does your sister work? 

…………………………………… 

Where does she go? 

…………………………………… 

What do Mr. and Mrs. Sanchez read? 

…………………………………… 

What does Julio read? 

……………………………………. 

4. Do/Does yes-no questions (“do” as an auxiliary) 

 
 

Do/does + P.P.+ verb + complement 

Questions and Short Answers  

Do you eat fresh fruit every day? 

Yes, I do. 

Do you eat fresh vegetables every 

day? 

No, I don’t. 

Do you walk to work every day? 

Yes, I do. 

Do you play sports? 

No, I don’t. 

 

 

Does she work at night? 

Yes, she does. 

Does he have a good social life? 

No, he doesn’t. 

Does the doctor have a therapy 

today? 

Yes, he does. 

Does Mr. Ramos have Health 

insurance? 

No, he doesn’t 
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5. BODY’S PARTS  

    

 ARM 

 LEG 

 CHEST 

 

 ANKLE  

 FINGER 

 WRIST 

 

 SHOULDER 

 KNEE 

 HAND

Frequent Injures  

- Cut finger 

- Twist ankle 

- Hit eyes  

- Broken leg 

 

 

 

- Blow face 

- Dark eyes  

- Mouth  ……………… 

- Tooth…………………… 

Where is the hurt?  

It is in my bank  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://lh3.ggpht.com/_jR9d0NRexI4/TFFuDi2HVdI/AAAAAAAAAz8/X4Jr_NMd1X0/s800/body-5.jpg
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…………………          

 

 

 

Days of the week  

 Monday  

 Tuesday 

 Wednesday 

 Thursday 

 Friday 

 Saturday 

 Sunday

 

1. What do you do on Monday? 

I work at the General Hospital. 

2. What do you do on Tuesday? 

I go to the library. 

3. What do you do on Wednesday? 

I go to the gym. 

4. What do you do on Thursday? 

I eat at the Vegetarian Restaurant. 

5. What do you do on Friday? 

I play tennis at the club. 

6. What do you do on Saturday? 

I go to the Super Market. 

7. What do you do on Sunday? 

I usually rest at home. 

What does she do on Monday? 

………………………………….. 

What does she do on Tuesday? 

…………………………………… 

What does she do Wednesday? 

……………………………………. 

What does she do Thursday? 

…………………………………… 

What does he do on Friday? 

…………………………………… 

What does he do on Saturday? 

…………………………………… 

What does he do on Sunday? 

…………………………………… 

Every day activities  

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday  Friday Saturday 

 

go to  

 

gym 

      

Does it hut? 

…………………………. 
………………………………

………… 
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Exercises 

1. What do you do at home every day? 

Number de phrases in order. 

……Wake up 

……Eat the lunch 

……Go to work 

……Take shower 

…..Have breakfast 

……get dressed 

…….Get up 

……Go to bed 

…….Leave home 

…….Get dressed 

…….Start work 

…….Have dinner 

…….Finnish work 

 ……Go home 

…....brush my teeth 

…..make the bed 

…...shave 

 

2. Answer the question and complete the chart.

Affirmative  

What do you do every day at the hospital? (Write a list) 

………………………………………….......................................................... 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Negative 

What do you do not do at the hospital? 

Example  

I don’t smoke at the office. 

………………………………………….......................................................... 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….
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3. Describe the picture. 

What do they do?  (Affirmative sentences) 

     …………………………………………… 

      ………………………………………….. 

      …………………………………………. 

      ………………………………………….. 

      ………………………………………….. 

What does she do?  

 

……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………

…………………………………………………… 

Now write the same sentences in negative form. 

.……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………….........

.……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………......... 

4. Read the paragraph and answer the question. 

Read Omar’s letter to Rose. 

 I have a house in the town; the house is old, wooden and small, it´s a beautiful 

house, it has a small yard in the front with three trees and some flowers. There 

are two bedrooms upstairs but no bathroom. The bathroom is downstairs, next 

to the living room. There is a kitchen in the back. The living room is big. I have 

an old wooden table near the window and lots of bookshelves. 
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Write short answers. 

1. Does Omar have new house?             R……………………………………. 

2. Does the house have a yard?             R…………………………………… 

3. Does the yard have four trees?          R…………………………………… 

4. Does the house have a bathroom?    R…………………………………… 

5. Does Omar have a new table?          R…………………………………….. 

(Write the same paragraph about your home) 

5. Read the paragraph and then write about your personal experience   

Mary´s letter to her Mom  

My work in the country’s hospital is very hard, because the hospital is small and 

I have a lot of work, because in the hospital only work three person; one nurse, 

one old doctor and me. Obviously in this place we have a driver and cooker, too, 

but they don´t work as doctor helping ill people.   

The hospital has five rooms, one kitchen, two small bathrooms and one garage 

with one old ambulance. The ambulance doesn´t have oxygen and it is very cold 

for me. Dear Mom the work is hard but I love work here the country is beautiful, 

people are helpful and the old doctor, Mr. Ramos, teaches me a lot new things. 

  Write 6 short questions and answers about the paragraph (in extra paper) 

6. Write the names in the picture. 

Face Parts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-_ZANR9q_7wY/TmtuVMWil5I/AAAAAAAAAJY/nw3nit51jWM/s800/Parts of the body - Body - Picture Dictionary -3.jpg
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Body Parts 

 

 

 

7. Write the answers. 

Where is the hurt?  

……………………………………..…………………………………………. 

Where is the hurt?  

……………………………………..…………………………………………. 

Where is the hurt?  

……………………………………..…………………………………………. 

Speaking in the class 

 To repeat body parts. 

 To make conversation in groups of four (using the present tense) 

 To talk about the daily activities to Monday from Sunday. 

 

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-R7SGVWKriWo/Td3yA4meHQI/AAAAAAAACTI/xv6_RClyUsU/s400/body.jpg
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New Vocabulary 

Most Common Sports Injuries 

Hip Flexor Strain. The hip flexors are muscles found on the upper-front side of 
your thigh. The main functions of the hip flexor muscles are to lift the knee 
toward your trunk, as well as assist moving your leg toward and away from the 
other leg. 
ACL Tear or Strain. The ACL, anterior cruciate ligament, is one of the major 
stabilizing ligaments of the knee. The most common cause of sports injuries for 
an ACL strain is slowing down and trying to cut, pivot or change directions. 
Ligaments on the inside of the knee are often torn with the ACL injury, making it 
a devastating event. 
Concussion. A concussion can be defined as injury to the brain, due a blow to 
the head where the brain is jarred or shaken. Concussions are serious injuries 
that should not be taken lightly. 
 

- Groin Pull 
- Shin Splints 
- Sciatica 
- Hamstring Strain 
- Tennis or Golf Elbow 
- Shoulder Injury 
- Patellofemoral Syndrome 

 

- Headache 
- Confusion 
- Dizziness 
- Nausea and/or vomiting 
- Slurred speech 
- Sensitivity to light 
- Delayed response to 

questions 
 

Body Parts 

 
Head 
Hair - Body parts 
Hair 
Eye - Body parts 
Eye 
Body Parts for Kids - 
Ears 
Ears 
Body parts for kids - 
Nose 

Nose 
Body parts for kids - 
Mouth 
Mouth 
Chin - face parts 
Chin 
Forehead - face parts 
Forehead 
Jaw - face parts 
Jaw 

Cheek - face parts 
Cheek 
Eyebrow  
Neck 
Tooth  
Teeth (plural) 
Gums 
Lip 
Eyelid 
Eyelash 
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3.B. Common illnesses and  

medicine specialties 

 

1. Conjunction and, but, or  

Illnesses. 

 

 

Stomachache 

Toothache 

Backache 

Fever 

 

Cough 

Sore throat 

Headache 

A cold 

 

A backache 

Flu 

An earache 

Cold 

a) and (adding new sentences). 

After my gym class I drink a lot of water and eat some fruit. 

I drink water and eat soup when I have the flu. 

When I drink too much coffee and coke I get terrible headaches. 

b)  but (refuting other option). 

After my gym class my muscles are sore but they are not strained. 

I only eat soup when I have flu but it isn’t enough. 

I have headaches but I don’t have fever. 

c) or (introducing other option). 

After my gym class I drink apple juice or water. 

When I have the flu I call the doctor or go to the drugstore. 

I get headaches if I drink too much coffee or coke. 
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2. Expresses likes/ dislikes. 

 Love  like  Hate 

I hate vomiting. I have very little 

control over it. 

I love drink honey when I have sore 

throat. 

I like people whose work with 

responsibility in medicine.

3. Use: about/ however. 

 

a) About (referring a specific topic)

What is it about? 

R. It is about cardiology. 

 What is that book about? 

R. It’s about skin specialist. 

Do you know? 

R. Yes, I do, Dermatology. 

 

What is it about? 

R. it is about infection. 

Is it a stomachache infection? 

R. no it isn’t. It is injury infection. 

 

 

b) However 

 

 Malnutrition is the biggest contributor to child mortality;however this disease 

can be prevented. 

 The surgeon was in the operating room for four hours, however the patient 

death. 

 

4. Modal Verb and Object Pronouns. 

Medicine Specialties. 
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a) Modal Verb  Can /can’t 

Dentist can care your teeth. 

 Dermatologist can help you with your allergies. 

Ophthalmologist can prescribe glasses for you. 

 Gastroenterologist can cure your digestive problems. 

 

I’m a pediatrician, I can’t prescribe a woman. 

I’m a nurse; I can’t give you information about the patient. 

She is gynecologist; she can´t cure baby’s illness. 

 

Adverbs of degree 

 Very well 

 Quite well 

 A little 

 A bit 

 At all  

 

 

 

I can speak English, very well. 

I can speak French, quite well. 

I can speak Aymara, a bit. 

 

Questions 

 Can I park here? 
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R. No, you can’t park here in front of the hospital. 

Can they use a mobile phone at the hospital? 

R. Yes they can. 

Can you understand these medical instructions? 

R. Yes, I can. 

Can General Practitioner prescribe the pregnant woman? 

R. Not at all. 

Can Obstetrician delivery babies? 

R Yes, he can very well. 

b) Objective Pronoun Talk to him. 

 

me you him her it us them 

Example 

 Talk to her   -Talk to them   -I‘ll call you 

 

c) Modal Verb  Could/ Couldn’t  

Could you help me? 

Could you help us? 

Could you repeat it? 

This could be our case. 

The General Practitioner could be right. 

Taking to this case, I couldn’t say for sure. 

I couldn’t work in this condition. 

5. Adverbs of frequency 

 usually  

 always  

 often 

 never 

 once/twice a 

week 

 once/ twice a day 

 

I usually go to the doctor; I don’t drink any kind of drugs. 
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I always go to dentist. 

She often works on the night. 

They never eat meat. 

It’s a good idea to see a dentist at least once a month. 

It’s necessary always see an obstetrician when you are pregnant 

Many women are checked by a gynecologist once a year. 

 

Questions and answers  

How often do you visit the doctor? 

R……………………………………… 

How often do you brush your teeth?  

R……………………………………… 

How often do you read a medicine 
book? 

R……………………………………… 

 

How often do you drink water? 

R…………………………………… 

 Does Rosemary usually go to the 
doctor? 

R……………………………………… 

Does the doctor always wear white 
clothes? 

R……………………………………… 
 

6. Use why/because  

 

Why do you study medicine? 

R. Because I want to help illness people. 

Why do you like work in the country? 

R. Because the Health Center is small and quiet. 

 

Why does he get ill? 

R. Because he doesn’t have lunch and always eats candies, chocolates and 

drinks a lot of coke. 
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Why do you drink these drugs? 

R. because …………………………………………… 

 

Comments 

 Many women are checked by a gynecologist once a year, because in this 

way we prevent cancer. 

 He is seeing a gastroenterologist, because he can help him to cure his 

digestive problems. 

 He goes to the oculist because he doesn’t watch well. 

 

Medicine Articles 

One   

Why are minerals and nutrients important for oral health? 

You must include minerals and nutrients in your diet in order for the body's 

tissues to resist infection. The presence of too much or too little of any nutrient 

can have harm full effects, particularly on the mouth and teeth, and may 

contribute to oral diseases and infection. 

Two 

Parkinson's disease 

Parkinson's disease is a disorder that affects nerve cells, or neurons, in a part of 

the brain that controls muscle movement. In Parkinson's, neurons that make a 

chemical called dopamine die or do not work properly. Dopamine normally sends 

signals that help coordinate your movements. No one knows what damages 

these cells. Symptoms of Parkinson's disease may include 

 Trembling of hands, arms, legs, jaw and face. 

 Stiffness of the arms, legs and trunk. 

 Slowness of movement. 

 Poor balance and coordination. 

http://vsearch.nlm.nih.gov/vivisimo/cgi-bin/query-meta?v%3afile=viv_5s8Oqf&server=search3.nlm.nih.gov&v%3astate=root%7croot&rid=Ndoc0&v%3aframe=redirect&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.nlm.nih.gov%2fmedlineplus%2fparkinsonsdisease.html&v%3aredirect-hash=d2e04045d10fc80a75b816e386476bfa&
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As symptoms get worse, people with the disease may have trouble walking, 

talking or doing simple tasks. They may also have problems such as depression, 

sleep problems or trouble chewing, swallowing or speaking (medicine plus) 

Three 

Hypertension  

Is a chronic disease characterized by continued rise in blood pressure, 

hypertension is associated with morbidity, so it is considered one of the most 

important issues of public health, especially in developed countries. Blood 

pressure is classified based on two types of measure, the systolic blood pressure 

as 120/80 mmHg. 

Some environmental factors contribute to the development of hypertension 

include obesity, alcohol, circumstances of birth and stressful profession. 
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Exercises 

1. Write ten sentences (What can she do? And What can’t he do?)

 

1………can………………………………but…………can’t……………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Write four conversation using could/ couldn’t and adverbs of frequency. 

Example 

Patient: Good morning Dr. Ramos? 

Doctor: Good morning Mrs.  How can I help you?  

Patient: I have a terrible stomachache and a terrible pain here. 

Doctor: How often do you have a stomachache? 

Patient:  I sometimes have stomachache but now as know. 

Doctor: Where do you usually eat? And what? 

Patient:  I usually eat at the restaurant or only snacks; because I work and 

often study short courses.  I always eat fried chicken, hamburgers, and 

barbecue. 

Doctor: Uhh… I couldn’t be sure but I think is gastritis.   

 

3. Answers and questions using (why/because) 

 

HOW DO THEY FEEL TODAY?

How do you feel today? 
R. ………………………. 

Why?  
R. because…………………… 
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How do you feel today? 
R. ………………………. 
Why?  
R. because…………………… 
 
How do you feel today? 
R. ………………………. 
Why?  
R. because…………………… 
 
How do you feel today? 
R. ………………………. 

Why?  
R. because…………………… 
 
How do you feel today? 
R. ………………………. 
Why?  
R. because…………………… 
 
How do you feel today? 
R. ………………………. 
Why?  
R. because…………………… 

 
4. Write the questions to these answers. 

 

1. …………………………………….   R. I’m in the kitchen. 

2. …………………………………….  R. They are at the Hospital. 

3. …………………………………….  R. She is in her bedroom. 

4. ……………………………………  R. It is on the table. 

5. …………………………………….  R. No, she isn’t, she is single. 

6. …………………………………….   R: Yes I’m, I’m Doctor. 

7. …………………………………….  R. No, he isn’t, he is Nurse. 

8. …………………………………….  R. No he isn’t, he is Cardiologist. 

9. ……………………………………..  R Yes they are, they are oculist. 

10. …………………………………….  R. No, I’m not a General               

Practitioner, I’m Gynecologist                      

 

5. Write a definition and treatment to these illnesses. 
 

Headache 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

.Flu 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Speaking in the class 

 To memorize verbs in the present tense. 

 To make conversation in groups of two talking about illnesses and medicine 

specialties. 

 To make conversations in groups of four talking about what you can do in 

the hospital?  And what can’t do? 

New Vocabulary

Mouth Parts  
Tooth Tongue Throat Teeth
Eye Parts   
Eye 
Eyebrow 

 Eyelid 
 Eyelashes 

 Iris 
 Pupil 

 Cornea

Body General Parts  
Brain 
Muscles 

Bones 
Pancreas 

Kidneys 
Bladder 

Stomach

DISEASES

Mumps 
Depression 

Measles 
AIDS 

Cancer 
Diabetes 
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Herpes 
STD (Sexually 
Transmitted disease) 
Skin fungus 
Anemia 

Anorexia 
Ear Ache 
Hypertension 
Obesity 
Varicose veins 

Asthma 
Osteoporosis 
Gastritis 
Heartburn 
Cardiovascular disease

Health Problems  
Acne   
Aids   
Allergy   

Anemia   
Asthma   
Bleeding   

Blister

Verbs  

1. Speak 

2. Listen  

3. Read  

4. Sleep  

5. Win  

6. Understand 

7. Think  

8. Sing  

9. Eat  

10. Have  

11. Write 

12. Make 

13. Take  

14. Lose  

15. Buy  

16. Study  

17. Play 

18. Say  

19. Swim  

20. Sit 

21. Run  

22. Lie  

23. Help  

24. Injure 

25. Ask  

26. Feel 

 

Specialties and definitions  

Dentist: a doctor who takes care of the teeth. 

Dermatologist: a skin specialist. 

 Doctor/M.D.: a person who has the degree of Doctor of Medicine, works to help 

sick people, and is licensed to prescribe medicine. 

 Ear, nose, and throat doctor/E.N.T.: a specialist for the ear, the nose, and the 

throat. 

 Ophthalmologist /eye doctor: a specialist for eyes. 

 Gastroenterologist: a stomach specialist. 

 Gynecologist: a specialist in women’s health. 

 Obstetrician: a specialist in the delivery of babies 

 Orthodontist: a dentist who specializes in straightening teeth. 

 Orthopedist: a specialist in bones. 

Pediatrician: a specialist in children’s health. 
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 Periodontist: a dentist who specializes in gums. 

 Podiatrist: a specialist in feet. 

 Specialist: an M.D. who is an expert in one type of disease or part of the body. 

 Surgeon: a specialist who performs major operation.
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UNIT FOUR 

DOCTOR’S 
APPOINTMENT AND 

GENERAL 
MEDICINE 

CONSULTATION 
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4. A. Make a doctor’s appointment 

1. Time  

03:00   it’s three o’clock   

03:15    it’s three fifteen/ it’s a quarter after three 

03:30   it’s three thirty/it’s half past two  

03:45    it’s three forty-five/it’s quarter to three  

12:00    it’s at noon/ it’s twelve noon 

12:00   it’s midnight/ it’s twelve midnight 

 

 

Call the Doctor’s office and ask for your appointment  

A: What time is my appointment? 

B: It is a quarter after two. 

A: What time is my appointment? 

B: It is two fifteen.  

A: What time is the operation?  

B: It‘s five thirty. 

 What time is it? 

R. It’s six o’clock. 

Patient: What time does the Doctor start the attention? 

Reception: He starts the attention at nine o’clock. 

Patient: What time does the Pediatrician arrive? 

Reception: He arrives at noon. 

 

Indefinite pronouns 
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 Everyone  no one 

 Everybody no body 

 Everything  nothing 

 

There is nobody at student’s Residence. 

Everybody is at the break. 

Everyone has the Health insurance. 

Everything is correct in Medical record. 

 

3. Preposition of, to, with, from 

 

- In the middle corner of the Hospital is the laboratory. 

- The doctors work from 2 a.m. to 8 a.m. 

 

Article 

Tooth  Damage 

Carbohydrates. Bacteria feed on leftover foods in the mouth and produce acid, 
which causes decay. Carbohydrate-laden foods, such as chips, bread, pasta, or 
crackers, can be as harmful to the teeth as candy. 
Sticky, chewy foods. Raisins, granola bars, jelly beans, caramel, honey, and 
syrup stick to teeth and make it difficult for saliva to wash the sugar away. 
Sugary snacks. Snacks like cookies, cakes, or other desserts contain a high 
amount of sugar, which can cause tooth decay. 
Gum and candy. Chewing gum and eating candy is very harmful to your teeth. 
As you eat, sugar coats your teeth, which can lead to cavities. 
Carbonated soft drinks. Regular soda (or pop) contains an extremely high 
amount of sugar. Both regular and diet sodas also contain phosphorous and 
carbonation, which wears away the enamel on your teeth (causing them to 
become stained and brown). 
Fruit or vegetable juices. Fruit and vegetable juices tend to be high in sugar, 
which can damage tooth enamel and lead to decay.   (w.w.w.medicine Plus ) 

 

2. Verbs + preposition 
Agenda 

 I need to make an appointment on Monday 
 I talk to him at…………………… 
 I need to see the doctor on Sunday  
 I listen to the instruction 
 I need to renew my prescription. 
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 I go to the Emergency room 
 I need to make an appointment for my husband. 
 My child needs to come in for a check-up. 
 The doctor wants to see me again in two weeks’ time. 
 I like to change my appointment to Tuesday 

Make a doctor appointment  

 Conversation One  

Receptionist:  Good afternoon North’s clinic. What I should do for you? 

Caller: I want to make an appointment, for my husband. 

Receptionist:   Okay!  Is a new patient? 

Caller: Yes, He is. 

Receptionist:  Do you need a General Practitioner or Specialist?  

Caller: No, General Practitioner is good. 

Receptionist:  The Doctor is off tomorrow at 9:30. 

Can your husband come in tomorrow? 

Caller: Yes, no problem. His name is Marcelo Alarcon  

Receptionist: Okay see you tomorrow  

 

3. General Symptoms 

 

 Shivering 

 Fever 

 Vomit 

 Nausea 

 Diarrhea 

 Chill 

 Sicken  

 Seasick 
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What seems to be the problem? 

I have fever and vomit 

I have nauseas and seasick 

She has a lot of diarrhea 

He has headache and chill 

Conversation two 

Caller:      Good morning!  Marques Doctor’s office 

Receptionist:     Hello. This is Mary Carrasco 

Caller:     Hello Ms. Carrasco. How are you? 

Receptionist:    Not so good 

Caller:     I’m sorry to hear that. What seems to be the problem? 

Receptionist:  I have fever and shivering. I need an appointment right now!  

Caller:   I see 

Receptionist:  Yes, please! 

Caller:   Doctor Elias is off today at 10 o’clock; can you come at that time?  

Receptionist:  At ten o’clock? That’s fine by me. Thank you  

Caller:  You’re welcome  

Conversation three 

Receptionist: Doctor's office. Jane is speaking. How can I help you? 

Caller: I need to make an appointment with Dr. Ramirez 

Receptionist: Do you know your chart number? 

Caller:  No, sorry. It's at home and I'm at work right now. 

Receptionist: No problem. What's your name, please? 

Caller:   My name is Marcos Rivera 

Receptionist: Let me see! Okay Mr. Rivera. 

Receptionist: Doctor Ramirez is off tomorrow at four thirty. Is that okay? 

Caller:  That's great.  

Receptionist:  See you tomorrow. 
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Exercises 

1. WHAT TIMEIS IT? 

         01:45   It’s ………………    

09:15   It’s ……………… 

10:30   It’s ……………… 

12:45   It’s ……………… 

03:00   It’s ……………… 

12:25  It’s ……………… 

         04:30   It’s ……………… 

3:15   Its ……………… 

3:30   It’s ……………… 

3:45   It’s ……………… 

02:00   It’s ……………… 

O8:18  It’s ……………

 

What time is my appointment? 

………………………………………………………………… 

What time is my appointment? 

…………………………………………………………………   

What time is the operation? 

…………………………………………………………………   

 What time does the Doctor start the attention? 

…………………………………………………………………   

What time does the Pediatrician arrive? 

…………………………………………………………………   

2. Write 6 sentences with Indefinite pronouns 

 

• everyone -no one    • everybody - no body  • everything - nothing 

  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………….………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………..……………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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3. Write a article about Obesity using (of, to, with, from)  

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5.   Make 5 doctor’s appointment (using the new word that you learn in extra paper) 

6. Complete these sentences with the prepositions “of, from, with, to” 

 

1. Geriatrics is…….. field ….. medicine that focuses on the health…… older 

people 

2. His illness is not serious, it can be treatment………………..drugs 

3. You will have…..take more medicine, because it can.................. 

4. A disability is something that may prevent you………… functioning normally 

5. The nurse will administer the vaccine……… Mrs. Williams 

6. One ……… the nurse’s main duties is ………..bathe the patients  

7. None…… the patients stay ……….the clinic. They only visit on an outpatient 

basis. 

8. We have……. begin your therapy as soon as possible  

9. Alcoholism disease may show very different pattern …… behavior 

10. Alcoholic people who have a father or mother ……….alcoholism are more 

likely to get this disease. 
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11. Treatment ……… alcoholism includes detoxification programs conducted by 

medical institutions. 

12. The treatment may involve the patient’s stay …….an undetermined problem 

period in the specialized hospital. 

Speaking in the class 

 To make a telephone conversation. 

 To talk about the general symptoms in frequent illness. 

 To tell about the obesity. 

 To tell about cares. 

New Vocabulary 

Obesity Vocabulary 

Anorexia 

A serious illness often resulting in dangerous weight loss, in which a person, 

especially a girl or woman, does not eat, or eats too little, because they fear 

becoming fat: 

Anorexic 
Bulimia 
Bulimics 
Chubby 
Diet 
Dietitian 
Fat 
Fattening 
Fit 
Health 
Nutrition 
Nutritional 
Obese 
Obesity 
Plump 

Slimming 
Slim 
Skimmed milk 
Sugar free 
Thin 
To eat healthily 
To put on weight 
To be overweight 
To slim down 
To weigh 
To do exercise / to exercise 
Vegetarianism 
Vegan 
Weight 
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4. B. Frequent health problems 

and treatment 

 

Health Problems  

 Anemia 

 Cancer  

 Allergy 

 Gastritis 

 Appendicitis 

 Asthma 

 Bleeding 

 Blister 

 Diabetes 

 Hypertension  

 Infections 

 

 

Infection. Disease is the body (viral or bacterial) the wound should be covered when 

you swim to prevent it from becoming infected. 

Anemia. Occurs when the body doesn't have enough red blood cells. “I have low 

energy because I am anemic.” 

Blood pressure. The rate at which blood flows through the body (high/low) High 

blood pressure puts you at risk of having a heart attack. 

Diabetes. Typically involving insulin deficiency  people with diabetes have to 

constantly check their blood sugar levels. 

Cancer. Disease caused by the uncontrollable growth of cells there are many 
different options when it comes to treating cancer. 
 
For prevent and treat the diseases we have to eat healthy:  fruits and vegetables  
 

  Fruits and Vegetables  
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 Carrots  
 Onions  
 Beans 
 Potatoes 
 Lettuce 
 Cucumber 
 Radish 
 Pepper 
 Broccoli 
 Spinach  

 Oranges 
 Apple 
 Pine apple 
 Grapes 
 Strawberry 
 Pear 
 Banana 
 Cherries 
 Coconut  

 
 

Patient information. 

 Eat carrot prevents eyes problems. 

Eat broccoli helps to anemic people. 

Pine apple juice regulars the high pressure. 

 Answer the question in class. 

What kind of medicine do you use? 

What’s ……the dosage? 

Treatment with drug. 

Dosage. 

 

 One teaspoon per day  

 One pill after eight hours  

 Take three times a day  

 Take it after meals  

 Take it before meals  

 Take it at night before sleep 

 Take it in the morning every 

day  

 Two injections per day 

 Take it when you are thirsty 

 

 

2. Modal Verb “have to” Obligation 

  I feel terrible!! I have headache. What can I do? 

You have to go to the Doctor  
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 I have Gastritis, what can I eat? 

 You have to eat white food and a lot of water 

 

 She has to take it three times a day 

  He has to receive one injection per week 

 

a) Affirmative  

 

You have to take it three times per day. 

You have to drink water. 

You have to eat most vegetables. 

You have to do exercises. 

You have to control your diet. 

 

b) Negative  

 You don’t have to drink soft drinks. 

You don’t have to eat sugar in any way. 

You don’t have to work for five days. 

You don’t have to take any kind of medicine by yourself. 

 

3. Expression with “get” 

 Get up 

 Get dressed 

 Get married  

 Get in  

 Get out of 

 Get on  

 Get off 

 Get back  

 Get to 

 Get 

 
Examples  
 

 The patient gets up early with a lot of pain in his injure. 

 The doctor got dressed quickly for the operation. 

 She’s getting married with Henry. 
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  Everyone got in the ambulance.         Everyone got out of the 

ambulance. 

 Get off the bus at the station. Get on the bus at the station. 

 We got back to the hospital at two. 

 The bus got to Cochabamba at eight. 

 
Expressions with have 

 

 He has a lot of pain. 

 She has 39 degree of fevers. 

 The doctor has an important meeting at nine. 

 They have a stomach infection. 

 Obese people have greater energy expenditure. 

4.  Adjective of condition.

 I feel fine 

 I feel okay 

 I feel great! 

 So-so 

 Not so good 

 I feel terrible  

 
Examples     how do you feel today? 

 

     Doctor: How do you fell today? 

    Patient: I feel great. 

     Doctor: I’m glad to hear that 

 

     Doctor: How do you fell today? 

Patient: So-so 

     Doctor:  I’m sorry to hear that. 

 

Doctor: How is the broken leg? 

Nurse:  Not so good  

Doctor:  I’m worry in this case  

 

Doctor:  How is the baby? 

Nurse:  She’s 

great

  

Doctor:  I’m pleased to hear that  
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6. Modal verbs “should” Giving Opinions and Advice   

 

a) Affirmative  

You should take amoxicillin  

You should consult a specialist  

She should a take aspirin  

She should use eye drops 

They should use cream 

 

b) Negative 

You shouldn’t take amoxicillin  

You shouldn’t consult a specialist  

She shouldn’t take aspirin  

She shouldn’t use eye drops 

They shouldn’t use cream  

 

c) Interrogative  

Nurse:  How often should the patient uses that cream? 

Nurse:  How often should the patient drink that medicament? 

Example 

 

Question: What should I do? 

Answer: You shouldn’t eat fry food 

Question: What should I do when my baby gets fever after the vaccine?                         

Answer: You have to control the fever every 30 minutes, it is less than30 grades 
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Exercises 

1. Write about this Health Problems  

Allergy……………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………….............. 

Gastritis…………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Appendicitis…………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Asthma……………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Bleeding………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Blister……………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Broken leg…………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Hypertension…………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Answer the question according to the illness   

What kind of medicine do you use in…………………….? 

What’s …………………………………………………………the dosage? 

What kind of medicine do you use in…………………….? 

What’s …………………………………………………………the dosage? 

What kind of medicine do you use in…………………….? 

What’s …………………………………………………………the dosage? 

What kind of medicine do you use in…………………….? 

What’s …………………………………………………………the dosage? 

What kind of medicine do you use in…………………….? 
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What’s …………………………………………………………the dosage? 

What kind of medicine do you use in…………………….? 

3. Imperatives (have to) 

I have a backache. What can I do? 

R………………………………………. 

I have a ……………………………………………………… 

R……………………………………………………………… 

I have a ………………………………………………………  

R……………………………………………………………… 

I have a ………………………………………………………  

R……………………………………………………………… 

4. Expression with get (write examples) 

 Get up  …………………………………………………………… 

 Get dressed  …………………………………………………………… 

 Get married   …………………………………………………………… 

 Get in   …………………………………………………………… 

 Get out of   …………………………………………………………… 

 Get on   …………………………………………………………… 

 Get off  …………………………………………………………… 

 Get back  …………………………………………………………… 

 Get to   …………………………………………………………… 

 Get    …………………………………………………………

5. Make ten conversations using this model (in extra paper) 
 
ONE 
 
Doctor: How do you feel today? 

Patient: Not so good, I’m in pain. 

Doctor: I’m sorry to hear that, but it is normally.  You have to rest and don’t move   

Patient: What should I drink? I’m thirsty. 

Doctor:  You should drink water. 

TWO 

Doctor:  How is the baby today? 

Nurse:  She is very well, she has good look. The treatment is good for her. 
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Doctor:  I’m glad to hear that, but we have to continue with these medicines. 

THREE 

Doctor:  How do you fell today Mr. Rojas? 

Patient: I feel terrible, I have fever and shivering. 

Doctor:  Nurse!! Could you take his temperature, blood pressure and pulse? 

Nurse:  Okay! Doctor, Her temperature is 39 degree and he has high pressure. 

Doctor:We have to administer other kind of medicine. 

 
6. Write advices to control these illness and diseases  

Diseases 

Hypertension 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

Tuberculosis 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………….  

Diabetes 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

Illnesses 

Common cold 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

Fever 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

http://images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=A0PDoV3cOwlSplIAxxGJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTFybWo0Y250BHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1nBG9pZAM0NTRlN2NlZjVhY2U1ZTVjZmNlNjE1YzdkNzkwZGVmNQRncG9zAzIw?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=ENFERMEDADES+PARA+COLOREAR&n=30&ei=utf-8&fr=sfp-img&tab=organic&ri=20&w=409&h=512&imgurl=dibujos-animados.org/wp-content/gallery/dibujos-de-doctores-para-colorear/dibujos-de-doctores-para-colorear6.jpg&rurl=http://dibujos-animados.org/dibujos-de-doctores-para-colorear/&size=38.4KB&name=dibujos-de-doctores-<b>para</b>-colorear6&p=ENFERMEDADES+PARA+COLOREAR&oid=454e7cef5ace5e5cfce615c7d790def5&fr2=&fr=sfp-img&tt=dibujos-de-doctores-<b>para</b>-colorear6&b=0&ni=112&no=20&ts=&tab=organic&sigr=11ubk8qql&sigb=13k7qt6gq&sigi=13glb9ci1&.crumb=/MWgSScRsAT&fr=sfp-img
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…………………………………………………………………………. 

Diarrhea 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

Sore throat 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

Speaking in the class 

 To give advices about 5 specific health problems  

 To talk about specific diseases, diagnosis and treatment  

 To tell the class about Blood pressure (high and low) 

New Vocabulary 

EXTERNAL BODY PARTS 

 
HEAD 
ARM 
BACK 
WAIST 
BUTTOCKS/ 
BACKSIDE 
LEG 
FACE 

CHEST 
TOE 
STOMACH 
HIP 
HAND 
FOOT 
NAIL 
THUMB 

FINGER 
WRIST 
PALM 
SHOULDER 
FOREARM 
UPPER ARM 
ELBOW 
KNEE 

THIGH 
SHIN 
CALF 
ANKLE 
HEEL

FACE PARTS 
HAIR 
FOREHEAD; 
EAR 
CHEEK; 

NOSE 
NOSTRIL 
BEARD 
MUSTACHE 

TONGUE 
EYE 
EYEBROW 
EYELID 

EYELASHES  
 IRIS 
TOOTH 
LIP 

The Hospital  

Ambulance 

Anesthesia 

Appointments book 

Blood pressure 

Blood test 

Breathing apparatus 

Car accident 

Check-up 

Dressing gown 
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Emergency room 

Examination couch 

First aid 

Gauze 

Health insurance 

Intensive care unit 

Laboratory 

Mask 

Medical record 

Medicine cabinet 

Microscope

Medicines & Remedies 

Drugstore 

Antacid tablets 

Anti-inflammatory 

Anti-itch cream 

Antibiotic 

Antiseptic 

Calcium 

Cold tablets 

Compound 

Cough drops 

Disinfectant 

Dose 

First-aid box 

Hormone 

Injection 

Insulin 

Iodine 

Lab 

Laxative 

Medicine 

Needle 

Ointment 

Painkiller 

Prescription 

Remedy 

Sedative 

Skin cream 

Sleeping pills 

Sunburn cream 

Suppository 

Syrup 

Thermometer 

Throat spray 

Tissues 

Toothbrush 

Tube of ointment 

Common phrases to make an appointment  

Patient 

 I need to make an appointment. 
 I need to see the doctor. 
 When is the doctor free? 
 I need to renew my prescription. 
 Do you think the doctor could squeeze us in today? 
 I need to make an appointment for my husband. 
 My child needs to come in for a check-up. 
 The doctor wants to see me again in two weeks’time. 

Receptionist 

 What is your chart number? 
 What is the appointment 

regarding? 

 Which day/what time is good for 
you? 

 Is January the 3rd okay with you? 
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 How does four o'clock sound? 
 We'll see you then. 
 I'm sorry the doctor is not taking 

new patients. 
 We'll call you if there are any 

cancellations. 

 We're running an hour behind 
schedule. 

 Dr Jones is away. You'll be seeing 
Dr Lindsay
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UNIT FIVE  

 

TALKING ABOUT 
PAST EXPERIENCES 

AND EVENTS 
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5. A. What was your first experience as a 

doctor? 
 

  

1. The Simple Past tense verb “to be” 

I    was 

He   was 

She   was 

It   was 

We   were 

You    were 

They    were 

  

a) Affirmative Sentences. 

I was a medicine student. 

She was a resident on La Paz 

hospital. 

He was my little patient. 

We were medicine students. 

You were on duty yesterday. 

They were operated. 

 

b) Negative Sentences. 

I wasn’t a medicine student. 

She wasn’t a General Practitioner. 

He wasn’t a patient. 

We weren’t medicine students. 

You weren’t on duty. 

They weren’t operated.

c) Interrogative Questions and yes/no Answers. 

Were you residents at General Hospital? 

Yes, we were. 

Was she a nurse on “Materno Infantil 

Hospital”? 

Yes, she was. 

Was your patient on a Pediatrician 

department?  

No, he wasn’t. 
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Was it the Dr. Sanches prescription? 

Yes, it was. 

Were they at vaccine camping at El Alto city? 

No, they weren’t.

2. Adverbs of States and Emotions.

 Happy 

 Clean  

 Dirty  

 Hungry 

 Full 

 Sick   

 Healthy 

 Nervous 

 Scared  

 Embarrassed 

 Shy 

 Smiling 

 Angry 

 Bored 

 Tired  

 Energetic 

 Easy 

 Hard 

 outgoing 

  worry 

 sad

 

Past Tense Situation. 

When you were medicine student:  What kind of student are you? 

 Were you happy at the 

university? 

Yes, I was very happy. 

 

 Were you outgoing person? 

No, I wasn’t, I was shy. 

 Was medicine easy for you? 

No, it wasn’t, it was hard. 

Tell me about your friends. 

 Were they outgoing? 

Someone were outgoing and someone are shy. 

 When you felt embarrassed for first time? 

 I don’t remember very well! I think it was in my anatomy exposition when I 

confused the bones and everybody laughed.  It was terrible.

 
 First Course of medicine curriculum 

 
First Year 
Human Anatomy 
Embryology and Genetics 
Cyto-Histology  
Public Health 

 

Second Year 

Biochemist and Molecular Biology 

Physiology- Biophysics 

Microbiology 

Parasitology 

Public Health 

 

Were you in your first class of human anatomy? 
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………………………………………………………….. 

Were you scared in your first class of embryology and genetic? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

3.Wh/ questions  

Wh + Past verb “to be” + Complement 

Who was your microbiology teacher? 

  My microbiology teacher was Dr………………………….. 

Where was your microbiology classroom? 

 It was on …………………………………………….. 

When was your first experience as a Doctor? 

My first experience as a Doctor was when I was in Rotating Internship. 

Where was your first experience as a Doctor? 

In my case, it was in the delivered room. 

What was your first experience as a Doctor? 

Helps the women to deliver her baby. 

 Were you nervous?  

Yes, I was. 

Where were your residence? 

My residence was in Uyuni. 

How many employers were in there? 

There were thirty employers. 

4. Adverbs of Time  

 

 yesterday  yesterday morning   yesterday evening
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Conversation  

Pam:  Hello!! 

Ricardo: Hello, Pam. How are you? 

Pam:  Fine thanks, say Ricardo. Were you at home yesterday evening? 

Ricardo: No, I wasn’t. 

Pam: Were you at the Hospital? 

Ricardo: No, I wasn’t. 

Pam: Where were you, then? 

Ricardo: I was at the Gastroenterology’s workshop. 

Pam: Who were you with? 

Ricardo:  I was with Magui, Why? 

Pam: No, nothing: I missed you, that’s all. 

b) Past Tense “Regular verbs” 

 

Work –ed 
Cure –ed 
Help -ed 

Prescribe –ed 
Cry –ied 
Study –ied

 
 

- I worked eight hours on my first work in Health Center. 

- My master doctor cured injures quickly. 

- The nurse helped with medicines to my first little patient, he was poor. 

- In the Health Center my friend’s mother cried when listened that her son’s 

problem was serious. 

- I always studied all night for my last tests. 

- When I was a resident my first patients where children. 
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Exercises 

PAST TENSE verb “BE” 

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

………………………….……………………. 

1. Write these sentences in the past  

Henrry is a doctor   ………………………………………. 
 He is single     ………………………………………. 
Tomy is his patient   ………………………………………. 
He is sick    ………………………………………. 
They are at the office  ………………………………………. 
The doctor is reviewing the patient  …………………………………… 
 

2. Write sentences about this picture (in the past tense) 

1. ………………………………………….. 

2. …………………………………………… 

3. …………………………………………… 

4. ………………………………………….. 

5. …………………………………………. 

 

3. Put these words in the correct order. 

Sentences         

1. At / office / were / the / you  ………………………………………… 
2. She / at / clinic / yesterday / was   ………………………………………… 
3. At / home / were / they   ………………………………………… 
4.  Monday / you / where / last / were  ………………………………………… 
5. Was / a /sister / the / where / your ………………………………………… 

 

4. Make the same sentences in questions 

………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………. 

http://profesiones.dibujos.net/medicos/medir-la-estatura.html
http://profesiones.dibujos.net/medicos/medico-con-el-estetoscopio.html
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5. Answer the question about yourself  

When was your first experience as a Doctor? 

………………………………………………………….. 

Where was your first experience as a Doctor? 

. ………………………………………………………………….. 

What was your first experience as a Doctor? 

. ……………………………………………………………………. 

 Were you nervous?  

. ………………………………………………………………………. 

6. Write about your first Health Center or Hospital  

How many rooms were there?  

……………………………………. 

Was it big or small? 

.................………………………. 

Was it old or new? 

………………………………… 

Who was the master Doctor? 

…………………………………… 

Who was your new fried there? 

……………………………………  

Where was it? 

………………………………….. 

Who was your first patient? 

………………………………….. 

Were you happy there? 

………………………………. 

 

7. Read the article and write the main sentences in past tense  

 

Speaking in the class 

 

 To tell about your feeling and emotion when you are a medicine student. 

 To answer these questions. 

Where were you born? Were you happy there? 

What kind of person are you and why?  

Verbs. 

Admitted 
Advanced 
Advocated 

Aided 
Assigned 

Assessed 
Assisted 

https://www.resumetoreferral.com/action-verbs/
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Cared 
Charted 
Charged 
Consoled 
Counseled 
Diagnosed 
Distributed 
Documented 
Educated 
Evaluated 
Guided 
Helped 
Influenced 
Qualified 
Listened 

Monitored 
Nursed 
Practiced 
Prevented 
Proceeded 
Provided 
Referred 
Regulated 
Repaired 
Reset 
Resourced 
Restricted 
Reviewed 
 

Secured 
Supported 
Sutured 

Trained 

Volunteered 

 

 

 

Places and buildings  

Airport 
Amusement park 
Art gallery 
Baker's, bakery 
Bank 
Bar 
Barber's shop (uk) 
Barbershop (us) 
Beauty parlor (us) 
Beauty parlour (uk) 
Bookshop (uk) 
Bookstore (us) 
Bus station 
Butcher's 
Café 
Canteen 
Casino 
Castle 
Cathedral 
Chemist's (uk) 
Church 
Cinema 

Convent 
Court 
Dairy 
Delicatessen 
Department store 
Disco 
Drugstore (us) 
Factory 
Fast food restaurant 
Fire station 
Fish shop (us) 
Fishmonger's (uk) 
Garage 
Gas station (us) 
Gym 
Hairdresser's 
Hospital 
Hotel 
Jail 
Launderette (uk) 
Laundromat (us) 
Library 

Market 
Mosque 
Museum 
Newsagent's (uk) 
Newsstand (us) 

Office 

Park 

Pet shop 

Petrol station (uk) 

Pharmacy 

Police station 

Post office 

Prison 

Pub 

Railway station 

Record shop 

Restaurant 

School 
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5.B. Were you on duty  

at the hospital yesterday? 

 
1. Past adverbs. 

 

 last night 

 last week 

 last year 

 

  many years ago 

  fifty years ago 

 five day ago

I worked on weekend last month. 

Dr. Rodriguez rested yesterday. 

The general practitioners prescribed these pills last Monday. 

Many years ago, the medicine worked without technology. 

 

2. Past Tense “Irregular Verbs”. 

Speak – Spoke  

Read - Read  

Understand – understood  

 

Think– though  

Eat – ate  

Write - wrote

What happened yesterday at the Hospital? 

Did you are on duty yesterday? 

Yes, I did. 

a) Affirmative  

 The nurse on duty took the Oncology new patient’s information. 

 Dr. Rodriguez wrote this inform at 2 a.m. when he finish his work and 

then leaved the hospital. 

 The residents worked at the patient rooms based Doctor on duty 

instructions. 

 We had ten delivers and had twelve babies, two mothers deliver 

twins. 

 I saw it, because I didn’t sleep all the night. 
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b) Negative  

 The nurse on duty didn’t take the Oncology new patient’s information. 

 Dr. Rodriguez didn’t write this report at 2 a.m.  

 The residents didn’t work at the patient rooms based Doctor on duty 

instructions. 

 We didn’t have ten delivers. 

 

d) Interrogative  

 

Did + P.P. + verb + complement +? 

 

ONE  
A: Did you study specialty? 
B: Yes, I did. 
A: Did you work in a country? 
B: Yes, I did. 
A: Did you study with electronic books? 
B: No, I didn’t. 

 
TWO   
A: Did he finish work at eight o’clock? 
B: Yes, he did. 
A: Did they make that analysis before come here? 
B: No, they didn’t. 
A: Did nurse go to laboratory? 
B: Yes, she did. 
A: Did cardiologist come?  
B: No, he didn’t. 

 

3. Wh/ questions 

 

Wh+ did + P.P. + verb + Complement +? 

 

One 

 Where did you work in La Paz? 

R. I worked in Coroico and Patacamaya villages. 

Who were your colleges there? 

R. They were Rodrigo a dentists and Amanda a General Practitioner. 

Was it a good experience?  

R. Yes, it was   

I studied medicine 

many years ago 
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Two 

A: What did Marta and Julio cook last 

weekend?  

B: They cooked Lasaña. 

 

  A: Where did Doctor Gonzales go? 

B: He went to the office. 

A: When did the patient arrive? 

B:  …………………………………

4.  Expression with go 

Go + gerund 

DESCRIBING ACCIDENTS  

 

 She injured his leg, when she was playing. 

 I was working, when I cut my finger. 

  I was running for a bus when I fell and twisted my ankle. 

 The car hit me when I was going to my work. 

 I was playing basketball when I fell and broken my arm. 

 I was playing football when I twisted my knee. 

Accidents 

While cycling he rode over a rock and fell off his bike. 
He wasn’t careful and burned his hand on the stove.  
He was outside when a bee stung him on his leg. 
 

What happened with your ……………………? 
R……………………………………………………. 
What happened with him? 
R……………………………………………………… 

 

 Bones Vocabulary

24. Skeleton 

25. Skull 

26. Ribs 

27. Breastbone/ sternum 

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-3l_83wJIer8/TmtuZAKTneI/AAAAAAAAAKA/M90HswWjf1g/s800/Parts of the body - Body - Picture Dictionary -12.jpg
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28. Spine/ backbone 

29. Hip-bone 

30. Pelvis 

31. Kneecap 

 

Questions 

Did you break your skull many years ago?  
……………………………………… 
Did you break you ribs when you were child or teenager? 
……………………………………….... 
 Diagnostic  

- Your pelvis is broken. 

- Your kneecap is moved. 

- His hip bone isn’t in good position. 

 

Conversation N° 1 

 

Patient: Good morning Dr. Martines. 

Doctor: Good morning Mrs. Duran. What can I do for you? 

Patient: I’m not well. 

Doctor: Come and sit here. Open your mouth,…… now look that. 

   How long are you not well? 

Patient: Since yesterday. 

Doctor: Do you have pain? 

Patient: Yes, I do. Here in my stomach. 

Doctor: What did you eat yesterday? 

Patient:  On the breakfast I drank only milk and for lunch I ate beans with 

rise. 

Doctor: Did you take any medicine? 

Patient: Yes, I did.  I took ENO. 

Doctor: who told you to take it? 

Patient: Nobody Doctor I took it myself. 

Doctor: Did you take other kind of medicine? Some pills for example. 

Patient: No, I didn’t 

Doctor: Why did you take ENO? 

Patient: Because I think that I had indigestion. 

Doctor: Nothing to be worried at. Take this pills three times a day. 

Patient: Ok Doctor, thank you. 
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Conversation N°2 

 

Doctor: Good afternoon. 

Patient: Good afternoon. 

Doctor: What happen with your baby?  

Patient: She is sick, she has fever and vomit. 

Doctor: How long is she not well? 

Patient: Since yesterday morning. 

Doctor: Did she have motion yesterday? 

Patient: Yes, we traveled to village. 

Doctor: Did she eat or drink anything wrong? 

Patient: No she didn’t, only drank her milk. 

Doctor: Did she suffer any blow? 

Patient: No she didn’t. 

Doctor: Let me feel her pulse and check her fever after that I’ll give you 

some medicaments. And we have to make some analyzes. 

Example 

Biography 

Maria Gomez 

Maria Gomez was born in Peru: She grew up in a small village. She began school, 

but she didn’t go to high school. Her family was very poor, and she had to go to 

work when she was thirteen years old. She worked on an assembly line in a shoe 

factory. 

When Maria was seventeen years old, her family moved to the United States, first 

they lived in Los Angeles, and then they moved to San Francisco. When Maria 

arrived in the United States, she began to study English at night, and she worked 

in a factory during the day. 

Maria studied very hard. She learned English, and she got a good job as a 

secretary. Maria still studies at night, but now she studies advertising at a 

business school. She wants to work for an advertising company some day and 

write commercials. 
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Maria still misses her friends back home, but she communicates with them very 

often over the Internet. She’s very happy now, and she’s looking forward to an 

exciting future.  

Now tell us about you, tell the story about yourself 

Exercises 

1. Write your Autobiography answering these questions 

Where do you born? 
Where did you grow up? 
Where did you go to school? 
Where did you study medicine? Why? 
Where was your residence? 
(In extra paper) 
 
 

2. Read the story and write the same situation. 

Mary Is in Bed Today 

Hello! I’m in bed because I’m ill. I have cold and fever; my mom sent for the 

doctor, she’s very worried.  

When the doctor arrived, she took my pulse and examined me. She said I had 

an angina and that she would have to take out my tonsils in a couple of weeks. 

I’ll have to eat a lot of ice-cream afterwards. I love ice-cream! Now, I have my 

medicine on the night-table and my mother comes into the room and gives me a 

tablespoon of that disgusting medicine. 

I have a headache and my throat hurts, the doctor told me to stay at home for 

several days. I’m very angry because I have baseball game tomorrow and my 

mom says I’ll no to be able to go.  

 Write the  

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Write two conversations on the Doctor’s office (in extra paper 

talking about bones) 
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4. Answer these conversation questions  

One  

Hello? 
………………………….. 
How are you? 
…………………………. 
 I called you last weekend, Where were you? 
…………………………. 
Were you with your work friends? 
…………………………… 
 Was Dayan with you? 
……………………………… 
Was Fred with you? 
……………………………. Why? 
 Because I called them too!! 

Two 

Doctor: Good afternoon 
Patient: …………………………………………………………….  
Doctor: what happened with you?  
Patient  …………………………………………………………….  
Doctor: how long are you not well? 
Patient: …………………………………………………………….. 
Doctor: What did you eat or drink yesterday? 
Patient: ……………………………………………………………. 

  Doctor: let me feel her pulse and check your fever after that I’ll give you some 
medicaments. And we have to make some analyzes 

ThreeWrite the questions  

Patient: Good morning Dr. Mart 
Doctor: ……………………………………………………………. 
Patient: I fell sick  
Doctor:…………………………………………………………………………………… 
Patient: This morning the hurts began  
Doctor: ……………………………………………………………. 
Patient: Yes, I do. In all body and shivering too  
Doctor: ……………………………………………………………. 
Patient: Nothing special  
Doctor: ……………………………………………………………. 
Patient: Yes, I did.   
Doctor: ……………………………………………………………. 
Patient: The last year I had the same problem on June  
Doctor: ……………………………………………………………. 
Patient: No, I didn’t 
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Doctor: ……………………………………………………………. 
Patient: Ok Doctor, thank you   

5. Change the sentences in the past  

Present: Nowadays the medicine use plants for counteract illnesses. 

Past time:…………………………………………………………………….  

Present: People believe that herbs and animals parts can help sick and injured person. 

Past time:……………………………………………………………………..  

Speaking in the class 

 to talk about your biography 

 to tell about your last experiences as a Doctor that you never forget  

 to tell the class about one accident or injure  

Vocabulary

Body Bones  
- Skeleton 
- Skull 
- Ribs 

- Breastbon
e/ sternum 

- Spine/ 
backbone 

- Hip-bone 
- Pelvis 
- Kneecap  
- Veins 

- Arteries

Accidents

 He slipped on the stands  

 She has a broken arm. 

 He has a broken leg   

 My daughter tripped over the 

cables.  

 Ms. Vaca hit her arm hard against 

the table 

 Mr. Elias has a big bruise in his 

elbow  

 He fell down the stairs  

 He fell out of a tree 

A collision = when two vehicles drive into each other. 

A mid-air collision = when two planes collide in the air 

A head-on collision = when two cars collide front to front 

A car crash = when there's a serious car accident – involving another car or object, 

or not involving anything else 

A derailment = when a train comes off the rails 
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A (multiple) pile-up = when more than one car crashes into another car, especially 

on a busy road or motorway 

General Sports  

Tennis 

Football 

Basketball 

Baseball 

Golf 

Swimming  

Sightseeing 

Windsurfing 

Trekking  

Places  

Country  Department  Village  

Medicine Curriculum 

First Course 

Human Anatomy  

Embryology and 

Genetics  

Cyto-Histology  

Public Health I  

 

Second Year  

Biochemist and 

Molecular Biology  

Physiology - 

Biophysics  

Microbiology  

 Parasitology  

Public Health II  

 

Third Year 

 Pathology  

Surgery I  

Pharmacology  

Pathophysiology  

Medicine I  

Medical psychology  

  

Fourth Year  

 Surgery II  

Medicine II  

Neurology - 

Neurosurgery  

Psychiatry - 

Psychopathology  

Public Health III 

Traumatology -. 

Orthopedics  

 

Fifth Course  

 Surgery III  

Gynecology  

Medicine III  

Forensic Medicine  

Obstetrics  

Pediatrics  

Public Health IV  

Rotating Internship  

 Structure Rotating 

Internship  

 Internal Medicine  

 Surgery  

Pediatrics  

Gynecology and 

Obstetrics  

Public Health and 

Social Medicin
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UNIT SIX  

 

MEDICAL 
EXPECTATIONS 

AND ADVICES 
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6. A. I’m going to do my specialty 

next year  

 
1. Future tense .

P.P.+ verb to be + Going to + complement 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a)  Affirmative. 

 I’m going to apply to a medicine scholarship. 

 I’m going to ask for some information for specialties areas at the 

Departmental Medical College of La Paz. 

 The doctor is going to do his specialty in Sucre. 

 She is going to present her documents to apply a scholarship at La Paz 

Medicine College. 

 The General Practitioners are going to do their specialty on Cuba. 

b) Negative. 

 I’m not going to apply to a medicine scholarship. 

 The doctor is not going to do his specialty in Sucre. 

 She is not going to present her documents to apply a scholarship at 

Departmental Medicine College of La Paz. 

 The General Practitioners are not going to do their specialty on Cuba. 

  We are not going to choose our medical specialty. 

c) Interrogative. 

 Are you going to apply a medicine scholarship? 

I’m going to applied a scholarship in  

USA for study ……………….    
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 Is the doctor going to do his specialty in Sucre? 

 Is she going to present her documents to apply a scholarship at 

Departmental Medicine College of La Paz? 

 

Answer the Questions. 

 Are the General Practitioners going to do their specialty in Colombia? 

 Yes, they are, Do you now some information? 

 Are you going to choose our medical specialty right now? 

No, we aren’t, we have to think about that. 

 Is Alex going to do his specialty on USA? 

No, he isn’t, on USA he talked me. 

 Are you going to do your specialty? 

Yes, I‘m, but I’m confused about this. 

 

The importance to do the medicine specialty. 

Specialty (medicine) 

A specialty (or specialty) in medicine is a branch of medical science. After 

completing medical school, physicians or surgeons usually further their 

medical education in a specific specialty of medicine by completing a multiple 

year residency to become a medical specialist. 

 

Classification of medical specialization. 

Medical specialties can be classified along several axes. These are: 

 

 Surgical or internal medicine. 

 Age range of patients. 

 Diagnostic or therapeutic. 

 Organ-based or technique-based. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_school
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physician
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surgeon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_education
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Residency_%28medicine%29
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Think about that when you are going to choose your medical specialty 

 

“I love the hours.” 

 
“I want to be just like Dr. Smith. 

He has a sweet practice.” 

 
“I want to make a ton of money.” 

These are some bad reasons why medical students choose a specialty.  

1. You want to make a lot of money. Maybe you also want to join a field with “status.”  

2. You love the hours and want a specialty that is “easy.” 

3. You were impressed by someone in a particular specialty, and you want to be just like that 
person. 

4. You don’t really want to practice the specialty you are choosing or you plan to practice for 
only a short time 

2.  Future Adverbs  

 

 Tomorrow 

 Tomorrow morning  

 This evening  

  Next weekend 

 

 

 Next Monday 

 Next January  

 Tonight  

 Today 

 

 I’m going to travel to Sucre tomorrow. 

 She is going to work at the Dermatology area tomorrow morning. 

 Next Monday the General Practitioners are going to fly to Cuba country 

for began study their specialty. 

 I’m going to present my documents at Departmental Medicine College of 

La Paz office this morning. 

 I’m going to finish my residence next January. 
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3. Wh/ questions 

Months of the year. 

 January  

 February 

 March 

 April 

 May  

 June 

 July  

 August 

 September 

 October 

 November 

 December  

When are you going to travel Sucre? 

 I’m going to travel in January to get information about specialty. 

 When are you going to start your specialty? 

 I’m going to start in June. 

  What are you going to do in December? 

  I’m going to present at the General Hospital  

 at Obstetrician apartment for to be a resident. 

 What are you going to do in October? 

 I’m going to present my last residence inform in the Clinic.  

 What’s Fernando going to do tomorrow? 

 He is going to study for his test. 

What’s Yobana going to do this morning? 

 She‘s going to read about the Specialties 

 that are common world-wide. 

 
4. Ordinal Numbers 

 

1st  first 

2nd second 

3rd third 

4th fourth 

5th fifth 

6th sixth 

7th seventh 

8th eighth 

9th ninth 

10th tenth 

11th eleventh 

12th twelfth 

20th twentieth 

21th twenty - firs
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Write the dates  

  January 1st ,2014 

 January first, 2014 

 November 31st, 2014 

 November thirty-first or thirty-first of November 

Sentences  

- The first anatomy exam will be tomorrow. 

- My wife is in the sixth month of pregnancy. 

- My patient will be having her eighth child. 

- I’m going to the ninth floor. 

- This is my second year at the hospital. 

 

The New Year is coming  

 

 It’s December thirty- first, New Year’s Eve 

 

I’m going to celebrate with my family, first I’m going to buy something for tonight 

dinner, then I’m going to my friend’s house to ask some questions about our travel, 

finally I’m going to my parents’ house.   

As you can see, I’m going to have a very busy afternoon  
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Exercises 

1. Write about: what are you going to do next year? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Write future action using these adverbs. 

1. Tomorrow 

2. Next December 

3. Next month 

4. This evening  

5. This March  

6. This afternoon  

7. This Thursday 

8.  At once  

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Season of the year 

 Summer  

 Winter 

 Sprint 

 Fall 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Answer these questions. 
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When are you going to travel Sucre? 

 ………………………………………………………………………. 

 When are you going to start your specialty? 

. ………………………………………………………………………… 

  What are you going to do in December? 

 …………………………………………………………………………  

 What are you going to do in October? 

. …………………………………………………………………………..   

 What’s your sister going to do tomorrow? 

. …………………………………………………………………………. 

What’s your best friend going to do this morning? 

  ………………………………………………………………………….. 

4.Write you futures plans on these months. 

January …………………………………….……………………………………………. 

February……………………………….…………………………………………………. 

March………………………………………………………………………………………. 

April……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

May ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

June………………………………………………………………………………………… 

July ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

August……………………………………………………………………………………… 

September……………………..……………………………………………………… 

October……………………………….…………………………………………………. 

November…………………………….………………………………………………… 

December……………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. Write sentences in the three tense: Present, Past and Future 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Speaking in the class 

 To tell the future study plans  

 To make a conversation in groups using  the future tense  

  To talk about the importance and advantages to do a Specialty 

Vocabulary  

THE ULTIMATE LIST OF MEDICAL SPECIALTIES 
 

1. ALLERGY & IMMUNOLOGY 
Specialists in allergy and immunology work with both adult and pediatric patients 
suffering from allergies and diseases of the respiratory tract or immune system. They 
may help patients suffering from common diseases such as asthma, food and drug 
allergies, immune deficiencies, and diseases of the lung. Specialists in allergy and 
immunology can pursue opportunities in research, education, or clinical practice. 
 
2. ANESTHESIOLOGY 
Anesthesiology is the branch of medicine dedicated to pain relief for patients before, 
during, and after surgery. The American Board of Anesthesiology outlines the 
following subspecialties within the field in the following areas of care: 
 
3. DERMATOLOGY 
Dermatologists are physicians who treat adult and pediatric patients with disorders 
of the skin, hair, nails, and adjacent mucous membranes. They diagnose everything 
from skin cancer, tumors, inflammatory diseases of the skin, and infectious diseases. 
They also perform skin biopsies and dermatological surgical procedures. 
 
4. DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY 
Physicians specializing in diagnostic radiology are trained to diagnose illnesses in 
patients through the use of x-rays, radioactive substances, sound waves in 
ultrasounds, or the body’s natural magnetism in magnetic resonance images (MRIs). 
 
5. EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
Physicians specializing in emergency medicine provide care for adult and pediatric 
patients in emergency situations. These specialists provide immediate decision 
making and action to save lives and prevent further injury. They help patients in the 
pre-hospital setting by directing emergency medical technicians and assisting 
patients once they arrive in the emergency department. 
 
6. FAMILY MEDICINE 
While many medical specialties focus on a certain function of the body or particular 
organ, family medicine focuses on integrated care and treating the patient as a 
whole. Physicians who specialize in family medicine treat patients of all ages. They 
are extensively trained to provide comprehensive health care and treat most 
ailments. 
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7. INTERNAL MEDICINE 
An internist is a physician who treats diseases of the heart, blood, kidneys, joints, 
digestive, respiratory, and vascular systems of adolescent, adult, and elderly 
patients. These physicians provide long-term and comprehensive care in hospitals 
and offices. Because they undergo primary care training on internal medicine, these 
physicians also address disease prevention, wellness, substance abuse, and mental 
health. 
 
8. MEDICAL GENETICS 
A medical geneticist is a physician who treats hereditary disorders and diagnoses 
diseases that are caused by genetic defects. Medical geneticists may provide 
patients with therapeutic interventions and specialized counseling. They also 
educate patients and their families on their diagnoses and how to cope with their 
genetic disorder. Medical geneticists conduct cytogenetic, radiologic, and 
biochemical testing and scientific research in the field. 
 
9. NEUROLOGY 
Neurology is the specialty within the medical field pertaining to nerves and the 
nervous system. Neurologists diagnose and treat diseases of the brain, spinal cord, 
peripheral nerves, muscles, autonomic nervous system, and blood vessels. Much of 
neurology is consultative, as neurologists treat patients suffering from strokes, 
Alzheimer’s disease, seizure disorders, and spinal cord disorders. 
 
10. NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
Physicians who practice nuclear medicine are called nuclear radiologists or nuclear 
medicine radiologists. They use radioactive materials to diagnose and treat 
diseases. Utilizing techniques such as scintigraphy, these physicians analyze 
images of the body's organs to visualize certain diseases. They may also use 
radiopharmaceuticals to treat hyperthyroidism, thyroid cancer, tumors, and bone 
cancer. 
 
Others:  
 

 obstetrics and gynecology 
 ophthalmology 
 pathology 
 pediatrics 
 physical medicine & rehabilitation 
 preventive medicine 
 psychiatry 
 surgery 
 radiation oncology 
 urology 
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6. B. General medicine consultation 

 

1.  Clauses with if and when. 

 

 

 

If/ When + Present Simple + imperative 

 

      Warnings  

 

When you take these medicaments, eat something before. 

If you use eye drops, use sunglasses too. 

When the temperature is 35 degree, come immediately. 

If you drink ………………….. pills, don’t drink alcohol. 

When you apply this cream in the affected area, don’t be in the sun. 

If you drink……………………..capsules, don’t exceed the recommended dosage. 

When you use…………………..cream, don’t take a shower. 

If/+ Present Simple+ will 

 

If your leg is broken, we will operate. 

If I have all the tools, I’ll operate today. 

If you don’t have enough money to pay the surgery, the social worker will help you. 

If you came to the Hospital on time, we will help your relative. 

If she has 39 degrees of fever, she will be internet. 

2.  How to write a medical article 

 

Subject + verb + complement 
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Diabetes Disease 

 

GRAMMATICAL ORDER. 

The diabetes disease is                   the increase of sugar in blood 

   Subject               verb        complement 

STEPS. 

Concept: is the excess of sugar in blood. 

Diagnostic:  measure sugar in the blood. 

Symptom:   The patient is always thirsty and hungry, he/ she frequently goes to 
the bad room and has much urine. 

Treatment: The ill people have to drink anti diabetes capsules every day, make a 
lot exercise and eat healthy. 

Some patients need insulin injections. 

Prevention:  make exercises, eat healthy and not eat excess grease and sweets 
things and measure sugar in the blood once in a year. 

Now write a Paragraph. 

Diabetes Disease. 

Diabetes is the excess of sugar in blood; it could be diagnostic measuring the sugar 

in the blood. The treatment to ill peoples is drink anti diabetes capsules every day, 

make a lot exercise and eat healthy, however some patients need insulin injections. 

To prevent this disease, we have to make exercises, eat healthy and not eat 

excess grease and sweets things. 

 

3. Internal Organs 

57.  Brain 
58.  Spinal cord 
59.  Throat 
60.  Windpipe 
61.  Esophagus 

Body 

 

http://lh3.ggpht.com/_jR9d0NRexI4/TBHVcBtRbDI/AAAAAAAAAWI/JoHRbquPVq0/s800/Internal Organs.jpg
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61. Brain 

62. Throat 

63. Esophagus 

64. Windpipe  

65. Spinal cord  

66. Lungs 

67. Heart  

68. Liver  

69. Gallbladder 

70. Stomach 

 71. Large intestine  

72. Small intestine 

 

4. Internal organ damage  
 
- Inflamed  
- Numb 
- Sting  
- Injured 
- Germ 

- Growth 
- Transplant  
- Vain 
- Affected 
- Abnormal 

 
5. Medical different conversation 

 Use the: Present Tense, Past Tense and Future Tense  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Did you use some ear 

droops?  No, I didn’t  

http://lh5.ggpht.com/_jR9d0NRexI4/TFFuNV0SEGI/AAAAAAAAA0M/q_pKWyFXmqo/s800/body-9.jpg
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EXAMPLES  

General consult 

Patient: Good morning! 

Doctor: Good Morning!   Sit down, what is the problem? 

Patient: Thanks!  I don’t feel good. 

Doctor:  What’s wrong with you? 

Patient: I have a terrible stomachache. 

Doctor: Do you have diarrhea? 

Patient: Yes, I do. 

Doctor:  Do you have any other symptoms? 

Patient: Yes, I fell sick, I have nauseas and vomit. 

Doctor:  When did the symptoms start? 

Patient: In the morning, but I can’t sleep every night, I felt heavy. 

Doctor: What did you eat yesterday? 

Patient: Yesterday evening I ate fried chicken but it is my usually dinner. 

Doctor: Do you have fever? 

Patient: Yes, I do, this morning; I took my temperature it was 38’5 degrees. 

Doctor: I’m going to check you, please came here and back down …... where is the  

pain? ……. Is here?  How often do you feel like now? 

Patient: Never Doctor is my first time. 

Doctor: Did you eat anything today? 

Patient: No I didn’t, why? 

Doctor: That is okay, we are going to need some analysis. It could be Gastritis! Go  

to the laboratory with this order. 

Patient: okay!  But it is really hurt me, could you prescribe me something for my 

pain, please! 
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At the Emergency room 

One. 

Doctor: What’s happening here? 

Patient: Is terrible Doctor, I was running when a car hit me and twisted my knee!         

Look that!! I’m in pain. 

Doctor: Ohh I see! First I’m going to inject you …………..for a pain and then we 

are going to take X –rays to see what happened with your knee. If it is broken, we 

will operate immediately. Is here any relative? 

Patient: Yes, Doctor. She is my sister. 

Doctor: Nurse please takes her information. 

Two. 

Doctor: Good evening! What happened with you hand? 

Patient:  Good evening, I cut my hand, when I was cooking dinner. I was cutting 

the meat when my dog bark and I was very scared and I cut my hand with my meat 

knife. 

Doctor: What time was it? 

Patient: At seven, I think, I’m not sure. 

Doctor: Did you put in some cream or other thing? 

Patient: No, I didn’t.  My mother only subdues it with a garter. 

Doctor: It isn’t serious, but I have to sew it. Four or five points I think! 

Let’s sewing and disinfect that, don’t be afraid ………… Okay!  That’s all. 

Patient: Doctor, Can I go to the school tomorrow? 

Doctor: No, you can’t, you have to rest in home for five days and don’t eat salt,  

onions and peppery foods. 

Patient: What kind of food can I eat? 

Doctor: Only white food like rise, potatoes, soups and chicken soup. Nothing fried 

and take Paracetamol three times a day for a week. 

Patient: All right Doctor, but does it have scar? 

Doctor: Yes, you have to come back on Tuesday to General Medicine’s office.  

 Please take your ticker on morning at the casher’s office. 
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Patient:  In the mooring is okay! Thank you. 

Exercises 

1. Pregnancy’s General Consult 

Doctor: …………………………………………………………………………………… 

Patient:…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Doctor: …………………………………………………………………………………… 

Patient:…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Doctor: …………………………………………………………………………………… 

Patient:…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Doctor: …………………………………………………………………………………… 

Patient:…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Doctor: …………………………………………………………………………………… 

Patient:…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Doctor: …………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. Write four articles about common illness with these steps (extra paper) 

 

 Diagnostic  Treatment  Prevention 

3. Write three conversations at General consultation using warnings (extra 

paper) 

Patients  

-  women - Child - Old man 

4. Write warnings to these illness people  

SORE THROAT 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

EARACHE 

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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STOMACHACHE 

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Write the names of the internal parts of body 

Part ONE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part TWO 

 

 

 

 

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-zIGbk1QD2ag/TmtuYpfhNeI/AAAAAAAAAJ8/TfDdUSjVpQs/s800/Parts of the body - Body - Picture Dictionary -11.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-2b3U1Oe5pHM/TmtuXgrUzsI/AAAAAAAAAJ0/i4wsQFj1btQ/s800/Parts of the body - Body - Picture Dictionary -9.jpg
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Speaking in the class 

- To talk about disease and internal parts of the body  

- To tell the medical case  

- To make clinical conversation in groups of five  

 

 

Vocabulary 

The Internal Organs 
 
Lung 
Liver 
Stomach 
Heart 
Kidney 

Muscles  
Bones 
Pancreas 
Kidneys 

Bladder 
Veins 
Arteries 
Small intestine 

Large intestine 
Brain  
Throat 

 
 Diagnostic word  

Check-up 

Standardize 

Mortality  

Morbidity 

Hazard 

Epidemic 

Seed 

Human beings 

Link 

Decrease 

Hide 

Decade 

Magnitude 

Utmost 

Brink 

Eradicate Endemic 

Medical Specialties  

Allergy and Immunology 
Anesthetics 
Pathology 
Cardiology 
Cardiothoracic surgery 
Psychiatry and psychotherapy 
Clinical neurophysiology 
Dermato-Venereology 
Endocrinology 
Gastroenterology 
General Practice 
Geriatrics 
Gynecology and obstetrics 
Health Informatics 
Hospice and Palliative Medicine 
Infectious diseases 

Internal Medicine 
Interventional Radiology 
Vascular medicine 
Microbiology 
Nephrology 
Neurology 
Neurosurgery 
Nuclear medicine 
Occupational medicine 
Ophthalmology 
Orthopedics 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Otorhinolaryngology 
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Classification of medical specialization 

Medical specialties can be classified along several axes. These are: 

 Surgicalor internal medicine 

 Agerange of patients 

 Diagnostic ortherapeutic 

 Organ-basedor technique - based 

 

 


